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FOREWORD

The Applied Physics Laboratory (APL), a division of The Johns
Hopkins University, is located in Howard County, Maryland, midway be-
tween Baltimore and Washington. Its work is carried out under contractual
agreements between the University and the federal, state, and local govern-
ments. About 95 percent of its effort is covered by a contr.t with the
Department of the Navy. APL employs a staff of more than 2500 including

4. 1300 professional scientists and engineers, of whom more than half have ad-
vanced degrees. Their ideas are implemented and extended through several
field activities and a network of associate contractors and collaborators from
coast to coast.

The primary mission of APL is to enhaice national security and
welfare by applying advanced science and technology to the solution of prob.
lems important to national objectives. The Laboratory conducts programs in

fundamental and applied research, exploratory and advanced development,
component engineering, systems engineering an~d integration, and test and
evaluation of operational systems. It has increased its efforts in nondefense

Iareas, including space research, to over 15 percent, with the concurrence of
the Department of Defense.

APL was established in 1942 at the urgent request of the Office of
Scientific Research and Development to demonstrate that science and
techno~logy could advance na*:onal security more effectively through an active
partnershir nf n,;,i:.ry and civilian te:.'hnologists than through the traditional
buyer-suppiL.. -,I.tionship. Ilie concept was validated in less than a year
when APL deve.",, d the first practical variable time (VT) fuze. This initial
product proved to be a major contributor to the air defense of the Fleet and
to Allied victories in the air war over Britain and the Batle of the Bulge.

After ihe war, at the request of the Secretary of the Navy, the Univer-
sity agreed to continue the Laboratory as an important national resource.
APL quickly became a leader ii guided missile technology and, with its
associate contractors, produced missiles for the Fleet. It then became
necessary to integrate those missiles with launchers, computers, radars,

f displays, and other elements of a ship. This activity continues as new weapons41. and new ships come into being and as old ships are modernized. APL is now
involved in developing the methods to integrate, communicate, and operate a
Battle Group consisting of several ships.

In addition to the Laboratory's varied sys:ems actiities on behalf of
the surface fleet, it continues to provide technical evaluation of the opera-
tional Fleet Ballistic Missile System. Quantitative test and evaluation pro-
cedures are applied to every newly commissioned ballistic missile submarine
- Polaris, Poseidon, and Trident - when it joins the Fleet. Similarly, APL
currently provides precise evaluation of the Army's Pershing missile pro
grams. Significant programs are also under way for Naval strategic com-

4 munications and tactical targeting.
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APL has contributed to fundamental knowledge in such areas as high.
altitude physics, spectroscopy, flame propagation, the origin and evolution of
the universe, supersonic combustion, supersonic and hiypersonic
aerodynamics, chemical kinetics, and magnetic resonance. A major contribu-
tion to national security and space technology was made when APL con-

-I ceived, demonstrated, and reduced to practice new principles of navigation
through the Transit Navigation Satellite System. The system currently pro.
vides the Navy and commercial vessels with worldwide positioning informa-
t ion that is far more accurate than was previously possible.

APL is a substantial contributor to national objectives other than
defense. Biomedical research and engineering; transportation; fire research;
reduction of pollution of the biosphere; ocean thermal, geothermal, and
flywheel energy systems; air traffic control; leak detection in natural-gas
distribution lines; and advanced education are some examples of the areas to
which attention has been devoted in recent years. The Laboratory has also
become a leader in developing scientific satellites and exploring physical
phenomena in solar planetary and interstellar space, as well as in applying
satellite sensors to the precise measurement of terrestrial characteristics.

The role of computer applications within APL has become so inter-
woven in all of the Laboratory's technical, systems, and administrative func-
tions that progress in this area is difficult to report as separate ac-
complishments. However, by extensive and intensive use of integrated circuits
and microprocessor logic in satellites, in radar and other naval systems, and
in biomedical engineering and other civil areas, APL has become a recognizedH" leader in this area of computer technology. Furthermore, it continues to

4 pioneer in innovative applications of computers of all sizes to problems of na-
tional importance. This irend is underscored throughout the document by thefrequent references to computing as an integral part of most of the ac-

complishnents reported herein.

To support its R&D activities through knowledge and experience in aa-
vanced research, the Laboratory performs bask research in biological,
chencal, mathematical, and physical sciences related to its various missions.
Through unique applications of system engineering, science, and technology
to the needs of society, APL has enhanced the University's tradition of ex-
cellence while gaining worldwide recognition of its own.

This report contains only selected samples of APL technical accom-
plishments in Fiscal Year 1979 (I October 1978 through 30 September 1979).
Some major programs were excluded because they are still in process. Others
were omitted in order to keep the report unclassified. Still other projects are
so broad in scope as to be unsuitable for concise reporting at this time. Thus,
the accomplishments reported herein are not an exhaustive presentation of
APL activities. However, they enconpasa many of the types of technical ef-
fort carried on during the reporting period. 5
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INTRODUCTION

Many changes in Navy missiles have occurred since APL pioneered in the
1950's in designing the first missiles to be deployed in defense of the Fleet.
However, many major characteristics of the early designs have been retained.
The new Standard Missile-2 (SM-2) has far greater capability than its
predecessors, the beam.riding Terriet and the basic Tartar. On the other hand,
SM-2 operates within the same Ri. band, uses similar guidance laws, and has the
same airframe diameter. The retention of these and other basic characteristics
has greatiy facilitated improving and upgrading the Terrier/Tartar/Standard
Missile family while maintaining Fleet readiness. Rather than being constraints,
early engineering decisions have proven ii, many cases to be the key to sub-
sequent developments.

The Laboratory has been a world leader in developing airbreathing
missiles for Naval forces beginning in 1945 with the Cobra, the first accelerating
supersonic ramjet. The Talos ramjet missile, developed in the 1950's, became
operational in 1958 and was retired from active service in December 1979 after
providing long-range air defense to the Fleet for more than two decades.

Over the years, APL's role has changed fom design agent to technical

support advisor to the Navy. The Laboratory has continued its active par-
ticipation in many ongoing missile programs by working closely with the
Department of Defense and numerous prime contractors for missile systems.
The SM-2 program is an example of APL's involvement in virtually all phases of
a missile development program that has successfully progressed from concept
formulation through design engineering to at-sea testing. Other programs to
which the Laborataory is making major contributions include Harpoon and
Tomahawk awl. the self-defense RAM Missile System. Investigations are being
carried out in :onnection with the exploration of wide area guidance concepts
and advanced work on new propulsion systems, with emphasis on the integral
rocket-ramjet.

Two a icles in this section are representative of tasks pursued at APL in
1979 in suppor. of missile programs. APL has provided substantial technical
support to NAVSFA as the RAMN Missile System has progressed through concept
val;dation flight ttests and advanced development, finally entering full-scale
engineering development in 1979. One article addresses all aspects of this
continuing support. It describes unique wind-tunnel measurements for
predicting the aerodynamic forces and moments of the RAM missile. The tests
represent the first known attempt to measure in a wind tunnel a spinning body-
canard-tail configuration that exercises canard steering in phase with body roll
position.

Cruise missile system development is considered in the next article. It
provides an overview of recent advances in the areas of aerodynamics,
propulsion, and structures/materials related to cruise missiles and recomnends
research that will lead to an integrated approach to overall performance im-
provenent.

Since tlte inception of the Polaris missile development program, APL has
provided technical evaluation of the operational Fleet Ballistic Missile System.
Quantitative test and evaluation procedures have been developed and applied to

12
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every newly corninissigne6 ballistic missile submarine and associated weapon
system - Polaris, Poseidon, and Trident. (Similar evaluations are performed
for the Army's Pershing Missile System and for the Naval S~rategic Com-
munications Systems.) The continuing development of strategic weapon systems
results in a demand for more advanced evaluation techniques and capabilities.
One benefit of:cn realized from an improved evaluation capability is an im-
proved operational capability.

The Loran Navigation Receiving System. described in this section, is the
most accurate Loran-C positioning system developed to date. It can track eight
Loran-C signals simultaneously. As weapon system evaluation and
oceanog-aphic research become more sophisticated, greater accuracy - such as
this system can provide - is required to determine a ship's position. The system
was developed for the Navy's Nuclear-Powered Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine
(SSBN) tests, but benefits for other Navy and commercial programs may
eventually be realized.

During the development of a new fleet ballistic missile or submarine,
underwater launches establish the in-tube and underwater portions of missile
flight. The introduction of the new Trident weapon system has resulted in the
design of the weapon system test support facility described in the next article.
The study demonstrated the feasibility of a towed submersibh. platform to
support an underatcr launch test program. This concept can provide enhanced
capability to evaluate systems, with greater ilexibility than full-scale system tests
at significant cost savings.

During the design and developencrt of U.S. Navy missiles, radars, and
communications systems, careful coiside.'ation must be given to the en-
vironmuent in which they are expectd to operate. In any modern conflict, this
environmnt would include hostile enemy electronic countermeasures tECm) that
are intended to degrade or defeat U.S. system capabilities. Large-scale use of
i.ct' was seen during the Southeast Asia conflict and the *':73 war in the Middle
East. Thus, an tcm environment should be considered the normal operating
environment for modern electronic military systems. APL's work with missile,
radar, and communications systems has led to the evaluation of hostile t.cm
capabilities and electronic counter-countermeasures tEcc.i) requirements for
Navy systems.

The last article deals with a model developed to analyze system
requirements of Navy communications systems in an txMi environment. It
describes a mathematical model developed to evaluate the requirement for
antijam ultrahigh frequency tUI) communications within a Navy battle group.
The model presents a statistical approach to utiF propagation that gives a closer
approximation of actual comnunications performance.

During the last decade, both United States and foreign naval combat
forces and weapons systems have become increasingly complex wehile the
potential pace of battles between such forces has accelerated. THis trend, which
is expected to continue in the decade ahead, has required the development of
improved systems and techniques to coordinate and control tile complex forces.
APL is playing an expanding role in the technical evolution of the systems, from
concept to Fleet deployment.

13



AERODYNAMICS OF THE ROLLING AIRFRAME MISSILE

A unique investigation into the aerodynamics Body st, Jon
of the Block I Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM) has (diameters)
been carried out. It was the first known attempt to 0
measure in a wind tunnel the aerodynamic forces andmoments that act on a spinning body-canard-tail con- Wings and tail 1.29-
figuration that exercises canard steering in phase with orientation
body roll position. The brief exploratory test has Steering '3.77demonstrated that a better understanding and a more .canard 4.04-
complete definition of the aerodynamics of rolling,
steering vehicles can be developed by way of sinula-
live wind-tunnel testing. Fixedcanard

BACKGROUND Tail

For guidance-related reasons, there is con-
siderable interest in rolh:.g airframes iaving single-
plane steering capability. Prior to this effort, aerody
namic characteristics used in designing and evaluating
rolling, steering missiles have been derived from
wind-tunnel data collected on nonspinning models 0.38
and from the cumulative experience gained from anal- T_
yses of flight-test data. Those aerodynamic descrip- 1.05 .
tions of rolling airframes emphasize their longitudinal 0.40
stability and control characteristics but ignore the "1945-
possibility of induced side forces and yawing 0,629
montecus. 0.941.20

A short exploratory test was planned (Ref. I) 22.03
and carried out using the newly fabricated free-to- Note: Dimensions normalized with body
spin model (Fig. 1) of the RAM configuration (a) to diameter 1.92 in.)
check oat the model, the test procedures, and data ac-
quisition and (b) to probe its aerodynamics under Fi'.I Eternalgeomettr) of model.
dynamic-flight conditions at representative transonic
and supersonic speeds. It was reognized that follow-
on resting would be required tu define the aerody-
namics of the configuration throughout its perfor- sting support, balance, motor, and carn are locked to-
maice envelope, and also to conduc( the configura- gether as one unit that does not spin; the model is
tional breakdown investigations app;opriate to identi- slip-fitted over, and fastened to, a spin-bearing case
fying and sizing relevant aerodynamic causes and that is free to rotate. The roll rate of the model can
effects. be controlled remotely by regulating the power supply

] ..,, to the torque m otor.o Pretests showed that the model's mass asym-

DISCUSSION metry in roll is quite small and that the effects of
k motor-generated heat and of magnetic fields on the

The model body is 42.41 in. long and its outer performance of the balance are negligible. The reso-
diameter is 1.925 in. A special sting support was nant frequencies of the cantilevered model-balance-
designed and fabricated to be compatible with this sting combination are 12, 22, and 24 Hz.
very large length-to-diameter ratio. Packaged inside
the model are (a) a five-component strain-gauge bal- A dynamic variable to be duplicated in tunnel
ance to measure the orthogonal components of the testing is the missile's spin parameter, d/2 V (where d
total aerodynamic forces (less drag) and aoineats is the diameter and V the total velocity of the vehi-
that act on the model, (b) a D( motor to provide roll ce), rather than the missile's roll rate, o. Hence, to
torque supplemental to aerodynamic rolling-dri,,ing simulate the flight conditions assoc'ated with missile
moment, and (c) an interchangeable steering cam to roll rates of 8 to 15 Hi, it is necessary for the 0.385-
produce mechanically sinusoidal deflection of the scale model to experience steady-state roll rates of 15

14 steering surfaces in phase with body roll position. The to 30 Hz. Resonant frequencies within the simulative



range of model roll rates would have been a serious lions. The importance of the induced side forces and
problem had it not been for the ability to control the yawing moments to the airframe's dynamic-flight
roll rate of the model remotely. Figure 2 shows, for behavior can be evaluated in future investigations.
Mach 1.2 and 2.5, the model roll rates tested and the
equivalent missile roll rates (evaluated at sea level) Aerodynamic contributors to rolling

determined from the equivalence of the missile's spin characteristics were investigated. During the data-
parameter. taking periods, the model's roll rate was maintained

raccurately at a constant value by the remote roll-rate
Measurements were obtained over an angle-of- controller witn its roll-rate feedback loop engaged.

attack range up to about 16. The effects of data- Using the tachometer output, the balance roll-gauge
sampling rate, roll rate, Reynolds number, Mach output, and aerodynamic roll-driving moments (evalu-
number, and steering control (directed in and out of ated from nonspin test runs), the airframe's roll-
the angle-of-attack plane) on the configuration's damping characteristics were calculated by solving the
"rigid-body" aerodynamics were examined. The per- equation of motion in roll under steady-state condi-
tinent results follow (viewed in an axis system that Cons. Figure 4 shows the effects of angle of attack
pitches with the model but does not spin with it). Ad- and roll rate on calculated roll-0amping cc,efficients
ditional details are given in Ref. 2. at Mach 2.51. Damping characteristics previously

were taken to be linearly dependent on roil rate.
The normal force and pitching moment data Other results show that steering control directed in or

provide smooth definitions of the configuration's out of the angle-of-attack plane can affect substan.
longitudinal stability and control characteristics. tally the aerodynamic contributors to rolli:g
These forces and momens are not sensitive to the characteristics.

tested roll rates or to Reynolds number.

Small side forces and associated yawing
moments, induced out of the plane of maneuver,
show dependence on Mach number, angle of attack, Test conditions:
steering-deflection amplitude (t), and spin parameter. Mach 1.19
Figure 3 shows the effects of angle of attack and Roll rate -30 k,
steering-deflection amplitude on side force and yaw- Reynotds number 7 x 106Moment reference station at 32% of body length
ing moment coefficients at Mach 1.19. In this illustra- 0.1 ,-
tion, the 20" peak-steering deflection occurs in the 0 ia = 0pea
angle-of-attack plane. Before this test, aerodynan.ic e 0
descriptions of rolling, steering airframes omitted ,iak +20"
aerodynamics induced in the yaw plane because there +20-0.11 -I. . - I I -

A were no experimental data on which to base predic- 1.4 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1.2- +ir ,L +0 + peak

(a) Mach 2.51 +Cn, 4 +
Model roll rate (Hz: obtained with airflow j0.8-

vetocity 1900 ft/s
0 -10 -20 -30 **0 ~0.6-

• -" 0.4 ieak = +200

S,, ,- 0.2

0 -10 -20 -30 -40 0 0
Missile roll rate (Hz) evaluated at sea level E

(b) Mach 1.19
Model roll rate (Hz) obtained with airflow

velocity -- 1200 ft/s 1peak =00

0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -1

,ii° o.- -t~ . ! i

-°I I -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
0 -10 -20 -30 -40 Angle of attack, a (deg)

Missile roll rate (Hz) evaluated at sea level
Fig. 3 Variation in induced side force and )awing moment

Fig. 2 Model roll rates tested and equivalent missile role coefficients sith angle of attack and steering-deflection am-
rates. plitude. 15
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REVIEW OF TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENT AREAS FOR CRUISE MISSILES

Research advances in the technologies of sion, and structural technology for cruise missile sys-
aerodyiwnivs, propulsion, and sinwitures/mnaterwls tems t0 pros idc a rationale foi planning a research
are telated in tis rettew to performance inproue- program in those areas and the outline of a plan for
inents in crise inessdle s~vsteiins for subsonic to hyiper- Midi a progranm. A111. ssas asked to contribute to the
sonic speeds. The broad definitiont of crutise inussdle is assessment by applying. its esperience in imissile re-
used, i.e., a missile that operates jor mnost of its flight sac n eeomn otese.fccusino
linte at icearly, consiant altitude and sped Reconti- searhvand drvelopmisntl teore nef qthon of-
mendations are inade for research in several specific ipoigcus isl efrac hog d
areas of those technologies and in a related area - \ anced technologies and their interactions (Ref. 1).
suppression of the sensor signature - so that such
research it-ll lead to significant inprovement in
overall performiance. DSUSO

Areas for potential iimprosenien' in cruise

BACKGROUND miissile performance (penetrativity, range, time to
target, terminal accuracy, and prelaunch survivability)

The NASA Langle) Research Center is assess- and for economic improwement (cost reduction, sirn-
16 ing the significaixe of ads anted acrodynarii., propul- plicit), and logistics) hate been related to physical



and design facto s such as observables, speed, manten- might contribute to performance improvements were
vet ability, producibility, Prid operability, each of listed. Figure 1 illustrates this process for one perfor-
which involves one or more of the technologics under miatce parameter, penetrativity. In this example, ten
consideration. Since improvements in range aiid time research topics that would improve penetrativity areIto target involve essentially thre same technologies, identified. Similar charts were prepared for range and
these two parameters can be reduced to one, range. maneuverability.
The same is trute for improvements in terminal ac- Twenty-five specific topics of research were
curacy and in prelaunch survivability, both of wich identified in this mianner, a number much too large

ipygreiletr maevrblt.Hne h ieaesfor practical planning with available resources. By
canl be -cduced to three: penetrativity, range, and considering which topics would be thre greatest help to

manemrabiity.system analysts and designers in their trade-off

The status ol current cruise missiles and of studies for advanced missile concepts, the number
research related thiereto wsas reviewed briefly, and was reduced to sixteen. Table I showvs how six recoin-
specific topics ol ro~,ii ~l aiid development that mended research topics to improve penetrativity canl

Five research topii's Two research topics Three research topics in
in aerodynamics in propulsion structures/materials

Fig. t Technulog> linprosemnerl areas related to peneirativit>.

TFABLE t
PENETRATIVITY INIPROVENIEN'I AND) TECHNOL.OGY AREAS

Technologies Aerod)nami% Propulsion Structures/Niaterials Signature

Measures of mnerit Aerodynamic forc:es tulet drag, pressure %%eight Radar, I R, optical as
4and mioments recosery, air capture Volume function of aspect

Stability margins Exit notile net ihrust Ease of inanufacture angle, wavelength,
Control elfectiseness polarizaiion, etc.

Missile comoponlents t1od) hnletts) Conmentional siruic-
Surlaces E\11 no//lets) rural elements and
lull contigurations F~ull configuraiions radar absorbing

* material tRANI)
Radar absorbing
prinnar) structuiral
elemients (RAPS)

I Lilt> assemibled cont.
figurations

Reconimended Aerodynamics- Inlet-signatuie trade-oil Anal) sis mnethods for
research topics signature trade-ofi Nozzle-signatutre trade- structuiral trade-offs

AirI ramie-engie in- o f RAMI-coated structure
tegration %ersus RAI'S



be selected from among ten (Fig. I) because they cations, and trade-off studies between
relate specifically to measures of merit and missile RCS and inlet performance.
components involved in the iterative design trade-off 2. Fuel Development - further develop-
cycle. Similar charts were made for the other areas. ment of fuels (liquid, liquid plus addi-

tives, and solid) to improve energy per
unit volume or weight, to increase densi-

RECOMMENDATION ty, and to improve physical characteris-
tics (strength, safety, and combustion ef-

Since the sixteen priority research topics may ficiency).

be more than a realistic research budget can support,

the final recommendation was reduced to six, two in Structure/Materials
each of the three technology areas, as listed below.

1. RAM-Coated Structure versus RAPS -
Aerodynamics development of RAPS, and comparison

with non-radar-attenuating primary struc-I. Aerodynamics-Signature Trade-Off -tr hti otdwt A ordcture that is coated wvuh RAM to reduce
measurements of the radar cross section RCS.
(RCS) and ielevant aerodynamic charac-
teristics of configurations and their con- 2. Dlevelopment and Apphcation (if Con-
ponents (bodies, fixed and movable stir- po ites - development of low-cost fabri-
faces, protuberances, depressions, gaps, cation methods, process technology,
fillets, and radii of leading and trailing methods of attachment, methods of
edges), and trade-off studies between stress analysis, and criteria for instability

RCS and aerodynamic effectiveness for and buckling of advanced composite ma-
modifications in the geometry or location terials applied to missiles.
of those components.

2. Illigh-Angle-of-Attack Aerodynamics -
continued research in aerodynamics at REFERENCE
high angle of attack anid iii methods to . romit d It 1 t wpmtt, A Rettts Itnohogt Itn
reduce or control resultant dynamic irttentAreasfwrCnits, APt, JIIU tIn t)-0-79-(H), Apl

coupling. 1979.

Propulsion

I. Inlet-Signature Trade-Off - measure-
ments of RCS and propulsion parameters
(mass capture, pressure recovery, cowl Aulhors: L. L. Cronvich and Hi. P. Ltewtnun
drag, and uniiformity of flo\\ into engine)
of inlets of various shapes and body lo- Support: NASA Lngh,'y Reseurcn Center

18



DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR LORAN NAVIGATION RECEIVING SYSTEM

The objective of the Loran Navigation Receiv- the accuracy requirements could be achieved. The 50
ing System (LONARS) Program was to develop an ft radial (rss, post mission) goal was met (Ref. 4).
accurate Loran-C navigation system (200 ft radial During tie next phase, three shipboard sets
(rs v) real tite and 50 ft radial (rss) post mission) (LONARS-SS) were assembled. The complete
(rss is the root sum ,;quare of the uncertainty in the LONARS system was installed and calibrated in the
mean and the standard deviation for each axis). It
was to be used by the U.S. Navy during SSBN fall of 1978. Additional calibration exercises were
Demonstration and Shakedown Operations (DASO) conducted in February and May 1979 after some in-
to evaluate initial-condition launch errors of the itial defects in the complex software were corrected.
Polaris/Poseidon/Trident weapon systems, to evalu- LONARS became operational in February 1979. It is
ate the performance of the navigation system, and to operated by personnel of the Naval Ordnance Test

" provide real-time position for the acquisition of Unit (NOTU).
missiles by the range sqfety radar during launches.
LONARS became operational in February 1979; it
has demonstrated a real-time geodetic accuracy of
better than 80 ft radial (rss) and a post-nission ac- DESCRIPTION
curacy of 30 ft radial (rss) in areas where the systemt The primary functions of LONARS are to pro-
was calibrated. LONARS is unique because of its ad- vide accurate real-time ship's position and an accurate
vanced computerized signal processing technology, its
ability to track both thle A and the B phase codes record of the positions after the ship has returned toabilitp to ckbhth oran thsmerpse cdtiepr.T upr h otmsinueo h aaIfromt uip to eight Loran-C transmnitters, and the port. To support the post-mission use of thre data, a
significant improvement in accuracy over other pattern monitor station (LONARS-PMS) is installed
Loran-C radio navigation systems. at a known, fixed location on shore. Position errors

indicated by the PMS are attributed to irregularities
in tie Loran-C signals, and the data from the ship-

BACKGROUND board LONARS are corrected correspondingly. This
process minimizes the effect of irregularities in tieWeapon system evaluation and range safety re- emission time, of the loran signals.

quire a very accurate position reference system for
DASO tests on SSBN's. A survey and comparison of The LONARS-SS and LONARS-PMS are
several commercial radio navigation systems was con- depicted in Fig. I. The commercially available
ducted by APL in 1975 to find a system with suitable Hewlett-Packard and Kennedy componcn.s have been
accuracy and capability. it had to provide the installed in special electronks boxes suitable for
necessary accuracy at least out to 60 nmi from shore transporting and installing temporarily aboard a sub-
and be able to recover from loss of signal at sea. The marine.71 study and field test failed to locate a system that The APL loran sensor comprises a tuned rt
could meet these requirements (Ref. 1). receiver that has been modified to permit computer

Experience with Loran-C convinced many peo- control of receiver gain, an oscilloscope for display,
pie that it had the potential to provide positioning an analog-to-digital converter, and a digital inteiface
with greater accuracy than usual (Ref. 2). Under a set for computer communications. The sensor uses a
U.S. Air Force contract, APL had deigned a Loran- built-in 5 MHz crystal oscillator but can accept a
C super receiver in 1972 (Ref. 3), but no hardware cesium beam standard or other external clock. Four
was produced. This experience, together with the an- manually adjustable notch filters are available on the
nounced improvements in Loran-C coverage for the Austron receiver. Built-in circuitr) supplies a variable-
U.S. coastal confluence zone, prompted APL to po- amplitude 100 kHz test signal for calibration and
pose a highly accurate Loran-C system for submarine checkout.
testing. The proposed system, LONARS, was ap- To operate the system, the computer program
proved by the Navy's Strategic Systemis Project Of- is loaded fromt a tape cartridge in the terminal.

a d eep Geenwicl' mean time is set, the program is staited,
and search mode commences. In the present con-
figuration, LONARS searches for two master sta-

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT tions: Carolina Beach, N.C. (GRI code 9930) and

The first phase of LONARS development was Malone, Fla. (GRI code 7980). When the second
to assemble a prototype system to demonstrate t;:t master is found, tie program enters settle/track 19



AN/BRA-14 or ship CONRAC SNA-9C
remote display

S ~ (optional)

w Cartridge magnetic

tape recorder

LONARS.SS

-4---Data flow/control
Whip
antenna

pep

A Magnetic tape
Irecorder

LONARS.PMS

FlM. I Block dlagran%( or .ONARS-SS andlONARS.PMS.

mode. In this mode, the program adjusts the receiver As the LONARS program continues in settle/
gain for each signal, positions each quadrature (zero track mode, a background routine called a nuisance
crossing) strobe on a positive-going zero crossing, and search attempts to locate other loran signals being
locates the standard track point on each pulse. Each received. These signals are placed in track, and data
Loran-C station's A and B phase code group is con- from the four primary stations are not taken when a
sidered to be a separate signal and is tracked cross-rate conflict occurs. If the nuisance signal is
separately. A signal pair from a station is regarded as quite weak, it is dropped from track to make way for
settled when both signals are adjusted in gain, are stronger signals that could cause more serious cross-
satisfactorily phase locked to the standard track rate interference. LONARS can track up to 16 loran
point, and are giving the same time of arrival. When signals or the A and B phase code pairs of eight sta-
both Jupiter signals are settled, a time correction is tions.
computed and applied to synchronize LONARS time
with coordinated universal time (UTC). This step en-
sures that pattern monitor corrections will be syn
chronized accurately with the data from the set CALIBRATION
aboard ship. The purpose of the calibration was to deter-

i W h n r fmine empirically the values of the parameters to be" ' When the signials from the four primary sta.
at used to transform LONARS meisured time dif-

tions are settled, a "data-good" indication is pro- ferences to latitude and longitude. The parameters
vided in the output status word and on the CRT dis-~were the effective time-difference propagation
play. The display is a representation of the Florida velocities, the effective mission delays, and two coor-
coastline and operating areas; cross hairs indicate pre- dinate pairs assigned to be equivalent, thereby
sent ship's position. The displayed data give the establishing a direct relationship between the time dif-
measured time differences, UTC, latitude, longitude,i " :'ference and latitude/ longitude coordinate systems.
speed north and east, a status word containing coded-: Three calibrations were performed: in November 1978
program information, and a predicted dead-reckoned
position. The screen is updated with new data about
once per second, and time of arrival data are col- During the May 1979 calibraion, two

20 lected for recording at the same rate. LONARS-SS were installed side by side, connected to



a comon antenna but isolated by very wide band at- TABLE I
tectuators. The position reference for this test was the IOASCLBAINPRMTR
three-range DM-43 Autotape System. Tit,. LONARS TimeR CA IfRTION PAAM Tim ~fERe
atoJ Autotape antennas were installed side by side ofl Time_______ Difrec B ieDfeec

the highest mast located amidships on the USNS Loran GRI code 9930 7980

Range Sentinel. The LONARS-PMS was run con- Stations Carolina Beach. Malone, Fla.
tinutously duigthe two at-sea clbaindy.N.C.r drin caibrtio das.Jupiter, Fla. Jupiter, Fla.

'The cut rent parameters determined fromt the Effective propa- 299.764 299.513
third calibratioo are pres*:nted in Table I. It was gation speed
necessary to adjttsi he: coordinates of' the WAS 36 Il (1/)

Z"north and3t tws ftesree oaini re Effective eis- 13 694.144 45 199,707id 3 fiwestof he .rveed lcaton i orersion delay (its)
to r~rmos' it small bias i LONARS at .ca. AssieJ PMS 28*25'2.76"N 80*36'25.18"W

coordinate,

Y PERFORMANCE
The nmeasurcd time difference% from the at-sea

data wsere const'rted to latitude and longitude using lABIK 2
the transfortnaior parameter% of Table I for cow AT-SEA LONARS CORRECIfION ST'ATISTICS*
parisott swith the Ativitape at-sea reference. The pro-
cessed differences wt're then plotted and analyied. Latitude Loungitude

Fgrs2ad3dpcth OASpost-mission er- 0 t) (t
ror in latitude and longitude. The track of the survey Mean -31

ship is plot ted in Fig. 4. A statistical sumima ry of thIe rim 10 13
data in Figs. 2 and 3 is presented in) Tabie 2 rss ot rins 16

itlased on 4818 conlparkons wsitht Autotape data taken

CON4CLUSIONS at sea. 23 May 1979,

The tesults of the calibration data analysis
show conclusively that LONARS accuracy exceeds tOe ft (rss) post mission in tlte Cape Canaveral operating
real-time and post-mission requirements. The system area (Table 3). The uncertainty in the mean shown in
accuracy is estimated to be 80 ft (rss) real titme and 30 Table 3 reflects an allowance for errors in the survey
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• TABLE: 3 REFERENCES

ESTIMATED L *NARS ACCURACY. I Ak IIl.4k44 . , I Pah~ana, I) A Itt oin. ind V% S Ptila I I ,
PRHIM leit Results. APt JUL POR-2040, 17 I) 1979Real Time PoIMiwon IJ~~. . ~ I.

"! Real~~~lme ~Post~ slo I I Illluct anld I A |(. l) "| i; t) ItllS l the lull
Latitude Lonkltude Latllude longllude I'oiual 0I.1l 1 oni.(" Il %at IK -11, No I 1Al 1974, pp 223-

iean Error 0 0 0 0 2.h3 .l , nl,,. '.on o L , .uw.,
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CONCEPTUAL STUDY OF
THE TOWED UNDERWATER LAUNCH PLATFORM

The concept of a towed submersible platform lateral and torsional rigidity. Plates secured to the top
for underwater launch tests in support of the develop- of the deck frame on two sides and along the bow aid
ment of advanced Trident missile and launcher sys- in streamlining the flow and entrapping seawater to
tems was explored. This concept offers more flexibil- moderate the vertical response of the platform to the
ity than does a fixed underwater platform and may be launch impulse. A free-flooding fairwater deck is in-more economical. eluded to approximate the flow fHd about the Tri-

dent submarine deck and muzzle ha:ch regions.

The mount tube is housed in a faired structureBACKGROUND to provide a watertight corapartment for test instru-

During the development of the Polaris and mentation and launching equipment, to permit access
Poseidon systems, many underwater launches made when on the surface, and to streamline the flow.
use of an inert test vehicle to investigate the in-tube Platform buoyancy is provided by the faired
and underwater portions of flight. Those full-scale housing and hard tanks mounted to the frame. One
tests were conducted at the Naval Ocean Systems of the small tanks also provides nitrogen for tube
Center (NOSC) "pop.up" facility, off San Clemente pressurization. Engineering estimates of the principal
Island, California, using platforms fixed to the ocean
floor. To achieve more flexibility to meet the ex-
panded test requirements for advanced Trident missile
systems, APL embarked on a fresh approach to L .

The general guidelines for testing require (a) side pl.t'
1full-scale tests over the range of tactical launch -.. 67

depths. (b) a wide range of fore-aft (crossflow) flow Tow bridle
velocities, and (c) simulation of the flow condition
about the deck and muzzle-hatch regions of the Tri- Electrical power/
dent submarine. In addition, it was desirable to keep monitoring umbilical
the test facility costs low since testing was planned for
an 18 month period after which the facility would be
closed.

~DISCUSSION
DS I 

Free-flooding
Platform Description fairwater deck

Platforms fixed to the sea bed are inherently Support frame
expensive and are difficult to adjust over the range of
launch depths. The concept of a submersible platform Buoyancy pontoons

evolved to avoid such prob!ems. Other factors to be Hovering/deballasting
considered were low resistance to forward movement system piping
and a high vertical virtual mass to moderate platform
recoil in response to the launch impulse. The principal Free-flooding
components of the Towed Underwater Launch Plat-
form (TULP) are shown in Fig. 1. The basic structure _-Mount tube
consists of a deck frame formed by an I-beam matrix. _Faed mount tube
A skewed flange welded to the curved casting on a housing and support

Trident 11 mount tube adapts the tube to the deck Lead ballast

frame. Four free-flooding tubular support struts be-
tween the deck frame and the mount tube provide Fig. 1 Sideandsectiunailes oftheTULP. 23



features and some of the hydrodynamic characteris- into Trident submarines. The EHW bay is enclosed,
tics of the TULP are shown in Table I, taken from will readily hold the TULP, and is deep enough. A
Ref. 1. location for actual testing might be the Navy Torpedo

The concept includes a hovering deballasting Range in Dabob Bay, a protected, deep.water testsystem for platform submersion and recovery and for range about 10 miles from the EHW. The range is
sysem or lafor sumesio an reovry nd orheavily instrumented, with a three-dimensional

depth keeping while it is in tow. The two large inner- acoustic trackin station and shore based photo-

most tanks serve as seawater blow aad flood tanks. aoticakingtatoraphore b e
Eachinnrmos tak isdivded ntotwo omprt-optical equipment. Photographic coverage could beEach innermost tank is divided into two compart- obtained of the early portions of the test vehicle

ments, and the porbforward and the aft-starboard launch if cameras and lighting were installed on the
compartments serve as the blow tank; the other two deck of the TULP. The range also has several Navy
serve as the flood tank. This arrangement ensures support craft (YF-451 and YF-520) that would be well
catseather pblowing out or flooding in will not suited to support TULP operations. Figure 2 is ancause the platform to list or pitch. A digital artist's concept of a crossflow launch of a Trident 11

microprocessor located on the tow ship commands the test vehicle from the TULP.
flow control valves within the tanks. An analysis of

the requirements and a preliminary design for the
hovering/deballasting system are contained in Ref, 2.

The pitch and roll stability, the expected recoil
to launch impulse, and the post-launch motion of the ' ''.f:" +' I
platform are analyzed in Ref. 1. -

A study of the tow cable requirements (Ref. 3)
has shown that a moderate-sized steel or stranded
Kevlar cable could be used. Trail distances of 1000 to
1500 ft for the required range of forward-way speeds
could be obtained with minor adjustments from neu-
tral buoyancy using the hovering/deballasting system.

Sit Seloction
There are several possible sites for operss:ig " " .

the TULP. One is at the Naval Submarine Base,
Bangor, Washington. It has an Explosive H- andling Fig. 2 Artist's concept of a crossflow launch of a Trident It
Wharf (EHW), which is designed for loading missiles test vehilekfrom the TULP.

TABLE I

ESTIMATED PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF TOWED UNDERWATER LAUNCH PLATFORM

Principal dimensions (ft)
Overall length 60
Overall beam 40
Overall height 47.5
Surfaced draft 39.5

? Physical characteristics
Weight (excluding test vehicle and reserve trim) 380 000 to 450 000 lb
Submerged displacement (excluding free flooding) 260 to 295 short tons
Reserve buoyancy 20 000 lb
Roll and pitch m.,ment of inertia 3.0 x 10 slug-ft"

Hydrodynamic characteristic,
Center-of-gravity/ccnter-of-pressure separation 1.7 to 2.2 ft

r Forward-way drag at 5.O kt 30 000 lb
Submerged tow at 5.0 1 t 450 hp
Heave added mass (inck ing free flooding) 1.65 x l03 slugs
Roll and pitch added moient of inertia 6.25 x 106 slug-ft2

24 Roll and pitch natural period 18 to 19 secondsr 24



The launch test vehiclc could be recovered by 2. M. A. Konodi, Preiminary Analysis of aDepth Control System for
Towed Underwater Launch Platform, APL/JHU PM.8367, Octusing the range's remotely controlled recovery vehicle 1978.

to locate it and secure a hook. A large ship could 3. B. F. Fuess, Catenaries Conputed for the Towed Underwater
complete the recovery. Launch Platform, APL.JP', BFD-3-78-009. 30 Nov 1978.

REFERENCES Author: J. J. Wozniak
I. J. J. Wozniak, Follow-on Study of the Towed Underwater Launch

Platforn (TULP) Concept for Trident It Testing, APL/JIIU PM.
8342, Oct 1978. Support: Strategic Systems Project Office, SP.22

A STATISTICAL APPROACH TO DETERMINING
ANTIJAM REQUIREMENTS FOR UHF COMMUNICATIONS

A mathematical model has been developed to communications are denied and within which com-
represent the stochastic process of ultra-high frequen. munications are unimpeded.
cy (ulIP) signal propagation over a finitely conducting
rough surface. Heretofore, the absence of such a The procedure described here permits the com.
model has made it virtually impossible for a co.t- munications analyst to calculate a probability of con-
nut.:ications analyst to determine the statistics nectivity, P, , for any transmitter-receiver-jammer en-

associated with single-signal propagation, much less counter and further permits the calculation of the
to attempt a statistical characterization of the ratio of level of antijamming required to achieve a specified
two or moreinterferingsignals. minimum probability of connectivity for that en-

countel.

'1 BACKGROUND

The Chief of Naval Operations requested APL DISCUSSION
to ascertain the value of antijamming protection to Figure I depicts the basic circumstances
Navy tactical conmmunications within a task force at associated with the reception of a uitF communica-
sea. Implicit in this task was an analysis of the nature tions transmission at sea. The resultant electric field
of uwi propagation over an ocean surface because the at the receiver has direct and reflected components
preponderance of Navy intra.task force links operate associated with both the transmitter and the jammer.

A in that portion of the radio spectrum.

The most important fundamental conclusion to Receiver
be drawn regarding the strength of a received uT sD

transmission near the earth's surface is that it is a Transmiter
stochastic quantity that may vary significantly, even E J
when the transmitter (or transmitters) and receiver ERS Jammer

have fixed locations. The simple inverse-distance- ERJ
squared computational procedure (and its concomi-
tant deterministic result) is inadequate at best and it
may yield misleading results because it implies a geo-
metric boundary around a receier beyond %,hich Fig.i Nftiedpropagationpathsoeraroughsurface. 25



For illustration, we shall consider the transmit- specific value of s/j. If this is so, then P(S/J > s/j)
ter to be a coherent source of radition and the jam- = I - F(s/j). Figure 2 illustrates the general ap-
mer to be an incoherent (noise) source, although an pearance of this function.
analogous technique has been developed for coherent
jammers a well.

For the coherent transmitted signal, EDs, the
direct field phasor is deterministic rather than
stochastic; however, the reflected field phasor, Ens, is CM
stochastic (Rayleigh distributed) because of the scat-
tering characteristics of the ocean surface. The
statistical variation of the amplitude of the resultantI
electric field is given by the Rice-Nakagami density
function:

A

p(es) = 2 xp - > PC
[,p I__ _

( E ) (S/i) 0  (si),

Fig. 2 Relationship of the S/J distribution function, link
where 1, is the modified Bessel function of order connectivit), and required antijumming protection link.
zero. Notice that p(es) is determined whenever Ep%
and (ERrs:) are both specified. When the ratio
Egs/(ERs.) is sufficiently large, Eq. 1 can be closely For a specific type of communications link, the
approximated by a Gaussian probability density; associated transceivers have an intrinsic signal-to-
therefore .amming threshold value, (s/j),. Communications link

I(t,- (EO)): connectivity is considered to exist only when S/J >
P(es) = (2EsDs) ep - )E,) (2) (s/j),; therefore, the probability of connectivity may

be defined as P, = I - F((s/j), 1. Further, the com-

munications analyst may specify a minimum accep.
table probability of connectivity, P,,,, Associated

where (Es) and D(Ev) are the mean and the with this value will be a minimum signal-to-jamming
variance, respectively, of the resultant total electric ratio (s/j)0 such that P,,, = I - F[(s/j)ol.
field determined by Eq. 1.

We define the minimum required antijamming
For the incoherent jammer signal, the direct protection level to be the improvement in S/J re-

field pnasor is not deterministic but rather is a quan- quired to make equal the minimum acceptable and
tity whose phase is uniformly distributed between 0 the actual connectivity probabilities. Such an antijam-
and 27r. The reflected field is Rayleigh distributed as ming level would, in essence, shift the statistics of S/J
before. The amplitude of the resultant electric field so as to make P,,,, = I - FI(s/j), ]. Therefore, the
due to tne jammer is given by the Rayleigh density minimum re:quired antijamming protection level is
function, thus defined as

Pie,) = 2e, exp (3)
E xp/ (Ej->/ R - (s/j),

(s/j)0

where (E,-) = (E,,-) + (E,,/). Note again that When R > 0 dB, antijamming protection is necessaryp(c) is determined whenever (E," > and (ER)> o maintain a link connectivity probability of P,,,,. Ifare specified. R < 0 dB, then P, > P,,,,, so no antijamming pro-

The signal-to-jamming ratio (S/J), which is the tectio' is required.

quotient of two random variables, is also a random To apply this technique to a particular tactical
variable whose probability distribution function, scenario, the initial positions and velocity histories of
F( i), may be deried (laboriously) from the distribu- the transmiatei, receiser, and jamnmer platforms are
tions p(e,) and p(e1 ). F(s/j) is the probability that input to z ,omputer model. The antijamming proiec-

26 S/J assumes a valte that is less than or equal to a tion required for the specified P,,,,, as well as the
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probability of connectivity without antijamming pro. communications link by a variety of methods, such as
tection, are computed and plotted as a function of increased power level, directive antennas, or spread-
time. Figure 3 is an illustration of the output for a spectrum modulaticn. If, for example, it were critical
typical scenario, to pass a message 28 minutes after tme start of the

scenario, the P, without antijamming protection is
in this scenario, the separation between the about 5%. The applica~ion of 12 d8 of protection

transmitter and the receiver became larger as titme would raise tt e probability to 50%,,, while 21 dB
progressed, while the jammer-receiver separation re- would be required to achieve 99%.
mained essentially constant. Consequently, the req-
uisitc, amount of antijamming protection increased
while the connectivity probability without antijam-
ming protection decreased.

By identifying points in time at which critical Authors: R. L. Holland, K. T. Plesser,
communications events transpire, one may specify the anzd.4. E. Scheck
amount of antijamming protection necessary for mis.
sion success. This protection may be applied to a Support: Chief of Naval Operations, 0P.96
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INTRODUCTION

The Laboratory's involvement in space programs began in the postwar
years when Aerobee and captured V-2 rockets carried Geiger tubes,
magnetometers, and optical spectrometers high above the earth's surface. The
flights provided the first high-altitude measurements of cosmic rays, the
geomagnetic field, and atmospheric constituents such as ozone, and were
conducted by pioneers James A. Van Allen, John J. Hopfield, and S. Fred
Singer (who were then APL staff members). In 1946, a V-2 rocket carried the
first camera installed by APL, to look at the ea-th from an altitude of 100 miles.
Front these distinguished beginnings, APL's record of accomplishments
proceeds, including the conception, design, and development of the Transit
Navigation Satellite System for the Navy.

The satellite activities spawned a multitude of "firsts" by APL, including
the development of the first gravity-gradient satellite, the first photographs of
the entire earth from synchronous satellites, the first solid-state particle detectors
flown on a satellite, and tile first extremely accurate measurements of tle
geomagnetic field.

The space activities at APL have been supported by a small but active
program of basic research directed toward understanding the chemical and
physical processes involved in the earth's atmosphere, ionosphere, and
magnetosphere and in interplanetary phenomena. Some significant Laboratory
achievements include the first detection of solar cosmic rays with satellite-borne
solid-state detectors, the design and construction of one of the longest lived and
most productive scientific satellites ever launched (1963-38C), the first

Ll measurement of short-period magnetohydrodynamic waves near synchronousIaltitude, the discovery of heavy ions trapped in the earth's radiation belts, the
experimental confirmation of large-scale field-aligned currents in the auroral
regions, the demonstration of the effect of stratospheric pressure variations on
the ionosphere, and the development of radio astronomy techniques for

A predicting geomagnetic storms that can disturb terrestrial radio transmissions.
The research activities have involved international collaborations with scientists
from more than a dozen academic and defense organizations.

Other research programs include scholarly investigations of ancient
astronomical records, which led to the suggestion that Ptolemy was a fraud; the' ] discovery of plasma acceleration regions behind the earth that can generate
charged particles with energies up to hundreds of thousands of electron volts;

investigation of the interaction between the interplanetary magnetic field and the
geomagnetic field (a possible link between solar activity and terrestrial weather);1 i and the discovery that Jupiter is a prominent source of energetic particles in tle
earth's vicinity that previously were thought to originate in the sun.
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NASA has selected scientists and engineers from APL to participate in a
record number of interplanetary missions including Voyagers I and 2; Galileo,
which is scheduled :o orbit Jupiter: and Solar Polar, which will orbit over the
poles of tile sun. The Laboratory supports the joint APL/Max-Planck Institute
Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorer (AMPTE) for NASA and the
Federal Republic of Germany. Its purpose is to create an artificial ion cloud
outside the .arth's magnetosphere in order to investigate the mechanisms
responsible for forming the Van Allen radiation belts.

The articles in this section discuss the following four topics:

The first satellite to use mechpnical refrigerators to cool high resolution
-,amma tay spectrometers was launched in February 1979. The cryogenic
refrigerators were developed by APL.

During March and July 1979, Voyager spacecrafts I and 2 passed by the
planet Jupiter, carrying low-energy charged-particle measurement instruments
developed by APL. The instruments have provided the first detailed look at tile
high-energy plasma environment within the Jovian magnetosphere.

The MAGSAT satellite, launched successfully in October 1979, was built
by APL to support NASA and U.S. Geological Survey requirements for
measurcments to be used by tile Survey for magnetic field charts and maps. Two
outstanding features of the NIAGSAT satellite are the magnetometer boon and
tle attitude signal processor. The magnetometer boom is a lightweight ex-
tendable structure that can precisely position instruments sensitive to spacecraft
magnetic fields at considerable distances from sources of those fields in the
spacecraft. The boomn positions the sensors of a vector magnetometer and a
scalar magnetometer accurately. Post-launch performance indicates that the
boom is maintaining position well within allowable limits. The attitude signal
processor is the basis of the MAGSAT attitude control system and probably
represents the first ('mos technology microprocessor used in a satellite.

The requirement for a very accurate missile tacking capability in support
of the Improved Accuracy Piogram and the introduction of the Trident missile
have resulted in the development of the SATRACK system reported in earlier
volumes of APL Developtnents in Science and Technology. The next article iil
this section discusses APL's evaluation of the overall performance of the
SATRACK system. The evaluation has demonstrated that the hardware and
software developed by the Navy and APL are able to meet their projected
measurement and estimation capabilities. The final article reports on the suc-
cessful development of a key component of the SATRACK system, the
SATRACK Post Flight Receiver.
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OPERATION OF SATELLITE CRYOGENIC REGRIGERATORS IN SPACE

The P78- satellite, the first satellite to contain in Ref. 3. The mechanical part of the refrigerator.
high-resolution gamma ray spectrometers cooled by constructed by Philips Laboratories, is an adaptation
mechanical refrigerators, was launched on 24 for satellite appIication of the two-stage Philips Stir-
February 1979. The refrigerators were developed by ling cycle cryogenic refrigerator. The motor drive
APL and were operating satisfactorily as of 30 electronics and refrigerator instrumentation were
September 1979, the date of this report. This is the
first application of mnechanical refrigeration to the designed and constructed at APL.
cooling of gamma ray detectors and the first time The LPARL experiment contains two spec-
that mechanical refrigerators for any application have trometers. gamma 003 and gamma 004, each cooled
survived in space for more than afew hundred hours, with two refrigerators (Fig. 1), which LPARL

designates serial nos. I and 2 on gamma 003 and
serial nos. 3 and 4 on gamma 004. The crossbar join-

BACKGROUND ing the second stages of the refrigerators is connected
to a copper bar, which is the thermal link to the ger-

in space have long been appreated(Ref. d s 1 .manium detector. Each refrigerator was designed to
In 1973, cool the detector to 80 K or less; two refrigerators en-

under teAdvnced sure redundancy, quick cool-down if required, and
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), APL began the
development of a mechanical refrigerator to cool ger-
nmanium gamma ray detectors mounted in a satellite
to cryogenic temperatures (=77 K). A previous ex-
periment (Ref. 2) using a solid cryogen had collected
a limited amount of gamma ray spectra, but the
mechanical refrigerator offered the advantages of
lighter weight, longer life in space, and greater ex-
perimental flexibility. The Stirling cycle ref.-gerator
with helium as the working fluid was chosen as the
most promising candidate. Six refrigerators were con-
structed, four of which were to be launched in a
satellite containing two high-resolution gamma rayspecromeers.econd ste thermal
spectrometers. connection to detector\*

• Second stae
The newly developed intrinsic germanium radiation shield

detector can be warmued to ambient temperature surrounding
without destroying its sensitivity or resolution. cold finger
Therefore, by cooling the detector with a meclanical
refrigerator that can be turned on and off at widll, It is Vcu hme
possible not only to limit the spectra-gathering and mounting flange
the refrigerator's operation to periods of interest but ,. ,
also to study the effects of warming the spectrometer ,
to the ambient temperature of the satellite. Since the
launch, the experimenter, Lockheed Palo Alto
Research Laboratory (LPARL), has been able to take
advantage of this flexibility in order to acquire an un-
precedented amount of gamma ray spectra in space
and also valuable information on radiation damage to
intrinsic germanium detectors in the space environ-
ment.

*DISCUSSION
The design, construction, and laboratory test Fig. I Mounting of .P1. refrigerators for IPARt. ex-

- 32 results for the APL satellite refrigerator are discussed periment.



sufficiently low temperatures as performance 0 Second stage, refrigeaiator no. 3
0 Heat shield, refrigeiator no. 3

degrades. The P78-1 satellite was designed to provide " * Second stage, refrigerators nos. 3 and 4 on
power to only two refrigerators at a time. Refrigerators turned off

In November 1978, APL recharged the four
flight model refrigerators to 71 psia. At that time, it Days in orbit
was possible to determine that the helium leak rate 30 60 90 120 150
varied from 0.43 to 0.67 psi per month. A loss of 1 160 _ 0 1

psi of pressure results in a temperature rise of 2.6 K 1 a 00 00a

on the second stage of a refrigerator with a heat load 140 First-stage heat shield (coupled to

of 0.3 W. 1 refrigerator's first stage)

While recharging the refrigerator, we were able E 100 0 o 0 0

to check the instrumentation. Five measurements are E80 0o° 0 Refrigerator's second

made by APL instruments and telemetered to earth:the second-stage temperature, the helium pressure in 601-1

the crankcase, the helium plenum pressure, the total Orbit

current drawn by the refrigerator, and the motor
speed (rpm). For experimental reasons, LPARL doesFi.2 In-orbit temperure measurement versus lime for the
not directly measure the temperature of the ger- gamma 004 spectrometer.

manium detectors; thus the detector temperature must
be inferred from the temperature of the refrigerator's

second stage.

The P73-1 satellite was successfully launched
into a sun-synchronous polar orbit. Following launch, ed 120 K. it was necessary to cut off the refrigerators,
all four refrigerators were successfully started in turn. allow the detectors to warm to ambient temperature,
The second-stage temperature meaurement on no. 3 and then attempt to cool them.
was inoperative. The pressure tran.ducers on no. 4 in- The enecgy resolution of gamma 003 %as
dicated that it was losing helium at an excessive rate; about 4.0 keV and that of gamma 004 about 2.7 keV
the cause of this loss, which developed somec time (on the 511 keV annihilation line) at the beginning of
after the refrigerators were recharged, is unknown. In the experiment in space. As the experiment continued,
all other respects, operation of the refrigerators and degradation in resolution became apparent and the
instrumentation appears to be normal, problem became one of distinguishing ihe effects of

Following launch, LPARL pursued a radiation damage within the germanium detector

somewhat different policy of operation than was from the effects of temperature rise. After 98 days in
originally intended. Gamma 003 was cooled by orbit, gamma 003 was allowed to warm to satellite
refrigerator no. 2 and gamma 004 by refrigerator no. temperature (- 276 K) and was held in this condition
3. Because of power limitations, the refrigerators for eight days. The detector was then cooled to 80 K,
were operated for seven to ten orbits (100 minutes pe: well below the temperature at which resolution is af-
orbit), were turned off for one orbit, and were then fected, and the resolution at 511 keV was 15 keV.
restarted. This procedure was continued for the first The experience with gamma 004 was similar. After a
few months and the experiment was not warmed to prolonged warmup and then cooling to 100 K, the
ambient temperature. The temperature inferred from resolution after 152 days in orbit was 15 keV.
the second-stage temperature is shown in Fig. 2 for LPARL now believes that the effects of radia-
the gamma 004 spectrometer. The temperature has dAg fo cosic ra arisen from 67 to 118 K in 127 days, about 0.4 K per tion damage from cosmic rays were discernable after
ray.imisenr 67rtor11ane ways abserv fothe r 50 days in orbit. As of I August 1979, LPARL be-
day. Similar performance was observed for the gam-

ma 003 spectrometer. This rate of temperature rise lieved that by periodically warming the detectors :o
was less than half that observed by APL in the room temperature, annealing effects would stabilize
laboratory life test (Ref. 4). the resolution. As of 30 September 1979, gamma 003

was operating with a resolution of 15 to 20 keV.
LPARL estimates that the temptature of the After four weeks of continuous operation on both

germanium detector cannot exceed that of the refrigerators I and 2, its second-stage temperature
refrigerator's second stage by more than 10 K. The was 82 K. Thus, after 220 days in orbit, the
resolution of the intrinsic germanium detector refrigerators were cooli'ng the detector to
degrades rapidly at temperatures in excess of 135 K. temperatures well below those required for maximum
Therefore, when the secon'i-stage temperature exceed- resolution. 33



RESULTS
Although APL and LPARL have not completed have permitted LPARL to segregate the ef-

their analysis of thermal performance, the following fects of radiation damage and possibly of
conclusions can be drawn: impurity freeze-out on the detector. Experi-

ments can now be performed in space that
I. The DARPA-APL mechanical refrigerators would be impossible with solid or liquid

have been operating in space for 220 days cryogens as the refrigerant.
and can meet the specifications for cooling
the detectors. This is the first time that a REFERENCES
mechanical refrigerator has been operated
on a satellite for more than a few weeks. T. C. Nat% and I). I). NtirraN, "Orbital (.r ogenir Cooling olSeimor Sy, lcim. prewniled dl Ihc Aill.rlcan I hiltil¢ ol Acroilelie'

dod Atroiauli,. AIAA Paper No. 76 -979, Oo 1976.
2. Although LPARL has not yet been able to 6 , It. Nakdio, W. I tmthol. and R. 6. Johnson, "A Saltlite orne

reduce the bulk of the gamma ray spectral Ihigh Resolullon 6cll I) Gmma Ra. Spel troncir,1" .L. trans.
N d. Sot. NS,2t, 1974, p. 159.

data because of computer programming . t Blia,. C S. I el, anod ( A. Wingat. "A Stiling ( %de
pcoblems, they have an unprecedented Cooler. Approadig One Year ti %tainivnam.-I re.e t ti.e" Adv.

Crvog, Eng. 23, 1978.
quantity of data with better resolution than 4. ( A. Wingate and . S. I ellel, "An Ultra Reliable Miniature

can be obtained with a conventional scin- ( rogetrc Retigeralor." prewilcd at the ( rog)i. Lngieerig
(t onlerce,,., t ondon, Jtn 1978; to be publithed ti .,h'h C o, g. Lng.,tillator, 2q.

3. Two flexibilities, of cutting off the
refrigerator and warming the experiment to Author: C. S. Leffel, Jr.
ambient temperature and of using two re-
frigerators to cool the intrinsic germanium Support: Defense Advanced Research Projects
detectors to temperatures well below 80 K, Agency

VOYAGERS 1 AND 2 ENCOUNTERS WITH JUPITER

On 5 March and 9 July 1979, respectively, the magnetospheric analyzer (LEMPA) and the low
Voyagers I and 2 spacecraft flew by Jupiter carrying energy particle telescope (LEPT). The LEMPA detec-
APL's Low Energy Charged Particle (LECP) instru- tors are configured to provide opzimum measure-
inents. These detectors, which were designed to pro- ments in high particle-frcx environments such as
vide comprehensive measuremens of the composition planetary magnetospheres, while the LEPT detectors
and distribution of energetic ions and electrons, have provide a wider range in !ow flux environments such
provided the first detailed look at the characteristics
of the high energy plasma environment within the Jo- as the interplanetary regions.

vian magnetosphere. On-board analysis of i.e output of the 23
solid-state detectors that make up the LEMPA/LEPT
system provide rate measurements for particles in 57
categories of energy ranges and particle types. Pulse

BACKGROUND height analysis of individual particle events allows
The Voyager LECP instruments w ,re uc.L ned detailed study of the energy distribution of individual

tc provide detailed measurements of temporal varia- particle species. By appropriate commands, the data
tions in the composition, energy distribution, and system can be configured for optimum measurement

o- flow of energetic particles (Ref. 1). The LECP detec- of the energetic particle flux over a wide range of en-
34 tor system comprises two subsystems: the low energy vironments.
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Because the LECP instrument is mounted on
all inertially stabilized spacecraft, some means must A Solar wind
be provided for measuring the angulai distribution ofT Day
particle velocities, i.e., particle anisotropy. This was
accomplished by mounting the detectors on a motor- Bow shock 59
driven scanning platform that rotates the detectors
through 360* in eight steps. 184A,3
DISCUSSION

The trajectories of the Voyagers I and 2
spacecraft are shown in Fig. I. Voyager I (the first toarrive at Jupiter) encountered tile Jovian bow shock 11O0,R %1,)O RJ

on 28 February 1979 and tie iagnetospheric boun- 77\
dary on I March. It flew by Jupiter on 4 March at a A-
closest approach di~tance of slightly less than four Jo-
vian radii (4 R,, I R, = 71 400 ki) (Ref. 2). I
Following the e-,icountcr. it proceeded outward
through the aiagnetotail, passing through the
morning-side magnetosphere boundary on 12 March.

Voyager 2 (Ref. 3) followed a slightly different trajec-
tory, which allowed the spacecraft to remain in the
magnetospheric tail for a significantly longer lime. Its
closest approach to Jupiter was approximately 10 R. Magnetospheric

wind
The presence of the Jovian magnetosphere was Fig. I The 'o.ager% I and 2 trajcclorle, throukh the Jo'lan

first evident in tie Voyager data when bursts of' iinugnetosphere. The arrtt,% along the Vo)ager 2 Irajftlor)
energetic particles were observed streaming away %how t) plal ineasured flow directlon%.

from the planet. The spacecraft at this point was ap-
proximately 800 R. from Jupiter. As it approached
Jupiter, the frequency and duration of the bursts in- indicate that the energy density in the particles is
creased. greater than the energy density of the magnetic field

The counting rate for several species of par- and thus is a dominant element in controlling the
tides measured by Voyager 2 at Jupiter is shown i dynamics of the plasma sheet. This is significantly

Fig. 2. The entry into the Jovian magnetosphere is different from the situation ini the earth's
marked b\ the sharp increase in the counting rate on magnetosphere where the energy densit resides in the

k day 186 (5 July). Inside of the plama boundary, the magnetic field.
LEC instruinnt detected an extremely hot plasma As they moved inward, the LECP instruments
with a temperatue on the order of 300 million also measured an increasing fraction of heavy ions,
degrees. Anisotropy measurements of the particle principally oxygen and sulfur. These ions, which are
fluxes indicated that this plasma rotates rigidly with not present in such abundance in other planetary
the planet. Since the magnetic dipole is offset and magnetospheres (or in the sun), have their origin in
tilted from the center of Jupiter, the rotation causes the volcanic eruptions on the inner Galilean satellite,
strong 5 and 10 hour variations in the particle inten- 1o. The - ence of this well-defined inernal source
sities. These variations indicate that the hot plasma is of easi', wentified ions provides a unique and power-
confined to a relatively thin disk (plasma disk) ful means for stindying the energization and propaga-

j centered on the meridional plane of the magnetic tion of the ener 3etic particles.I . • dipole.
On the outbound passage through the

As the spacecraft penetrated deeper into the magnetotail, the LECP detectors observed large
Joian nagnetosphere, the LECP instrument periodic variaions in the particle fluxes that result
measured steadily Incieasing pan i-!. fluxes, from the wobbling of the plasma disk with the rota-
,riodulated by the 10 hour rotation o Jupiter and the tion of the planet. The flow of the plasma indicates
presence of tle Jox an satellites, which absorb the that the plasma in the disk corotates with Jupiter out
e ergetic particles as the) sweep through tihe to the boundary of the magnetosphere instead of only
m:-L ,etospimere. In the plasma sheet, the LECP data in a relatiely small region in the inner magnetosphere 35
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as is the case for Earth. Voyager 2 measured corota- REFERENCES
tional flows out to a distance of 150 Rj, at which I.i S % I kllllli =N C1 ,it , I11 th I t ' I i nil ) (lJFC h, . d C i I .( I)

point the flow changed to a direction that was radial- t \|imun|il oli Ifi \ o.tgol Sp4tom." SjpteV .i Ret. .t, 1977. p
ly outward from the planet. This radial outflow or 32,2 S % I ki~t~t ' l , " I 0 lelta) (11|,.igtd 111il e I¢ lollllehnl|*magnietospheric wind" ''as observed almost con- at uiiii . 1 " *t t . 1?9. p I l I oilk", P 999

tinually out to the bow shock on the dawn side of the 3 S MI. Killilig| l i il.. "llot 114.11 1 iI| (iLollilci l l Jtupi€|

magnetosphere and was observed with decreasing fre-
quency far out into the solar wind.

The LECP observations have provided a first
look at the character of the hgh energy plasma en-
vironment within he Jovian magnetosphere. The Auwhors: E. P. Keath and S. 11. Krimigis
observations have also raised a number of questions
about the factors controlling the dynamics of the Support: \aiutnal.lernatttics and Spa'e
magnetosphere of .upiter. A dmntsrattn
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THE NASA MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE (MAGSAT)

Although measuring the geomagnetic field The MAGSAT vector measurements will resolve am.
from satellite., began i'ith the launch of Sputnik 3 in biguities in field modeling and magnetic anomaly
1958, it has been done only sporadically since. Only mapping, Greater resolution and stronger signal levels
the NASA Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatories from anomalous fields will help overcome deficiencies
(POGO's) have provided a truly accurate global geo- in the POGO data for mapping anomalies.
magnetic survey. Accordingly, with close United
Staes Geological Survey (USGS) involvement, MAGSAT carries a scalar magnetometer and a
NAS, I has undertaken to provide USGS with data for vector mag'wtometer supplied by NASA as govern-
deriving inagnetic.field charts and maps that will be ment furnished equipment. The scalar magnetometer
accurate for the 1980 epoch. APl was selected to de- will make absolute measurements of the ambientsign, build. and test a satellite for measuring the geo- magnetic field to an accuracy of 3 -y. The vector
magnetic field, using spare components and designs magnetometer will make directional measurementsfromn the Sinall A strononty Satellite Programns.manteerwlmaedrtial esuens

with an overall accuracy of the magnetic vector

(including magnitude, direction, sense, and location)
of 6 -y rss.

BACKGROUND The spacecraft was constructed in two major
One of the goals of the NASA Resource assemblies, a base module of the SAS-C design incor-

Observation Program is to use space technology to porating the power systen, the telemetry and com-
improve our understanding of the dynamic processes mand systems, and the attitude control system, and
that formed the geologic features of the earth and of an instrument module designed specifically for the
how these processes relate to natural htatards and to mission. Aa optical bench supports two star cameras.theemplacement of resources. The magnetometers are mounted on a precision plat-form that is extended 6 m from the spacecraft to

Before the satellite era, magnetic data from reduce the effect of satellite magnetic fields on the
geographic regions were acquired over periods of sensors. An optical device is installed on the optical
years by various measurement techniques. For many bench and the remote instrument platform to measure
regions, such as the oceanic and polar, data were the relative displacements between the two magnetom-
either sparse or nonexistent. Three POGO's (eGO-2, eters. Known as the attitude transfer system (ATS), it
.4, and .6), operating between October 1965 and June will permit scientists to use star camera data to locate
1971, used alkali-vapor magnetometers to obtain the position in space corresponding to each set of
global measurements of the magnetic field approx- magnetoeter measurements.

imately every 0.5 s at an altitude range of 400 to 1500
km. These measurements were intended to map the During Fiscal Year 1979, the spacecraft com-

main geopotential field originating in the earth's core, ponents were integrated with the base and instrument
to determine the long-term temoora or secular varia- modules. The instrument morlule was then subjected
tions in that field, and to ;hort-terin field to a thermal balance test ir. vacuum to verify the

perturbations caused by tu:,uspheric currents. validity of the thermal design and the thermal
Analysis of these data, which disclosed that separable analytic model.
fields exist at lower attitudes because of anomalies in During this period, t~te base module was com-
the earth's crust, pointed the way to a new type of in- pleted and tested, and the performance of the attitude
vestigation. Several geomagnetic field models and control system %has verified. The magnetometer boom
crustal anomaly maps based on the POGO data have assembly %%as tested in a unique water-trough float! been published.
bnuiefacility simulating a 0-g environment to demonstrate

its ability to deploy the instrument platform at the
position and angle required for proper operation of

DISCUSSION the ATS.
APL has designed, developed, and tested a The two modules were jo.ned and the

spacecraft that wi, measure the near-earth spacecraft was taken to NASA's Goddard Space
geomagnetic held in support of the NASA Resource Flight Center to map the star camera fields and to
Observation Program. The NASA Magnetic Field make ATS and magnetic measurements. En, ironmen-
Satellite (MAGSAT) %%ill provtde precise magnetic- tal acceptance tests, performed at APL, included RFI
field measurements for geoscientifiL tnestigations. self-susceptance tests, vibration exposure, and a 15- 37



day thermal vacuum test. Upon satisfactory comple-
tion of this sequence, the spacecraft was returned to
Goddard and less extensive star canera and ATS
meaurements were taken to verify that no shift of
alignment had occurred during the environmental i
tests. This sequence was completed with final
magnetic measurements, magnetometer calibrations,
and determinations of mass properties. An electrical
test sequence was performed at APL (Fig. 1) before
shipment to the launch site.

The MAGSAT mission objectives, established
jointly by NASA and the USGS, are:

I. To obtain an accurate, up.to-date quan.
titative description of the earth's main
magnetic field (accuracy goals are 6 1 rss
in each component at the satellite altitude
and 20 -) rss in each component at the
earth'% surface in its representation of the
field from the earth's core at the epoch
of the measurement): 

2. To provide data and a worldside
magnetic.field model suitable for USGS
update and refinement of world and
regional magnetic charts;

3. To compile a global scalar and vector Fi. I MAGSATundergolngtestsatAPL..

crustal magnetic anomaly map (accuracy
goals are 3 -t rss in magnitude and 6 "1
rss in each component; the spatial resolu- a minimum lifetime of 180 days, depending on solar
tion goal of the anomaly map is 300 kin); activity (the planned lifetime was five months).
and The stored commands in the Delayed Coin-

4. To interpret the crustal anomaly map, in mand System ordered an intricate series of attituue
conjunction with correlative data, in maneuvers during the first orbit to ensure the proper
terms of geoscientific models of the orientation of the solar array for battery charging.

r earth's, crust to assess natural resources Earth lock was achieved on 31 October mid the
and determine future exploration magnetometer boom was etended and locked in

strategy. place on 1 November. Collection of mt,netometer
data started the next day. Attitude irimmng activities

These ojtewl ahvdere carried out for the net two ,.eeks, av, by 20
These objectives will be achieved by investiga. November only tiso Z-coil maneusers per day were

tions to be carried out by Goddard, the USGS, and ticded to keep the satellite properly oriented.
distinguished members of the scientilic community.
Dr. T. A. Potemra of APL. one of 32 principal in- After 22 da)s in orbit, all satellite systems \,ere
vestigators, is using the MAGSAT data for magneto- operating properl) and NASA \%as looking for\sard
sphere/ionosphere studies. Other fields being in- to a successful mission.
vestigated include geophysics, geology, field model-
ing. marine studies, and core/mantle studies.

MAGSAT was shipped to Vandenberg AB, REFERENCES
California, on 5 October 1979. Field operations coim- 1 51,(,i1 1srujtl.' tiim. APt Jil L Sl) 114b Mai 1979

%Si-iA %tX I5agnent I idId Sal.a Resmint (A',er( won~fminclced on 9 Otber and concluded sstth a successful " Progrm, SASA (,,I ( RepoI,. 'p 1979
launch on 30 October. The NASA/DoD Scou hminch
vehicle placed the spacecraft into a sun-synchronous

orbit %kith a perigee of 352 km and an apogee of 578
km inchined 97* to the earth's equator. The period is Author: L. D. Eckard, Jr.

38 93 minutes. This near-optimum orbit sfould pro\ ide Support. AASA Goddard Space Flight Center



THE MAGSAT MAGNETOMETER BOOM

A (oistinhiing requiremeint ex.isis for 1ight/iveigIh These requirements were imposed by the At-

viendahle structures to j)osition tits truntens that are' litusde Transfer System (ATS). whtich measures vector
senlsitive( to maigni~c i ws Ut U m'nsidlerrtbk distaint magnetometer lilt and relates it to a pair of %tar

Iri 1 .oicsvi /wfilsmu.s~erft 1ihcameras mounted to an optical bench in the.1 11101more atith/iItfit sc'intiv c issionls. dlesvigns that stai- spacecra It' instrument module.
scen the s/C 5tate of the Urt are oien ne(e('(l. The mag-
i'oiier /)WoiI 5551('ill I % l ( 1t iiide of hoiw AI'1.
iw: t/he rigoroms, objecfive f16r the Atognetic Field

Sate//he 01lA GSA T).

DISCUSSION
Figure I show%' the operational configuration

BACGRONDof' the MIACSAT spacecraft. The magnetometer boom
BACKGOUNDsystem cois~its of a 14-link scissors boomi, at three-

Thged eedbore a titple. ldgh wet romiel avis gimbal, and the sensor platform. Two indepen-

stiffness of si,able mtilticondtictor electrical cabling to contain and piotect the boom and the sensor plat-
became apparent dturing the development of the form in their stossed configurations. during launch.
TRIAl) (1972) satellite. An emtendable structure based The thiree-avis gimbal located at the base of the boonm
on the scissors concept esolved. A similar dev ice %%a% enables the boom to pitch. yass , and twvist for ATS
developed for CI3OS-C (1975). Ily lte ltme thle cotl- acquisition. The driver l'or each gimbal function is a
cept %%a% introduced on 1'IIS It and 111 (1975 and %\nchr-onous-h)steres-is gearmotor coupled to a 6glst
1976). many design improvements were implemented. angle gearbo\. Rotary potentiometers geared to the
The evperience acquired during these programs- pro. output shaft% of the gearboves are calibrated to give
sided the nteeded hacfground for developiisg the boom tip position during and after every gimbal
inagnitoieter boom forXMACSAT. operation.

SMA(SAT's mission is ito prov ide global vector The boom drive consists of' a right. and a left-
data on the magnetic field that will (,,) update the handed ball scres driven by an inserter-powered synis
earth's magnetic field charts for 1980, (b) aid in the chronous,-hystcrcsis gearitotor coupled to a parallel

'1 search and anal) sis of large-scale magnetic anomalies shaft gearbos. A rotary potentiometer geared to the
it) the earthk's crulst that might lead to the discosvery Of output shaft of the gtat boy is. calibrated to givec boom
iuiportant mineral deposit, and (c) update lengilh during and after deploy ment. Confirination of'
mathematical models. of' the carth's magnetic field. It total es.tension is gis en by a second potentiomecter

'Iis the task of an ul t rust able. highly accurate sector tdimi is pinned to the boon hinge nearest ito the sensor
magnetometer ito tneasure the three vector coim- platforim.

ponets f te eath' maneti fmld.The asktilWeight and thermal distortion dictated the use
prosiding redundancy and an independent confirina- of graphite epovy for thle boom links. The basic link

'1 tionlall 0 1' i"talfieltagntd ssala m a sineto a is 0.94 in boag and measures 1.07 by 5.08 cm itn cross
coinanioi inL 'nieit-a cala mngtieomneer.setion (see Fig. 2). Magnesiunm fittings asre fastened

'rise semis irs ot both magnetometers Life to lte ends and thie center of each link1 vs ith semirigid
*1~~. ~ mounted on a 1.1att'orm \sith passive and active epo\y to prevent cracking of the interface because of

temperature controi ll i i attached to the differential espansion. Each link tN a holloss boy vs11
tip of the mnagnetometer boom. On connmand, thie a %%all 0.0)76 cm thick. It is coy ered internail) and e\-
boonm tmages and moses the sensor platorm 6 in ternally ss itli thin aluminum foil as a moisture barrier
from lte spa~eciaft proper T'he boom maintain.. that (moistureI .duses. dimensional instability in the laoom
platform position so that the center of at plane mirror strutmure). A final vsmappinig o! aluminized I aptom
attached to the back of the vector mnagnetometer sen vs itli an alunminuin ovide osertoat maintains the tem-
sor does not wsander ouW of' a :t 1.91 cin target zone perature of the link at about 25*C sMch corresponds
centered on an optical avis defined by ain infrared rouighly to time tempemaluire Of thle test taidVtyL III
light beanm emanating Ifromt the spaceralt. Within tie vs lii.h the s)ystemu algminents, and .alibratiomis are
target ,one, the booii keeps the plane mirror or- made. The links are lunged to each other mth pins
thogonal to the optical avis, vs ithin 3 an. minutes. that are torned through undersized bushings made of 39



-B 19.77 ft

1Gi~ba 1.50 m

iBO=, Scissors
drive 

boom

.. Flight Ain et/S nodirection guides Harness plattform I
4.92ft gides (runs through boom links)

1Top view

+8

Sun

Fig. I NtAGSAl'Torbital ronfiguratitin,

tor magnetomecter base. To the base are attached the
vector mapnetoncter, the remote.plane and dihedral
ATS mirrors, and a precision sun sensor. The kine.
natic suspension provides a compliant mount for the
base and isolates it from thermally induced structural
distortion% that would be detrimental to the alignment
of the vector magnctometer and the remote mirrors.

-, The scalar miagnetomete is attached to a 1.27 cmtthick Epoglass thermal isolator that is fastened to ilte

side of the graphite epoxy spacer.

Thermal distortion testing was 'r ducted on a
four-hL sample of the boom in a soirf simulato at
NASA Goddard. Temperature data collected during
the test were fed into a NASTRAN model of the test
specimen. Analytical tip displacemcns were compared
with experimemal results. The correlation %%as es-

- cellent and gase great confidence in the ASTRAN.model of the !4-hnk fligtt boom. On the basis oi that
model, the prdictions in Fig. 3 evo hked.

___ Fig. 2 Magnetomnier boom links. Displacetnents as small as those in Fig. 3 can

be corrected by the gimbal. Values for Ay. A. 0,,vacompliant material. This permis rotation but pine- and 0. wee much too small to be significant. Such
Svents any mechanical play, small thermal distortions at the end of a structureI The sensor platform is attached to the tip of 6.02 in long are quite remarkable. Displacements an

j the boom by means of a graphite epoxy spacer and a order of magnitude larger (and not correctable by the
niechanisin that enables the sensoi platfoi in to trans- gimbal) ould have resulted if the boom links had
late wile its attitude is maintained normal to th been fabricated from more common structural
boom axis as the boom extends, materials.

Attached to the sensor platfc rm i ith a The secret behind the very small displacements
40 kinematic suspension is the thermally controlled %e- is platic reinlorced %ith graphite fiber. Its coefficient



of thermal expansion is ncar zero (0.301 x 106 enough to keep the ATS from losing lock with the
cm/cm/°C average value for this boom). It is also remote mirrors.
important to maintain the smallest possible tempera. Studies of the boom system alignments were
lure gradients in the boom links. The largest tempera. conducted in a pair of water troughs 6.1 m long (see

lure difference from hot side to cold side experienced Fig. 4). Specially designed floats with gimballed
pulleys were attached to the booni link pivots, to

In the case of MAGSAT, gimbal adjustments simulate a zero.g condition in a plane parallel to the
eiminate thermally induced sensor platform plane of the water. Transverse and/or angulat offset
misalignments, Subsequent misalignments brought on of the mirrors could be corrected by gimballing the
by seasonal variations in the solar vector are small boom at its base or introducing shims at the interface

AT = temperature gradient through boom link!
Transverse displacement, Ax = 0.19 cm (0.075 in,)
Angular displacement, Ov = 1.563 arc min Sensor platform

end

l Instrument Boom axis, AT - OC
module end

Sunlight

Fig. 3 Prtedi'onmba~d ton NASTRAN model.

A

Fig. 4 Boom alignment tl S.Ntemj. 41
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betwecn the base and the sensor platform. The boom on mnirror alignniew.s, five tests were conducted in thc
systcm was installed in the spacecraft instrument following sequence:
module, which was attached to a rotary table. Thus Test Test Description
the boom could be rotated to its pitch and yaw planes I Baseline. Boom suspended 'fromt floats.
for orthogonal plane zero-g measurements and ad- mirrors aligned.
justments. Using the ATS to measure the transve II Boom retracted and extended; mirror
and angular offset of the plane mirror, the dai-. i alignmetts checked.
Table I were derived. Ill Boomn removed trotm floats and resus-

pended: mirror alignm~ents rechecked.
I V Boom removed froe., floats, vibrated, and

TAULE reinstalled in float%; mirror alignments
rechecked.

AIG(NMENT TEST RF.SUI.TS FOR MAGSAI V Boom ectracted and extended; mirror
MAGNETXOMETER BOOM alignments rechecked.

Transverse Sun) of Position The results of tests I and V. shtown in Table I.
Mirror Mirror Di)sptacecnt Ofst and

Tilt Position to) Correct ransverse indicated that the MAGSAT mnagnetomecter boom sys.
Test Angle* OfIselt Mirror lilt Di)splacemverit tein would meet its mission requirements.
No. (lare mW (in.) j (in.) fin.)

Rotar) Tabte at 0'
I 1 0.75 0 J -- 0.05 - 0.05 ORBIT PERFORMANCE
V t .t12 0 1 -1 0.075 +0.073 MAGSA' was launched on 30 October 1979.

Rotary Table at t80' Ibloom extension occurred onl I I Nosember 1979. Un-
I t .87 +0.025 t 0.123 +0.150 expectedly. thfe ATS indicated that both remote mir-

V -412 +.050 -0.23 -0225rors onf the sensor platform were in view and would
Rotary Tabte at 90' tt.5require very little adjustment to be acqutired within

I t2 75 0 0.7 0.075 tlte linear range of the ATS. On the followtng day.
VRo1.r2 Table0 a t 7 707 the ntecessary gimbal adjustments sere miade. Telem-

R4.87 ry Table) at 2032 - .7ry indicated that the plane mirror was set at anigles
V -0.75 t 0.075 - 0.050 1 +0.023 of 7 arc seconds in pitch and yaw (:t 180 arc seconds

are allossedl). P~robabl) because of interaction~s of* 1-c
*Xtirior is normnat to ATS optical axis wkhen tile angte is ATS ssith the boomi and the sensor platform ....J

0.0 arc mlinutes. because of thermal distortions resulting from the
thlirror is centered on ATS optical axis whien position offset -,light coning action otf the spacecraft relatis e to thie
is 0.0 inl.

1Operation oflike pitchi (or yaQ gimbat to produce displace, solar vector about the nomittal angles, I5 arc second
int ot this mnagnitude reduces tilt amg! to iero and leases oscillations were also obsersed. Sotnessliat greate, ac-

thus position ottset, Site of target tonie tor positioin oilset is tisit) %%as obsersed in the ATS roll measurement.
±t0.75 oin. in both pitch and ) a%. Pleak-to-peak angles as large as 120 arc seconds were

obsei ved; : 00 areceonds sere allowed.

To check repeatability after vibration testing
and to deterniii sshat effect rernosal of the boom A4uthor. J. k. Sou
s~stciti fromti the alignment test apparatus ssotmA' :..%e Support: Nat twl,4erotattws aiiSpaL-e

A dIninstra lion
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ATTITUDE SIGNAL PROCESSOR FOR MAGSAT

The Attitude Signal Processor (ASP) is the orientation of the spacecraft can be measured with an
heart of the MAGSAT Attitude Control System, accuracy of I I arc seconds rins.

which we believe comprises the first cMos
(complententary metal oxide semiconductor)
microprocessor to be used in a satellite, the first
microconputer-based attitude control system to be DISCUSSION
produced at APL, and the first microcomputer pro- Structure and Functions
grammed in a high level language to be used in a
spacecraft. The MAGSAT Attitude Control System (Fig.

T is maintained in a three-axis 1) is composed of the ASP, a magnetic torquing coil,AAGSA Tectosmaaetomterneadractinawheleneinrare

stabilized node by a semiautonomous control systent. vector magnetonter, a reaction wheel, an infrared

The control system is basically that of the SAS-C horiion scanner, a pitch axis gyro, a roll-yaw axi'

spacecraft but with a greater degree of on-board nuation damper, and a yaw axis aero trim boom.

decision-naking capability provided by a microcom- he s stem provides automatic and glound-initiated
puter built into the ASP. This additional conplexity roll-)',\ a\is control, five modes of pitch axis con-
is -equired because the very low MAGSAT orbit trol, tso modes of reaction ss heel momentum dump-
causes large aerodynanic torques on the spacecraft. ing, and nutation damping.

The Attitude Control Systent (a) keeps the
solar panels and the precision sun sensor pointed
toward the sui. (b) keeps the star ctameras poi"tcj Attitude Signal Processor
sufficienly far away from the sun and the earth. and The ASP is the MA(SAT control system's
(c) maintains low body rates (jitter) so that the adaptisc controller and real-time signal processor. As

Magnetometer Magnetic dipole
voltages amplitude

Coil power

102 . w .. Rlycnrol"::-1

I0.i4 I m* .' "y . ~ Data Command i ggm

Wheel
spj.d Roll and

pitch angles

Wheel control Pitch rate

v1Spindespin

fiIg, I A(.,AlI / ilude ( onlrol s)slt, m, 43



shown in Fig. 2, it consists of an auxiliary electronics ASP microcomputer for the Command System to
subsystem and a microcomputer subsystem that in- alter the state of relays that affect magnetic torquing
cludes tie ASP firmware. It has two pr~mary external coil power, magnetic dipole sense selection, and reac-
interfaces with the MAGSAT Command and lion wheel spin-despin power.
Telemetry Systems. The Telemetry System interface supports the

connection of two telemetry subcommutators and a
reaction wheel speed monitor. The frame of one sub-

Auxiliary Electronics Subsystem commutator is four bits wide; the other is 128 bytes

The ASP auxiliary electronics subsystem con- wide. Each subcommutator receives serial transmis-
sists largely of analog circuitry to support the ASP sions of telemetry data. The Telemetry System con-
microcomputer subsystem. trols the transmissions; the ASP microcomputer

serializes them.

Microcomputer Subsystem and Interfaces
The ASP microcomputer subsystem consists

largely of digital circuitry that implements a The basic firmware structure involves a system
n microprocessor-based embedded computer. The initialization process followed by entrance into a

embedded computer is programmed through firmware background processing loop that can be suspended
to provide most of the attitude control functions. It temporarily to execute interrupt management and
alko supports interfaces with the Command and time-dependent procedures for foreground control-law
Telemetry Systems. processing.

There are two interfaces, for data command When the microcomputer reset mechanism is
and for relay control, between the ASP mctocon- actikated, it initialize the state of tie microprocessor,
puler and the Command System. The data command storage, and input/output (I/O) interfaces, and places
is generated by the Command System under ground the Attitude Control System in a stable mode. When
control and is used to control ASP mode selection, to the initialization process is completed, the system
alter coefficients used in calculations, it) alter crtmcal enters limited foreground-background processing until
program sequencing points, and to adjust the pro- a data command is received, verified, and stored.
gram clock. The relay control is generated by the Then the program ,:lock is started, the Attitude Con-

I

121

I
-, 44 Fig. 2 MAGSAT Attitude Signal Processor. Each board is 5.9 in. square.



trol System is placed in a command-driven control namics and Attitude Control System simulator was
mode, and full foreground-background processing is based on a Honeywell 316 minicomputer programmed
initiated, to permit long-running closed-loop tests of the ASP

Command verification, command-related diag- package. It represented satellite dynamics and

nostics, and machine-related diagnostics are per- necessary elements of the Attitude Control System.

formed in the background. In the foreground, pro- The principal equipment and software con-
cessing is driven by four interrupts, which are, in l~guration used to develop and test ASP microcom-
order of priority, command, telemetry, analog-to- puter hardware and firmware included an HP 1615A
digital conversion, and time. The first three handle timing and bus-state analyzer, an RCA micromonitor
direct-memory access and interrupt-driven I/O fea- (real-time, in-circuit, hardware and firmware debug
tures of the microcomputer's I/O interface. The time monitor), a Data I/O PROM Programmer, a TI
interrupt updates the program clock and initiates the Silent 743 Terminal, an RCA COSMAC Development
scheduling of rate-dependent procedures, which in- System II (firmware development and test system),
elude command storage, programmed 1/O, attit':de and a MicroFORTH language system.
control laws, and interrupt-driven 1/O initialization. The MicroFORTH language is a modular,

The ASP firmware consists of executive 31,uctured (single-entry, single-exit module) extensible
modules, control law modules, utility modules, con- programming tool based on the concept of threaded-
stants, permanent (named) variables, and temporary code interpretation. It was modified to support
(data stack) variables. The executive modules provide multitasking and was extended to include various
initialization, scheduling, interrupts, I/O, and error development support functions.
management. The control law modules implement the The MAGSAT ASP met all initial furctional
actual attitude control logic and digital signal process- and performance reqtirements. Requirements in the
ing, including pitch and roll angle filtering, pitch and areas of self-diagnostics, system autonomy, and in-
roll-yaw axes control, momentum dumping, and sensitivity to operational errors were exceeded.
scheduling of command updating. The utility modules
enhance the logic of the basic high-level language
(MicroFORTH) arithmetic, stack manipulation, and
data-type primitives. REFERENCES

I . L. Zarenba anrd 1). B. Klein, MIAGS,. T Attitude Signal Pnrihesor
,ur Fin mtnlputler Sntb siwnA iii ecitr e l l' n I i riii waeurt D),.t'li 'l
Documeni. Apt /JIIU lICE- F-0768.ASP evelpmet an Peormace . It. L. ro,,,,a, ci al., AAsA7 ,Attitude Cotrol Sistem

ASP Development and Performance kurmonP , APl./JIIU S4A-3.028A. 25 Jan 1978.
The ASP development involved two equipment 3 (1. it. Ioumam, ii. to, ,man, and W. A. Sarit, MAGSA17

TeSdvlm tiov tweiAtltnoinvus hlud Control and Il Altntidt Signal
and software configurations that supported tests per- Proessor, APt /JIIU S4A-3.016, 19 Sep 1977

and oftareconfgurtios tht sppoted est pe- 4User M/anul jorthe1 CD111802 C'08.5AC .5ttwwprotesor, R( A
formed on the complete ASP package and on ASP Corp., Sosmlr% ithe, N.J., 1976.
microcomputer firmware and hardware. 5 J t). Patters.on, AAGSA T Simulation on tihe Ihneysull 11316.

JIiU/ AIt lI.'E- F-0735, 12 O¢i 1978

Overall tests of the ASP package involved the 6 MivrofORll lechnical Mtanual-lerion 2. I OR]It, hic,
Manhattan Beach. Cal., ,Ma). 1977

use of a Command and Telemetry Systems simulator, 7 ,ihrolOR17t1 Primerr t R(A 1802. IORfIl. Inc., s.manh.tai

a MAGSAT Dynamics and Attitude Control System tadi,, (al.., lMc 1976.
simulator, and various data display devices. The
Command and Telemetry Systems simulator was
based on a single-board microcomputer (RCA 1802)
modified and programmed to simulate the interface Authors: T. Zaremba, IV. A. Swariz,
functions of these systems with the ASP microcotn- and K. 1. Hteffernan, and G. 11. Fountain
puter. It allowed data commands to be entered and
telemetry data to be displayed. The MAGSAT Dy- Support.: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
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EVALUATION OF SATRACK SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The overall performance of the Satellite Missile the OPS and also a second signal in order to measure
Tracking System (SA TRACK) has been evaluated at the ionospheric refraction error in the RF path be-
APL using the data derived from three flight tests of tween the surface station and the missile. The
a U.S. Navy development missile (designated C4X). satellite-to-missile path uses the GPS L-band frequen-
This evaluation has demonstrated that all components cy, L, (1575.42 MHz), and the station-to-missile path
of the system developed by the Navy and APL meet
the projected measurement and estimation capabili- uses both an L and L (393.855 MHz) transmission.
ties. They therefore provide a way to assess the validi- In addition to collecting missile tracking data,
ty of the model of the missile guidance system. The the surface stations recover missile telemetry data in
expected ephemeris precision of the Global Position- order to get trajectory estimates from the guidance
ing System (GPS) has not yet been achieved. odrte thsystem.

All the collected data are sent to APL for post-
flight processing. Estimates of initial conditions and

BACKGROUND parameter errors for the missile trajectory and guid-
SATRACK is a unique, highly complex missile ance system are determined by a Kalman filter

tracking system that has been designed, developed, smoother located in the post-flight processor, which
and validated under the technical direction of APL. It compares the guidance-derived quantities with the
was developed in order to provide a very accurate corresponding SATRACK-measured quantities. Sys.
missile tracking capability in support of the Improved tematic differences are attributed to various error
Accuracy Program (lAP), whose objective is to deter- sources in the system.
mine potential improvements in accuracy of existing
and future weapon systems (Ref. 1). The system was Specific accuracy objectives were formulatedconceived at AL in 1973. Active development of the for SATRACK in concert with the lAP objectives. As
crconfi uratPLinbea 197 4. Thtivedevelopmet o- ha basis for system development, goals were set for thegram has been managed by the Instrumentation accuracy of reconstructed missile trajectories. The er-Branch of the Navy's Strategic Systems Project Of- ror recovery capability of the powered flight trajec-fiac Equipmen fovy'stramgis istePrum etn ws tories for C4X test missiles including initial positionfice . E q u ip m en t fo r m issile in stru m en ta tio n w a sa n ve o i y w s p r j c d t o b w th n 4 ft n p s -
developed by the Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. and velocity) was projected to be within 40 ft in pos-
and special ship and ground station cquipment by the tion and 0.05 ft/s in velocity along each of three or-
Interstate Electronics Corp. thogonal axes.

In addition to providing technical direction, The major sources of error in the trajectory

APL has developed the unique and extensive process- estimate are:

ing facility required for SATRACK, including chal- I. GPS ephemeris and clock errors,
lenging design tasks in hardware, software, and pro- 2. Signal propagation errors, and
cess control areas. The Post Flight Receiver, a signifi- 3. Corruption of the signal in the system
cant special-purpose hardware design, is reported hardware.
elsewhere in this section. The extensive software
system is on-line, and a configuration control pro- Prior to, and concurrent with, the C4X flight tests,systeajo part onfie andC ha bonigraio evaluate byo
cedure has been developed to manage the processing major parts of SATRACK had been evaluated by

i .facility, means of detailed simulations and with a specially
designed test satellite, TRANSAT. The results
reported here are concerned with the assessment of
SATRACK obtained from analysis of the C4X-8,

DISCUSSION -19, and -21 flights. These tests were the concludiag
SATRACK (Fig. 1) uses a netork of phase of the SATRACK validation program.

NAVSTAR GPS satellites, a missile-borne signal
translator, surface station equipment, and the post- GPS Ephemeris and Clock Errors. When the
flight data processing facility at APL. The missile is initial error budget was established for SATRACK, it
tr.cked by measuring tle Pr between the satellites and was believed that the GPS errors experienced at the
,he ground stations by means of a missile signal missile (i.e., a user-equivalent error concept) would be
translator. In certain cases, the ground stations, act- 12 ft and 0.005 ft/s (one sigma) on each satellite-to-

46 ing as pseudosatellites, transmit signals like those of missile link. To assess GPS precision independently, a
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"static" missile test was conducted in support of each current GIPS ephenietis errors are approximately three
missile flight test. The static test, which is equivalent to four times larger than expected.
to an actual SATRACK missile test with the "missile
signal translator" stationary on the roof of a building Signal Propagation Errors. Three major propa-

at the APL facility, measures directly the errors ex. gation effects that can corrupt SATRACK measure-

perienced at a known location. nients are missile plume, tropospheric, and iono-
spheric. Avoiding plunes by carefully selecting track-

Another way to evaluate the relative quality of ing sits has been the basic design philosophy of
the GPS ephemeris estimates is to compare SATRACK. rropospheric models have been shown to
SATRACK missile trajectories derived using various be accurate enough foi SATRACK if elevation angles
sources of ephemeris estimates wtth the estimate de- of less than 4 are not used.
termined frot radar data and from telemetry Dop-
pler metric measurement subsystem (TDMMS) data Single-frequency satellite-to-missile links are

obtained front TRIDENT test flights (these tracking corrected by means of a historic ionospheric tnodel

systems augment tie SATRACK measurements). that is adjusted in response to measurement data col-
A tlected for this purpose. As the program has evolved.
SA third way is to compare estimates provided ionospheric data have been collected from Transit

by different processing facilities, i.e., the GPS Master satellites close to the time of missile flight using
Control Station, the Aerospace Corp., and the Naval equipment located at APL. Sounder data from the
Surface Weapons Center/Dahlgren. particular missile flight have also been collected.

A careful analysis of all the data collected by These data, proided by the dual-frequency transmis-

the three methods has led to the conclusion that the sion beteen the surface station and the missile, 47



I.

measure electron content and electron content dif- a theoretical interferometer correction is made to the
ferences (from range and Doppler data) as the missile data, based on the nominal positions of the antenna
transits the ionosphere. The data are unique in that elements on the missile body. Since two pairs are
they provide local vertical profiles. available, signals are selected so that corrections made

near an antenna pattern null are not included in the
a nightmerror waslsm f C4X-1 euse iatas final tracking data; i.e., the interferometer correction

a nighttime flight. C4X-19 provided useftil data for

evaluating the ionospheric co.,;ections and the calibra- is not considered accurate in the null region where aevalatig te ioosperi coectonsand he alira, very precise match to the theoretical model is te-
tion of the sounder hardware. C4X-21 provided addi- quireTe atc o the thre l sow ta te

tionl dta or ealutin theionsphric orrctins.quired. The aata for the three flights show that the
tional data for evaluating the ionospheric corrections. interferometer errors, after correction, are consistent

The ionospheric errors have been larger than with the expected performance.
anticipated in the 20 to 50 second region following Two primary concerns with the translator
the peak effect, which typically occurs 200 to 250 hardware are that the added phase instability and/orseconds into flight. T he errors are a larger percent ofno s w ul de r e t ac i g p f rm ce a d h t
he predicted value than is assumed for the current th11e channel I characteristics could not be calibrated
model, but their absolute values (less than 0.05 ft/s) sufficiently to allow dual-frequency ionospheric range
are not large. Except for the small region indicated, measurement. The total system phase jitter has been

ionospheric model corrections appear to be ade- evaluated for each flight. In each case, overall perfor-
quate, mai :e has been within the specification levels estab-

Hardware Error Characteristics. The primary lished for the translator. The delay calibration issue is
hardware concerns identified at the beginning of the not resolved but dual-frequency Doppler data have
SATRACK development program resulted from the provided adequate information on the ionospheric
very low signal levels at the missile, the stability model.

characteristics of the translator, and the configuration Based on the three flight tests and on otherof the missile antenna. Figure 1 illustrates the basic
hardware configuration. When signals from GPS sat- tescodtdthugutheevlp ntrgam

it has been determined that tracking errors of theellites arrive at the missile input antenna from dif-
Post Flight Receiver are represented properly by the

ferent directions, they are affected differently because jitter characteristics dictated by the signal-to-noise
of missile dynamics. Beyond the input antenna, all levels in the systen. Interchannel delay bias effects
signal effects before separation of the independent
GPS signals in the Post Flight Receiver are common

are the truncation effects in the hardware counters.
to all signals. Separate tests have show n that the Se cifi ca in e l e as uremnt ha a n s
delay characteristics of the translator/rec-'",-r (chan. Specifically, a single delay measurement has a 2 ns

dely carcteistcsof he raslaor/ec~"r(chn- quantization, and a single integrated Doppler
nel 2; 1574 MHz) are independent of signal frequency mea nt as a 1cyle qntizate. oever

overtheexpetedDopper angeandare lsoin- measurement has a 0.01 cycle quantization. However,
° over the expected Doppler range and are also in-

dependent of signal level over the expected level these errors are small relative to the signal-to-noise

change. Therefore, when the GPS signals are dif- jitter.
ferenced in the processing system, only the input Based on experience to date, the hardware

antenna errors and the channel-to-channel hardware system is performing exactly as expected and the pro-

errors of the Post 9ight Receiver remain. jected error budget values are being realized.

The missile a. tenna causes a large variation in
signal level at the translator as its aspect angle: changes with respect to the signal source. The peak EVALUATION RESULTS

signal levels in the C4X-18 test were 2 dB above the
expected value, indicating that both the GPS signal In spite of the limited GPS support for the

' eves ad tle ranlatr nose igue wre omial, three flight tests (two GPS satellites for C4X-18, three
levels and the tratnslator noise figure were nominal. frCX1,adfu o 4-1a oprdwt
The composite specification for the GPS signal level for C4X-19, and four for C4X-21 as compared with
and the missile antenna requires a level greater than the planned six), SATRACK has estimated trajec-

-144 dBm over 90% of the spherical region surround- tories quite well. One way to evaluate performance is
ing the missile. For evaluation purposes, this has been to extrapolate the reentry bodies to impact using the
interpreted to mean over 90% of the available track- SATRACK estimates of the deployment state vector
ing span. This condition has been exceeded for all plus the Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. deployment

three C4X flight tests. and reentry estimates and compare the result with an
inaependent result from the Missile Impact Location

Phase errors resulting from the antenna system System. When these comparisons are made, the agree-
48 are more difficult to evaluate. For each antenna pair, ment is very good.



The following conclusions can be drawn from 7. The ionospheric correction technique for
the SATRACK C4X flight test evaluation: SATRACK data has been very successful

for satellite links at elevation angles
1. The real-time data collection hardware is fratelte lik at o

meeting its requirements fully, greater than 15", and
8. Current experience indicates that

2. The Post Flight Receiver is tracking the C Kwlmeo ex ce ednallaof its
0 SATRACK will meet or exceed all of its

GPS signals with the expected precision, performance goals when GPS support
3. GPS ephemeris errors are larger than reaches its expected level.

were anticipated,

4. The tests demonstrate dramatically how
the tracking results improve when more
satellites support a flight,

5. SATRACK estimates of missile trajectory REFERENCE
and guidance system performance corn- 1. Salellite Alissile Tracking Program, SSPO Report 2200.3, Dec 1975.
pare very well with radar/TDMMS
results,

6. Guidance uncertainties giving rise to Authors: R. J. Anderson, L. J. Levy,
cross-track velocity errors were more T. Thompson, and R. B. Hester
observable in SATRACK data than in
radar/ TDMMS data, Support: Strategic Systems Project Office, SP-25

SATRACK POST FLIGHT RECEIVER

Narrowband (10 Hz) Doppler and range heterodyned down to base band (less than I mHz), di-

tracking of low-level Global Positioning System gitized (I bit quantized), and recorded on magnetic
(GPS) satellite signals translated through a Trident tape. The required precision tracking of the translated
missile has been demonstrated by APL. Wideband (2 GPS signals necessitated the development of the
mHz) predetection analog signals are digitized (S
bit) and recorded for post-flight processing. SATRACK Post Flight Receiver.

Development began with a hardware bread-
board implementation of a digital phase loci loop
receiver that could accept input data with I-bit quan-

BACKGROUND tizing (zero crossing point on analog signal). Exten-
As part of the Trident Improved Accuracy sive tests were conducted at various input signal-to.

Program (lAP), SATRACK was developed to provide noise ratios and tracking bandwidths to verify the
a precision tracking system for determining a missile's operation of the design concept. The results of those
trajectory during powered flight. In order to minimize rests showed that the loss in performance (output
changes to missile hardware, a simple frequency phase-tracking jitter) relaive to a perfect theoretical
translator is placed in each test missile. The GPS analog k ) was less than 1.5 dB. Tracking resolution
satellite signals at 1575 mHz are received at the goals (, 0.01 cycle (3.6*) for Doppler and 2 ns for
missile, translated to 2200 mHz, and transmitted to range were established to meet the overall SATRACK
ground-based receiving stations. There, the signals are requirements. 49
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The final implementation of the SATRACK 130000 ..
Post Flight Receiver System consists of 16 digital 1
hardware receivers controlled and serviced by a cen- 120 000
tral high-speed computer. The system design goal of
being able to process the recorded raw data in "real 5110000
time" (no slowdown during playback) was achieved.
Critical parameters (i.e., bandwidths and thresholds) 100000

associated with signal acquisition and tracking are
completely under software control. The complicated & 90000

orocess for determining the proper phase error (in the
presence of rapidly changing signal levels) for each 80000

loop is also implemented in computer software. 70 1
Tracked range and Doppler data from each receiver 91 98 105 112 119 126 133 140 147 154 161
are transferred to the computer and are saved on Time Is)

magnetic tape.
Fig. I Received frequency versus time from a GPS satellite
translated through a Trident test missile.

DISCUSSION

In order to achieve the desired tracking perfor-
mance at the low signal levels of the GPS satellites, C -
very narrow tracking bandwidths (10 Hz or less) are 6
required. During the early stages of powered flight,
the relative range vector between the missile and the 4-
GPS satellite and/or ground stations is changing
rapidly. The resulting rate of the translated GPS Dop-
pier signals requires a tracking bandwidth greater 0L

than 300 Hz simply to maintain phase lock. Narrow-
band tracking is a:,ieved by aiding each loop exten- 3-2
sively, based on precomputed data derived from the
missile guidance system. The critical problem of -4-
aligning the time of the aiding data with the real-time -6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1_1...1
playback of tihe raw data has been solved. 91 98 105 112 119 126 133 140 147 154 161

During the past year, recorded raw data from Time W
Fig. 2 Accumulated phise difference of signals received

four live missile tests have been processed successfully through missile antenna pairs.
through the SATRACK Post Flight Receiver System.
The following discussion is on the performance
achieved relative to the high signal dynamics for a
brief period of one flight.

Figure I is a plot of the tracked received fre- -117
quency versus time from one GPS satellite. It shows -120-
the rapid Doppler rate that must be tracked. The -123-
maximum rate of approximately 1400 Hz/s is - 11

achieved at the end of the interval. As mentioned -129-
previously, extensive aiding corrects for most of the
dynamics; however, the loop by itself must track dif- 132
ferences between tie predicted and actual dynamics. 12 4 5

(. - 138
Figure 2 gives a good example of this capabili-

y. The receiving antenna (at the input to the misile -4

translator) consists of four individual omnudirectional -14 99 3
antennas mounted at 900 intervals around the Time s)

dianietr of the missile. Each antenna feed is summed
with the antenna directly across from it, resulting ii Fig. 3 Received signal pover level at missile translator from

50 two pairs of antennas mounted orthogonally. An RI GPS satellite.50



switch determines which pair of antennas is feeding at 126 s the phase slope change% from - 1.5 to + 1.5
the translator at any given instant. The frequency of H. indicating a frequency shift of 3 Hi. Since no
the antenna switch clock is 434 H/, Proper recon- aids are available for this phenomenon, *he tracking
struction of the clock, after the fact, permits the loop itself must follow the steps. It is important to
signals received from each pair of antenna.s to be note that this relatively small effect is in addition to
tracked independently, the total dynamics observed in Fig. I. The noise on

the instantaneous phase differece is a measure of theFigure 2 is a plot ol" tihe accumulated Doppler

difference resulting from independently tracking one output tracking jitter and is less than 0.1 cycle.

GlHS signal from each pair of antennas. The data are Figure 3 is a plot of absolute signal power level
derived by differencing measured Doppler cycles from from one pair of missile antennas as seen at the trans-
each trac, over the same interval (0.2 s) and then lator input. The 15 dB nulls are due to poor antenna
summing or integrating the difference% over the entire gain when the line between the antennas is perpendic-
time span. It is essentially the instantaneous phase ular to the line.of.sight vector to the satellite. Ob-
difference between the two signals starting from an siously, at that time, reception is very good from the
assumed in-phase condition. The cyclic phenomenon other pair. The tracking loop can maintain phase
is a result of the phase interference from the two lock, at a constant bandwidth, under the dit'ficult
pairs of antennas as the misile rotates about its own conditions of rapidly changing %ignal Icvels.
bedy axis. Several cycle% of phase are accumulated
because the received wavelength (0.2 m at 1575 mH/)
is small compared with the diameter of the missile. Awholr: .. L. il'rni'e

Since Fig. 2 is a phase plot. abrtpt change-. in its
slope represent small .tep,. in t'requency. For instance, Suppqri: S.rUiegi' Systems ProjeCt Offive, SP-25
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INTRODUCTION

Extensive computational facilities are maintained by APL to support the
work of its scientists and engineers. The central digital computer facility consists
of an IBM 3033 Multiprocessor (MP) with high-speed large-scale dual pro-
cessors. The 3033 is highly failure resistant, has a basic machine cycle time of 58
ns with overlapped (parallel) instruction execution, and has an advanced virtual
memory operating system. Its main memories contain 16 million bytes and it has
a virtual memory capability of 32 million bytes. This capability is supplemented
by auxiliary direct access storage totaling 44.3 billion bytes (disk and mass
storage). The facility serves a wide variety of tasks including large-scale
simulations, complex analysis, and data processing and reduction. Extensive use
is made of interactive processing for the real-time solution of problems; about
250 remote terminals are available.

APL also supports two analog/hybrid computer laboratories. Analog
and hybrid computations are essential to the solution of complex problems,
particularly when large numbers of simultaneous differential equations must be
solved. Hybrid facilities can simulate economically large physical systems
composed of continuous and discrete processes as well as real-timc! simulations
that include hardware in the loop.

APL's two hybrid computer laboratories are the Interactive Simulation
Laboratory (ISL) and the Guidance System Evaluation Laboratory (GSEL). The
EAI 680 analog computers in the ISL are interfaced with an IBM 3033 digital
machine that is part of the MP configuration. rhe other hybrid system, con-
sisting of an EAI PACER 600 system interface to missile hardware and a radio

I

I

I
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frequency test chamber darkroom, is used primarily to test missile guidance
hardware. The physical facilities of both laboratories are being upgraded.

Data reduction, tape decoding, and reformatting of field-generated data
are activities required to support the many test programs conducted by APL. A
separate data reduction facility performs complex wave analysis, reformats
analog and digital data for direct entry into the computer, and digitizes and plots
data on paper and on microfilm.

Software development, minicomputer systems, and microcomputer
development are supported by special facilities described in the 1976
Devlopments in Science and Technology (J HU/APL DST-4, pp. 52-57).

The articles in this section, a sample of computer-related projects at the
Laboratory, cover the following areas:

I. A low-cost, computer-based system for measuring and displaying
antenna patterns;

2. A software development and documentation system based on user
interaction with computer-based software tools; and

3. A handbook that provides guidance and trade-offs to assist the
designer of a distributed computer system.4 4. Tactical speech synthesis by means of compters, studied as an aid
to personnel who ac'e required to perform complex coordination
duties.
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AN AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR MEASURING ANTENNA PATTERNS

A conventional antenna range receiver and
manually operated antenna positioning systen have
been integrated with a small computer to form an
automatic system for neasuring antenna patterns. ____
T::e expandable system, assembled and programmed

for the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
automnatically measures and processes antenna pattern
data at a cost that is substantially less than comnter-
cially available automiated measurentent systents.

BACKGROUND
NASA expressed the need for an automatic

antenna pattern measurement system that was low
cost, would use their existing range instrumentation,
and would allow future expansion. It was desired to "
have the measurements formatted into a contour plot
of antenna gain and also to be able to transfer the au-
tomatically collected data to a central computer facili-
ty for more advanced processing and analysis. The
Antenna Pattern Data System (APDS) (Fig. I) was
developed to meet tbese needs. It provides portability
and also compatibility between two antenna test Fig.! AntennaPatternt)ataS),tem.
ranges at Goddard.

The APDS is an outgrowth of an automatic well as the manual selection of pedestal movement
data acquisition system developed at APL (Ref. I) to speeds. A three-phase synchronous waveform from
satisfy the need for thorough and repeatable meatsure- the antenna pedestal, indicating the current position,
ments of antenna patterns. It has been used fot such is sent through a synchro distribution panel to the
tasks as collecting and processing radome error data. paten ro rder, conshro display, tin ped t o te~pattern recorder, console display, and pedestal inter-

The automatic data acquisition system was face control. The synchro-to-digital converter converts
made possible by the standardization of an in- the synchronous position signal to a 16 bit digital
strumentation bus (IEEE 488, Ref. 2) and by the word. The computer inputs the digital position infor-
availability of low-cost small computers. Necessary ination through a 16 bii input/output port and, after
instrumentation can be connected over a single bus interpieting the input as angular position in degrees,
and contr, led by the computer. Even instrumentation determines if the antenna pedestal has arrived at the
not having bus capability can be interfaced through desired position, If so, the antenna pedestal is com-
other bus-compatible instruments such as analog-to- niandt-d to stop and the next axis of interest is posi.

digital (A/D)converters and relay actuators. t ioned.

Antenna data are taken after the pedestal has
been positioned properly. Tile Rt signal from the test
antenna is directed into a phase/amplitude receiverI DISCUSSION along with a reference signal. The receiver outputs the

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the APDS. The measured phase as a Iw voltage and the amplitude of
system controller, a Hewlett-Pat..ard 9825A Desktop the t ,o RI signals as a I 1Hz signal. The amplitude
Computer, positions the antenna pedestal and nea- channels are fed through eparaic I kHz precision
sures the antenna data. The commands for direction detectors to )ield tx ,oltages proportional to the Ri
and axis of antenna pedestal motion are directed oer signal amplttudes. The phase and amplitude channels
the general-purpose interface bus (GP-IB, IEEE 488) are directed to an AD conerter that is controlled
to a relay actuator. The relay actuator is interfaced through the interface bus by the ioimputer. The
with the pedestal interface control, which pro, ides digital ,alue corresponding to each A/ I conerter im-

: 56 direct control of the antenna pedestal functions as put is then cad by the, ,,,itte.
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Alt atomated test is performled M ien tile coil. anid phas'e data are recorded oin magnetic tape. A
puter. minder sol tmare conliol. commiands a pro- four-color radiation distribuition plot is genterated
gramnined series of antenna pedestal mosements and (sho~~n %%ithout color in Fig. .3) M ule (lhe nicasure-
mneasurements pre~ tously selected by the operator. A nients proceed. so that thle progress of the test canl be
inagnetic tape system pros ides for permianenit storage lollovsed and ito gise a rough indication of the anten-
of the collected antenna data and ailos~ data ito be na gain vchara%,ter ist ics. [hle antenna data tolkliloll
transf'erred to a central computer comple\ for l'urther program positions thle antenna oser a complete sphere
processimng. A plot-wr displays thle result,, o1 the test in %k ith a discrete angular step site o1' 0.5* or larger.
a "readable"' form. Smaller angular step lizo .all be acliiesed by making

"lli opeatio of he AIDS e~ohs artilnuor changes to thle programn and reducing thle speed

three prtimiiar% tasks: positi~oning the antenna pedestal,oftepdsa oenn.

collectinug thle antenna data. aind cuinitunicat iig tile rhe antenna I ad ia t ionl cotiol programl
test results in anl acceptable lorn'at. rhie antennia data retrieses thle data pres iousl% reorded ,)iti nagnowi
collect ion programn an toma ticall> posit ions tile an tell- tape b% tile antiennia data t ollect ionl progr'aml anid
na pedestal to all o1 tile desired aulimuth anld Cdes ation generates a 10our--.okn Iadiationl iitourti plot 0shoss i
angles and mneasures thle signal chiaracteristits through %% ithoui totor in I ig. 4) of thle tested antenna. I is
hie antenna at each posttion The resulting amp11)lide pr og raili ai ierge mu0ltiple files oh data repioeent ing 57
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THE COMPUTER ASSISTED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING SYSTEM

The Computer Assisted Software Engineering Traditionally, the only steps of the software
(CASE) System provides a comprehensive software system development cycle that are performed with the
development tool for engineers, designers, program- aid of a computer are the coding of program units,
titers, and managers. It guides its users through the their integration, and the certification testing. The re-

i tasks of documentation, design, coding, testing, con- maining steps have to be performed manually. Thus,
figuration control, and status analysis. the following typical software-dcvelopment problems

arise:

BACKGROUND I. Coding is started before the design has

Software engineering teams often find the been completed;

development of a software system to be a harrowing 2. Program documentation is done last,

experience. Let us trace a typical software system ergo poorly;
development cycle as depicted in block diagram form 3. Managers have inadequate status infor-

in Fig. 1. niation;
4. There is a lack of support facilities;

The cycle begins with the definition of a re- 5. There is low progranuer/designer pro-
quirement. A software system is designed to fulfill ductivity; and
that requirement and a definition of "what" each 6. The result is expensive, unreliable soft-
system component must provide is formulated. The ware.
"what" is mapped into tile "how" at the computer
program design stage. This stage is also marked by DISCUSSIONthe identification and design of the program units
that comprise the computer program. Various levels A team of engineers and systems analysts in

of test plans and procedures are constructed, based the Fleet Systems Departnt of APL conducted a

on tihe system and program design specifications. study of the problems associated with the develop.

Next, the program units are coded, individually ment of a software system and drafted requirements

tested, and integrated in an orderly fashion. At this for a standard system software devopment tool.

point, hardware and software are combined and a

formal certification test is conducted. Following ap- The CASE system is precisely that-a system.
proval of the software system, performance and It is an integration of various pieces of hardware with

V design documents, data base descriptions, and user special CASE software and a unique operating
manuals are drafted, edited, and delivered. Modifica- system, PWB/UNIX, de,,eloped by Bell Laboratories.

" tions may be introduced at any stage in the develop- Figure 2 is a block diagram of the CASE environ.
ment cycle. ment.

I Modification/

.4 design - design Jprogram

Fg. ITest plan integration

T es1:t p:1lan Certf ication docum entation d oc m e ta io

Fig. I T)pical soft~are development c)cle. 5S



The most important interface is with the ap- be associated with the contents of the section (used
plication computers (hosts of the software system later for retrieval purposes).
once it is developed and tested). A desirable environ- The Project Administrator may also include
ment calls for at least one application computer serv- general document formatting decisions (single or dou-
ing as a batch job processor for compilations, ble spacing, right column justification, etc.) within
assemblies, and links and another reserved for in- the profile.
teractive program unit testing.

Step 2: Creation of a First IDraftI of the
The system offers its users a comprehensive set Sep Theaton iu a dcttonte

of fnctons n dcumnt podutio, deignandDocument. Tihe author then issues a "document crea-
code production , module tesling, configuration tion" command at a terminal, making sure to identify
cod enroduti, admodulement trsps onution the profile upon which the document is based. The
management, and management reports production. CASE system retrieves the document profile, isolates

the entries pertaining to the first section, and prompts
DOCUMENT PRODUCTION the user with information resembling the following:

I. INTRODUCTION
The steps involved in document production us- Author = Linda Smith

ing the CASE system follow. Keyword = CASE

Step 1: Creation of the I)ocument Profile. The This section should briefly describe the
CASE data base includes "canned" document name and purpose of this document.
outlines for many documents whose outlines have The CASE system is now waiting for the author to
been standat,.ied, Starting with one of the cann'edbeenstadaizcd Statin wih on ofthe anndceter tihe contents of lte first section. He has a choice
outlines or a new one. the Project Administrator onter the nttento the co n.s (Refs. I and 2). He
upgiades the document outline to a document
"profile" by appending certain information to each also may enter a MORE keyword to signal that the

section's title, including a description of what the contents are incomplete and will be revised later.

Project Administrator wants the section to contain, Step 3: Modification of the Document. The
the assigned authors of the section, and keywords to author may incorporate suggested modifications to

6 Document production equipmentin

60 Fig. 2 Block diagram of lthe CASE; en%,ironnment.



the document file by issuing the "modify document" ihc pioilcm ot configuration control. I)ocumenta-
command and executing the procedures described in tiu i, wut.e code, object code, design data, and test
Refs. I and 2. info ,ation must all be kept under configuration con-

iiol. Working versions of each zategory of data mustStep 4: lDocument Publication. When the Pro- be kept separate from cer .lfied versions. Access

ject Administrator decides that a document has privileges to certified versions must be monitored

reached the point where it is acceptable for general closely. The project data base must be protected but

publication, lie issues a "publish" command. The noeto.the rten t at rg e i s m pr

output of this processing may be routed to one of the

documentation devices that interfaces with the CASE The CASE system is designed to offer con-
system to produce a high-quality report. siderable aid to the Project Adminstrator's role as

configuration manager. It provides a user file (where
the user can create, modify, or destroy the file, as

DESIGN AND CODE PRODUCTION desired) and a configuration control system (CCS) file
Once an individual or a group has been as- (where certain access restrictions have been imposed).

signed responsibility for the design and coding of a The restrictions on CCS files are given in Ref. I.
particular module, the following tasks are under-
taken:

Design'Tasks. MANAGEMENT REPORTS PRODUCTION
Throughout the development cycle, the Project

Creation of a description of the module Administrator requires system status information that
2. Creation of a flowchart of the module, can be retrieved quickly in order to make sound judg-
3. Creaintionofaowchart of the module ,e mewnt about the course to be followed to complete the

3 coefnto flof adat nteriod , s ne software system. The CASE system provides the
control flow and data interaction, andfolwnmagmetrpts

4. Definition of the module's key data following management reports:

elements. I. Documentation status, including sections
Coding Taks. to be supplied/completed;

2. Code status, including total number of
I. Creation of source code that compiles or lines, number of lines changed, and

assembles without error, and number of reassemblies;
2. Creation of object code that links %kith 3. Configuration management, including

other modules' object code without error. update sunlmaries, outstanding

The CASE functions that assist users in the comple- discrepancies, and a discrepancy-update

tion of these tasks are listed and described in Refs. I map;

and 2. 4. Schedules and milestones;
5. Memory usage, and
6. Time usage.

MODULETESTING The CASE system is presently being used by
The CASE module testing facility is a versatile three organiations on a half-dozen projects that in-

testing, debugging, and integration tool that aids solve the development of a software system.
greatly in the production of high-quality, reliable
software. It enables the test engineer to describe
module inputs and outputs in engineering terms using
a special-purpose high-level language designed specifi- REFERENCES
cally to describe real-time test procedures. The CASE
system supports its users in all phases of module i I,. S\Sem,' 11int' 41/h Asii e Snginvenn (o'll,. Sep 1979.
testing, including creating and verifying test descrip- U 1 i I-I 5

S \\ Ai\no'. 1) J Ilu,dier. R G U;reenbirg, and NI It (Oaio,.lion files, e\ecuting and storing module tests, produc- I % i. %et's J itlie. A I S-79 O7 0, O, I 1979

ing test results, and analyzing module performance.
The CASE functions that aid users in the completion
of these tasks are described in Refs. I and 2.

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT A whors: M. H Gwes und II'. S. AmeY

)uling tie entire de.elopment cycle of a soft-
wsare >)icSlm. the Project Administrator is faced ssith Support: NA VSEASYSCOM, SEA -62X 61



A DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING HANDBOOK

There are many ways to distribute processing systems in which nodes are distributed across the
power amiong various computers, computer peripher- country, called "dispersed networks," include nation-
als, and systems. A handbook written at APL dis- wide and worldwide configurations such as the ARPA
cusses and categorizes many of the distributed ap- network (a resource sharing and message passing
proaches. system) and the Aloha network in Hawaii. In the

ARPA network as well as in other geographically
dispersed systems, the links between nodes tend to be

BACKGROUND expensive. Therefore, great care must be taken to
route packets of information efficiently from theThe term "distributed processing" has beensoretthdsininnd.source to the destination node.

used in recent years to describe a wide variety of
computer architectures that display various degrees of At the other extreme is the localized system. A
processing parallelism. Distributed processing is number of distributed processing and parallel com-
recognized as being advantageous for several reasons. puter architectures fit into this category, including
First, computational performance is improved if tasks muihiprocessors that consist of several computers
are shared by several computing elements. Second, located in the same room, working on the same prob-
the resulting system is more reliable than if a conven- lem in parallel. If the system is programmed correct-
tional approach is used because if one computer fails, ly, a substantial increase in throughput over that of a
its work load can be shared by the remaining proces- single computer should be realized.
sors. Third, the system is readily expandable - more Between the dispersed network and the local-
computers may be added to improve performance. ied system falls the local network. It consists of a
The problem is that the designer of a system that number of terminals, computers, and computer de-
might potentially use distributed architecture is faced vices (such as controllers or interfaces to sensors or
with many possibilities. Whatever system is being actuators) located within an office building, labora-
designed, there must be sonic means to determine if a tory, or ship. Messages are passed between the nodes.
distributed processing approach is advantageous and, There has been much interest in the concept of a
if so, what type of system should be used. "paperless city" in which mail, personal banking in-

In response to this neced, the Distributed Pro- formation, news, and so on would be transferred be-

cessing Handbook wsas written (Ref. 1). Various tween a personal terminal and the bank, news center,
topcsin ildo ae tratend (Raf. !) ampous or mail service, over a common network. A few oftopics in the field are treated, and many examples, the developing local networks are already experiment-
from the literature are presented. A checklist enables ing with these ideas.
one to narrow the search to appropriate systems, and
an extensive bibliography lists sources for further Section 3.2 of the handbook is concerned with
reading. In this article, several important issues in the the coupling between nodes, i.e., the rate at which in-
field of distributed processing are discussed. The formation can be transferred. Many geographically
specific chapters of the handbook %%here these topics dispersed systems are loosely coupled. For example, a
may be found are noted. typical link in a computer network developed by

Texas Instruments runs at about 50 000 bits of infor-
mation per second. In moderately coupled systems

DISCUSSION (e.g., many local networks), a typical data transfer
rate is I to 5 million bits per second, whereas data are

The computers, computer peripherals, ter- transferred even faster in closely coupled systems.
minals, and other elements in a distributed system
may be located in the same room, on the same air- A very important issue in the design of a
,.raft or ship, or thousands of miles apart. The distributed processing system is its topology, i.e., how
pockets ol distributed system elements are called the nodes are ph ,sicall, inteiconnected. Different ,iet-
"nodes." A somesshat arbitrary but useful diision of work topologies are described in Section 3.3 There
distributed processing s)stems based on the geograph- are seseral possibilities for local and dispersei net-
ical distribution of the nodes has been made in Sec- works (Fig. i). Most geographically dispersed net-
tion 3.1 of the handbook. This diison separates the works are irregularly connected, %whereas a popular
s,.,tems into three major categories, dispersed net- losal network topology is the shared line o~er sshch

62 works, lo .al networks, and localized s)steis. The all desices coiniumate (the shared line might be a



on emn Memory modules
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(a) Ring or loop (b) Complete interconnection
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(c) Global bus (shared line) ( 000 Processors1 (d) Star

3

1 4

(e) Tree
M(f Regular connection

Input/output controllers

Fig. 2 C.mmpmultliprocessor.

(g) Irregular network.j (multiply connected)
Scnetrouting of packets through intermediate nodes, tile

Fig. I Network topologies, detection of element failures within a distributed

system, and network testing. Even if a protocol exists
and messages canl be transferred reliably fromt node to
node, the applications software must be written to use

coaxial cable, for example). In a geographically dis- this distributed environment effectively This is true if
persed system, the link between nodes could be a several nodes are cooperating to solve one problem
leased telephone line or microwave circuit. The topoi- (fixed application) or if users at certain nodes require
ogy of the localized system is quite different from the resources at other nodes (resource sharing).
that of the networks because information must be Because software considerations for localized systems

transferred between computers with much greater are often quite different from those of networks, this
speed. In a multiprocessor, there are a number of
wsd In w hic the vaiouscetral ressin unute oissue is treated in a separate section of the handbook."" ways in which (lie various cenual processing units

pass data through a common memory. One example, In addition to the preiously mentioned topics,
the C.mnp multiprocessor of Carnegie-Mellon the handbook covers networks that are built from

- University, is shown in Fig. 2. other networks and brings up the issue of a "gate-
Oytdway" between systems. Section 3.9 provides a brief

distributed processing system is only useful if there is overview of conventional, as well as exotic, computer
a well-defned procol whrebys data ony rsef hered ssystems, some of which can be considered to be ex-• a well-defined protocol whereby data are transferred arnples ol distributed processing systems.

reliably and efficiently. The protocol must assure that

data are transferred error-free between nodes in net- File handbook and the bibliography are good
works. This issue is treated in the handbook in Sec- places to begin the study of distributed processing.
tion 3.4. Other issues involved are control of tie net- For those interested in a bibliography on localized
work's operation, the security of messages, the systems, Ref. 2 may be helptul. Refetence 3 is a good 63



introduction to the growing field of network pro- 2 R A .Mosicr. A Mulliprocessor Compuuhu,, I nituic I or Dclcnc
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TACTICAL SPEECH SYNTHESIS

A low-cost speech generation systeuz has been DESCRIPTION
interiaced to a standard Navy coinputer s)stnt e inc lilt'
Conmbut Information Center (CIC) ofIheAPL ct. The tactical computer system consists of a
bat Systems Evaluation Laboratory. It automatically Univac Q20 computer and a Univac 1230 computer
generates avditorv alerts and status reports during (Fig. 1). The Q20 simulates friendly and hostile forces
simmulated battle scenarios. The conJiguration will per. in the combat environment according to one of many
imit investigations intto the utility of svnthesized battle scenarios. The 1230 simulates the Aegis Com.
speech in improving operator efficiency, in a CIC. bat System operating within and interacting with the

combat environment. The standard 1230 software has
been enhanced to review the progress of the simulated

B K Ubattle periodically and to request api-ropriate syn.
BC U thesized announcements. Requests are .ommunicated

The Navy's Aegis Ship Combat System, a to the speech generation system through an APL-
highly automated integrated system of computers, designed hybrid communications link.
weapons, and radar, is in production and will be in-
stalled in a new class of cruiser in the 1980's. The The speech generation system (Figs. 1 and 2)
Aegis New Computer Technology Program has been consists of a Cromemco Z-2 microcomputer and two

established to investigate new computee-related tech-

nological developments whose application to the Speech Technology M188. The microcomputer de-
Aenogica t dev em whosrede appcioto te codes communications from the 1230 and sends backAegis Combat System may reduce costs or improve the required acknowledgments. It assembles appro-
system performance (Ref. 1). Computer.generated
speech has been identified as a maturing technology priate synthesizer control parameters and sends them

speto one ofe thetiie spsc syteies causingg anchan-g
offering the potential benefit of improved operator tonemof to be artied. cun on the

efficiency in a CIC. To assess the potential benefit Coin tolk e is used.

realistically, an experimental low-cost speech genera-

tion system has been interfaced to a standard tactical A communications protocol has been designed
computer ,ystem in the CIC. The configuration en- and implemented to ensure that the receiving system
ables the tactical computer system to issue auditory is ready to accept data before the data are sent from
alerts and status reports automatically in response to :he transmitting system. In general, communications

64 changes in a simulated tactical environment. are initiated by the 1230 system. However, a user may
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request a status report by pressing a remote pushbut- values of 0 to 69 have been assigned arbitrarily to theton connected to the speech system; this causes the Z- words and phrases needed to form a preliminary set
F 2 to initiate a communication, forwarding the request of announcements. Delay codes specify the length of

to the 1230. the pause that should separate the requested utterance
A communications stream consists of control from the one that follows. Delays may range from 0

codes and speech codes. Control codes provide com- to 1.5 seconds in increments of 0.1 second.
munications protocol and convey speech processing
options. The options inNde selection of the specific
synthesizer to be used and specification of announce-
ment priorities; a high priority announcement (e.g., a
threat alert) will immediately interrupt any announce
ment in progress. Speech codes consist of an utter-

A ance code identifying a word or phrase to be spoken
and a post-utterance delay code. Utterance code

Tactical computer system

~ ~ Univac

computer

~~ Univac

30 bit
data
link

Format
converter

data Fig. 2 Speech generations sem.
link

Speech generation system
In the current phase of the investigation, the

Computalker is being used to evaluate and develop ef-
Cromemco -, fective tactical announcements. Table I lists three

7- Z 2- preliminary candidate announctments currently in-so plemented and the conditions under which each ismicrocomputer generated. Despite its modest speech quality, the

AO:. - Computalker synthesizer was chosen for this phase
because its speaking vocabulary can be changed to ac-Speech Co mpu :ta'e connodate new announcements. The vocabulary con-Tesynthesizer sists of a list of phonetically spelled words stored in

S , - , . . the microconlputer's memory. A new %%ord to be add-
ed is translated into a sequence of phonetic symbols,
whch are added to the list.Speaker

. .. . - 5:- The system described above constitutes a tool
for experimenting with and evaluating computer-

Fig.1 Blockdiagramoftactical speechs) nhesis sstem. generated speech in the d)namic tactical environment 65



TABLE I

PRELIMINARY CANDIDATE ANNOUNCEMENTS

Type When Presented Example

Periodic status report Every 10 minutes during periods of no "Time: Twenty-three, thirty. No hostile contacts.
hostile activity Response plan bravo set. Auto fire not set."

Initial threat alert First penetration of a threat into preset "Threat alert! Contact at: Thirty-three miles. Decision
range time: Forty-one seconds."

On-demand status report Operator requested, typically used during "Status: Sixteen threats. Twelve engaged. Highest
attack unengaged threat: twenty-three seconds to go."

(Track number and additional unengaged threats
given if time to go is less than a preset values.)

of a CIC. Since the effectiveness of this speech REFERENCE
depends on the intelligibility of the announcements, 1.A. E. Davidoff, Aegis Ship Combat System New Computer
selected messages may be implemented in the future Technology Applications TechnicalPlan, APL/JHU FS-78-058, Jul
on a synthesizer with better fidelity. The Speech 1978.

Technology synthesizer incorporated in the speech
generation system is a possible candidrite. Although
its speaking vocabulary (consisting of ctstom-ordered
digital recordings of human speech) is inconvenient to
change, the clearer, more natural articulation makes Author: D. F. Sterne
it well-suited for final evaluation once a tactical an-
nouncement set has been chosen. Support: NA VSEASYSCOM, PMS.400
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INTRODUCTION

APL began studying the environmental and social impact of energy
facilities in 1971 in collaboration with Tile Johns Hopkins University Depart-
ment of Geography and Environmental Engineering and with the Chesapeake
Bay Institute. It has since evaluated for tile State of Maryland all proposed
power-generating facilities in the state. The work has led to projects and con.
tributions in a wide variety of technical areas related to tile location of energy
facilities and the mitigation of damaging effects. One project reported in this
section - an assessment of the envitonmental effect of saline water "drift"
emitted from a cooling tower - is intended to quantify the emission and
deposition of salt and the effects on crops, soils, and vegetation from the
operation of a large natural draft cooling tower using brackish water.

APL is also contributing to tile development of new energy systems. By
1973, it had analyzed energy technologies and concluded that tile use of low-

grade heat (solar thermal, 'geothermal, and waste) will provide increasingly
important alternatives to scarce fossil fuels. Programs were initiated in-house to
study ocean thermal energy (solar energy stored in tropical oceans), geothermal
applications, and systems such as the Community Annual Storage Energy
System that save ,immer heat for winter use. A common requirement of these
applications is more ,fficient heat exchange at small temperature differences,
but reliable engineering design data were not available. The Ocean Thermal
Energy Conversion (OTEC) heat transfer experiments conducted by APL over
the past several years ptovided tile first firm basis for the design of economical
evaporators and condensers for large OTEC plants.

The Laboratory has become a leader in developing the concept of using
ocean thermal gradients to produce ammonia. Domestic ammonia for nitrogen
fertilizers is now made from natural gas. The APL version of OTEC could have
a substantial effect on the consumption of natural gas in tile United States. Our
efforts have included tile design and evaluation of heat exchangers as well as the
design of an OTEC pilot plant that will produce 5 to 10 MW of electrical energy.
During the past year, a model of a proposed heat exchanger (designed by APL to
satisfy cost effectiveness objectives) was tested as an evaporator, vit. excellent
results; this effort is reported here.
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APL is responsible for studies of geothermal resources ia Region 5 of tile
Department of Energy/Division of Geotheimal Energy (DOE/DGE). Scenarios
outline tile potential magnitude of identified resources, present developmen and
use schedules, and indicate problems that must he surmounted before the
resource can be used. Institutional impediments to the de,eiopment of low-head
hydroelectric power are being studied. Work has begun on techniques for ex-
tracting methane from landfills and continues on the active acoustic detection of
leaks in underground natural-gas lines.

DOE recently completed an extensive drilling program, including a deep
well (4500 feet) at Crisfield, Maryland, which resulted in the discovery of 133°F
water - temperatures of up to 200'F are expected at other locations. In order to
determine the potential effect of the development of geothermal resources in this
region, APL has undertaken a geothermal energy market study for DOE. The
Laboratory will survey current requirements for thermal energy at temperatures
below 250°F, perform generic engineering studies to ensure that geothermal
energy is feasible for satisfying these reqwnrements, analyze the economics of
supplying geothermal energy for those applications, and develop a methodology
to assess market penetration. Three articles report on this work. One addresses
tile survey results and engineering studies, another presents a more detailed
engineering study of the Crisfield well data, and the third discusses economic
modeling of potential geothermal resource applications.

Other energy-related programs are under way. Pioneering work has been
done in developing efficient flywheels from filamentary materials, and a
feasibility study has been completed in which the operation of a complete, iow-
cost flywheel energy storage system was demonstrated.

APL is also making advances in energy conservation. Over tile last
several years, reductions have been made in the energy required for its own
facilities. One technique uses tile waste heat from the computer system and ;rom

air conditioning systems together with a heat pump to augment tile heating and
hot water systems for sev,-ral buildings. The Laboratory is now helping the State
of Maryland to review the energy efficiency of several state buildings.

6
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF SALINE DRIFT
FROM THE CHALK POINT
NATURAL DRAFT COOLING TOWER

The environmental impact of saline water concern was expressed about the effect on crops im-
"drift" (an aerosol formed directly from a tower's portant to Maryland's economy, such as tobacco
cooling water and emitted from the cooling towers) (tobacco's burning rate is sensitive to chloride concen-
can be an important consideration in the siting of tration). The effect on other crops (e.g., corn and
electrical po .er generating plants. The Chalk Point soybeans) and on native vegetation was also of con-
Coolin, Tower Project is an experimental and sensanalytical program to quantify salt emission, salt cern.deposition, and the effects of salt on crops, soils, and Hence the Chalk Point Cooling Tower Project
native vegetation resulting from the operation of a was initiated in 1971 by a Maryland Public Service
large natural-draft cooling tower that uses brackish Commission action that required a research and
water. I/PL has had a major role in this unique pro- monitoring program to determine the effect of salt
ject including conducting field experiments, creating moitoring proet he ee oinslt
inathenatical models, and performing systems drift at Chalk Point. The project has been jointlySanallysis, rionsored by the State of Maryland Power Plant

Siting Office, the Electric Power Research Institute,
the U.S. Department of Energy, the U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency, and PEPCO. It has

BACKGROUND been implemented by the University of Maryland, En-

Historically, plants that use stear to generate vironmental Systems Corp. (ESC), Meteorological
electricity have used once-through cooling as te Research, Inc. (MRI), Bendix Environmental Science
preferred form of heat removal. During the 1960's, (BES), and APL.

however, electric generation equipment increased in
site, and there was growing concern about the en-
vironmental effects of dispersing heat into natural DISCUSSION
waters. Moreove|, many desirable sitcs for large The project has involved several phases of data
generating stations do not have enough water to allow Tle prect and moel nasis d
once-through cooling. collection, data reduction, and todeing analysis. lt1973, the Agronomy and Botany Departments of tile

A proposed solution to the problem is to use University of Maryland implemented a program of
large evaporative cooling towers. However, tile ernis- vegetation and soil monitoring at several sites near
sions from cooling towers also have environmentai ef- the plant. Research was undertaken to establish the
fects. Heat and moisture emitted into the atmosphere tolerance of crons, plants, and soils to saltwater
as a warm, moist, buoyant plume can alter the aerosol spray. Tnese field programs have continued
meteorological conditions in the vicinity of the tower into 1979 with excellent data recovery. Later in 1973,
(e.g., by enhancing fogging and icing). Drift is carried tile program was expanded to develop and validate
up with the plume and subsequently deposited on the ways to estimate salt drift deposition from cooling
surrounding terrain. Mineral salts in the drift droplets towers by using data on tower emissions and ambient
call be harmful to vegetation and to man-made struc- meteorology.
tures if deposited in sufficient concentrations. Cool-
ing tower manufacturers responded with improvee To support t his effort, a program was begun
drift eliminators, % hich reduced drift emissions by an t3 acLuire the necessary data. ESC designed, con-
order of magnitude \ ithout seriously degrading cool- sti uct. d, and operated an instrumentation package tong performance measure plume thermodr.amics and drift parameterswithin the tower and to sample salt deposition on the

The 600 MWe Unit No. 3 of the Potomac terrain. BES instrumented a 100 in meteorological
Electric Power Company (PEPCO) generating station tower at three levels. During critical test periods,
at Chalk Point, Maryland, was a prime candidate for APL provided radiosonde mieasuremerts, and MRI
study in 1970. Environmental concerns were raised at i,irumented an aircraft to measure external plume
the legislative and regulatory level because the pro- meteorology (including the drift aerosol). In 1975,
posed natural draft cooling tower would be located in baseline measurements were made of internal plume
a choice agricultural setting and %ould use brackish and drift parameters. Then in December 1975 and

70 %ater from the Patuxent River as makeup. Special June 1976, full-scale intensive tests Nsere conducted to



provide data on the internal and external plume and 0.8
on sailt deposition over a V . range of ambient (a) 0.5 kirn, 340" station Furscn
meteorological conditions. 0.7- loecn

Since the flue gas scrubber on the boiler stack 0.6- Water sensitive---I

is also a source of saline drift dioplets, the drift dye 0.5-
tracer experiment was conducted in June 1977 to ki 0.4
identify cooling tower drift. The data collected by at
dense array of samplers were used to validaic a sal~ne 00.3-
drift deposition model developed by APL. The modelE z-
and the Chalk Point data base were then used to k0.1
predict the effects of the full operation of se!veral C '
plant conftgurations. Reference I is anl overviews of .2 OL AJI,
the entire project. 2 (b) 0.5 kin: 3550 station

D~rift Dye Tracer Experiment. The Drift D~ye 0.7
rracer Biperiment (Ref. 2) was designed to separate 0.6-
and identify indtvidtial aerosol sources contributing to 0.
the total downwind drift a-, the Chalk Point site. The t05

tracer in the circulating water of the cooltig tower Ot 0.4-
was. I ppmu rhodamine WT dye. The cxpcrim--!-,)ro- 0.3-
sided a complete set of' dat to validate o: -osi- 0.2 -
tion models, including the-. simultanci -iitc urc.
ments of' tosser emissions, ambient mcteo- ;-j. and 0.1
ground deposition. Preliminary to the field test.* 0 -O 50 0 700

0 100 200 300 40050 607080
laboratory tests established proof of principlc, en- Mean drop diamneter (pm)
vironmntnal safety, an,' chemical control-. for ilu
o." the dye. Rhodainine WT wsas selected becaa, it is Fig. I Coinf.arlson of percent mass fraction distribution
. expensise. safe. and conttrollable. The only hiita- cur%e% for fluorescent kind %atrvt.itilthe fitter paper droplet

sion noted %%a% its chemical decomposition in it, distribution% at 0.5 Lot, thu~ing titlde or so %lack effect at 340*
presenice of ulitaviolet rcd' ,ion, so the test had tob station and considerable %tack effect at 355' station.
conducted at night.

TNo sanpiiii; arrays subtending an are of 35*
\%ere dclployed 0.5 and 1.0 kmn downss md of the coot-
iug amser. Eiachi station had three funnel samplers t'or separation technique. Sinice some of the droplet
data onl total deposition aind three filter papers for distribution data have not liven redued, a complete
data ott droplet site distribution. Background samt- comiparison catnnot be tnasc, but the available results
filig stations \%ere upss md of the cooling tosser. All shoi% that thc total sampling and the droplet meuthods
sampling stations wkere ssitliin 40 in of each other ifl are in good agreement, Nilh sets of data show that
order to resolse the sariation in deposition across the the to\ser plume %%as xiuvtred over the sampling ar-
drift plume. rays during the experiment,. allowing anl accurate ac-

Chemical and fluorescent analyses of the fun- countitng of all ton~tr drift deposited at thosc
nel samiplers were used to separate the total tower distances. The daj a rogcthcr with the droplet size
drift depositioni from that caused by other sources. spectra are esseniail for model validation.
Both water and fluorescent droplet stains onl the filter
papers were read manually to determine the droplet Niodeling udid Anal) sh. A111. has deseloped a
site dist butions from the two sources. Figure I is an model (Fig. 4) to predict \,here the drift goes after it
example if* the mass-traction site distr.,butiomis that leases the tosser. 11he saline drift deposition model
\%ere obtaineu. .amuing the disttibLutioins pros ided anl (Ref. 3) is a timec-mcremett simulatiotn that tracks the
alternate measurement of the total deposition at each trajectories of various sites of drift droplets. Using
sampling location. Subtracting the total deposition the tosser chai acteriztaiont data and the
determined by fluorescent analysis from the total meteorological tow~er data taken oser several sears,
determined by chem~cal antalysis piosidted separate ihe model predicts the %.arryoser of drift wkith the
measurements of drift deposition from the cooling buoyant plume and the droplet breakawNay, haill. and
tosser and fromt other sources (the boiler stack). deposition for each three hour period. The effects of
Figures 2 and 3 shoss the rates of sodmuin deposition esaporation and turbulent dispersion onl droplet tra-
0.5 and 1.0 Kin from the cooling tosser using the Jeclories are considered in the estimiates. 71



The model's features and physical basis are the differences in models can result in predictions that
comparable to those of several being used. However, disagree by a factor of two or more, hence the need

for validation against a good set of field data such as
that obtained in the tracer experiment. The APL
model has been validated with these data and its

e---.-- Cooling tower (funnel) prediciions compared with those of several other
&-- ,-& Unit no. 3 stack (funnel) models.
o-----a Cooling tower (filter paper)
0--- --0 Unit no. 3 stack (filter paper) The data from the intensive test periods have

12 ........ Interpolated/estimated been analyzed and reduced to model inputs that

2I define the tower emission characteristics under vary-ing atmospheric conditions. ESC measured the salt

emission with an isokinetic sampler. This measure-
Stack :1 ment, together with the basin water salinity, indicates
Stack .that the tower drift rate is about 0.001% of the cir-

E 8| culating water flow or about 2 2 gal/min, a value that
E- ' is about one-half the design value of 5.2 gal/min. The

rowr : il instrumentation package used by ESC also measured
T r temperature, relative humidity, and velocity at the

c6-. tower. Size distributions of the drift droplets at the
tower exit were measured by instrumentation using

.01 'laser light scattering and by sensitive paper samplers,
'. 4- Although the emphasis was on the cooling tower, a

E 1limited amount of data was collected on the boiler

2-I s The APL model has been used to estimate
, " monthly, seasonal, and annual salt deposition for

0I various operating configurations of both cooling

325 330 335 340 345 350 355 360 005 010 tower% and stacks (Ref. 3), and iopleths have been
Station location azimuth (deg) prepared. Figure 5 show% the annual isoipleth for

cooling tower deposition. The model predictions in-
Flit. 2 Sodium depositlon rates from major Chalk Point dicate that with full-time, full-load operation of two
,ource, at 0.5 km from lower. b) two Independent 600 MWc units, significant levels of salt deposition
measuremnent techniques.

9 Coong tower (funnel)
:2 &---a Unit no. 3 stack (funnel) Vapor
,1, Cooling tower (filter paper) plume
N - Unit no. 3 stack (filter paper)

6 I nterpQlated/estimated

E Plu

k j0c4-.. Stack
, - ' •veloci

' 0 Tower Kn./: "

3340 460 5 010 0

Station location azimuth 'deg)

Fig. 3 Sodium depositiun rates from Chalk Point sources at
72 1.0 km from tower, b) two independent techniques. Fig. 4 Essential features of API. saline drift model.
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Conditions: TABLE I
Unit no. 3 cooling tower MAXIMUM EFFECT OF OFF-SITE SALT
Plant load 590 MWe DEPOSITION ON CROPS*
Operating 24 h/day

*Point of maximum North Maximu Reduction Reduction Reduction
deposition Dposition In Yield in Yield I. Tobacco

or Sallt @1 Corn of Soybeans Burn Time
___________ Chalk Point (07) (10) (011)

patbudr 20kmNo.3 tower 2.0 1 0 0
isPiatukett -4 v No. 3 tower and 3.2 1 0 0

V_ stack
Me.twrNos. 3and 4 5.4 2 0 0

1.5 kmcooling towers
NO and stacks

*Thc data in this table apply at a distance of I km from the plant.
1.0 kmEffects decrease at greater distances.

.. tin units or kg/ha-month, which is approximately I lb/acre-month.

2
Coolng twerof spray experiments have becn reduced to rcgression

-SOE equations (Ref. 4) that relate reductions in crop yields
Stc310 (and the reduction in burn time for tobacco) to salt

3 deposition. The results indicate that the highest off-
4 1 site deposition rates are svcll below significant levels

established for corn, soybeans, and tobacco. Table 1,
which summarizes the effects on crops at approx-
imiately I ki, shows that the off-site effects are ex-
tretnely small. Similar analyses for native vegetation
and soils predict very small effects at off-site loca-
tions.

Fig. 5 Isoplethi or estimated annual %alt loading (kg/ha-
inuath). REFERENCES

1, N1. I Stoon. Overi,-, ,oI the Chalk Pont tw ung lim.et P'jet 1,
21972-1979, JIIUj/AIIt t't'SII- '[ 11t-P27, Mar 1974

2JIt . Me~i anid W. 1). Siinbio. C'ooling loin., buji V)t, trate
occur only on the plant site within 0.5 kin of the LA/tt'rimeti Jitn, 16 and / 7. 1977, J IU AIIt PP1SP41 PCt 11-16.

Vol. 2. Aug 1977
source. The maximium deposition rates are predicted 3 1. N\ Dat is. tni tronspietal A1 ise%%ent oj ( haA Point ( oihtig

~ ~to be 13 kg/ha-month (12 Ib/acre-mnonth) fromn the lowe~r Drj n I apo Lnstm JII A't II'I- ft1-1-8
Mati 1919

coolitsg tower and 23 kg/ha-month from the slack. If 4 C I StaLin. 1) ( \\olt. and J A. Armbruster. Coling lower,
two units are operational, the estimated ma-dtnuni k/Mn J ul q an1978 ii~siso til~i ' t I~C''
seasonal rate on site is 58 kg/hia-month di.-ing the 5 (. \V Paiicrson. ( R, ( tutis. I I I atnr. mid 6. Itosokaiua.
sulnrralo-itcirI.4..t months. litnl cases, the of-iedeposiion is \aoiI 1-24 , .itt. 1i97r8iso 5.1 ln 5 R P
of the samne order as the ambient salt background, ap-

11 proxitmately I kg/ha-mnonth.

The effects on crops, soils, and native vegeta- Aut/iors: E. A. Dais andi. H. Mteyer
tion have been predicted (Ref. 3) by comparing the
predicted salt depositton rates with measurements of Support: State of Maryliand. Elec-tric Powter
vegetation sensitivity reported by the University of Research Institute, Departmnent of Energy.,

itIMaryla.id (Refs. 4 and 5). The data fromt three years and Environmental Protecton Agencyv
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TESTING OF THE APL OTEC HEAT EXCHANGER AS AN EVAPORATOR

The main objective of the APL Ocean Thermal The results of the tests of the model as an evaporator
Energy ')nversion (OTEC) Program is to denon- (described herein) were used to modify the correlations
strate the feasibility of producing usable energy on a that were used in the system studies.
large scale front the temperature differences of tropi.
cal oceans, at mini/aunm overall cost. A heat ex.
changer concept using large-diameter folded ahmni-
num tubes and meeting the cost objective has been DISCUSSION
under study at A PL. In the past year, a full-scale
model of the proposed heat exchanger was tested as Figure I is a simplified drawing of the model,
an evaporator at the Argonne National Laboratory which consists of three parallel-folded, 3-in.-OD
(ANL) in order to obtain experimental data on its aluminum tubes in a water box. Each tube has 43
novel design antd to validate or provide a basis for passes, 14.3 ft long. The diameter and length of each
modifications of the computer code that will be used folded tube are full scale to simulate a complete full-
to estimate performance of an operational unit. The scale heat exchanger module as nearly as possible
results of the experiment indicate that the unit works within the sizing and testing constiaints imposed by
very well as an evtaporator atnd that it presents a the ANL facility. The three active tubes (with am-
viable option for an OTEC heat exchanger, monia flowing inside) are contained within an inner

water box through which water flows vertically down-
ward by gravity from a head pond. A row of dummy

BACKGROUND (inactive) half-tubes is mounted on each inner wall of
this box to provide the proper water-flow geometry.

A heat exchanger that neets the overall cost An outer box supports the hydrostatic head. In the
objective for OTEC plantships may not necessarily plantship, the tubes wvill be contained in a volume

provide the greatest transfer of heat but should be formed by the concrete compartments of the ship, so

low-cost, cleanable, and maintainabte, ii; addition to the heat exchanger is considered to be shell-less. The

offering modularity. The design conceived by APL the rsenixeret allws Te
(Ref 1)offrs avanage in hes aras. he us ofouter box in the present experiment allows suitable

(Ref. I) offers advantages in these areas. The use of fabrication tolerances to be maintained for the walls

tubes with relatively large diameters reduces the and tub s of the inner box.

number of tube joints, thereby reducing fabrication

and assembly costs. No heat exchanger shells per se To test the unit as an evaporator, subcooled
are required, and there is a good possibility for liquid ammonia was fed into the three tubes at the
economical in situ cleaning of the heat exchanger bottom, and a two-phase mixture issued from the top.
without interrupting operations (Refs. 2 and 3). Its Warm water (78 to 82"F) was pumped into the head
modularity (20 to 40 modules per plantship) will per- pond (shich had a free surface) and %%as exhausted
mit regularly scheduled inspection and maintenance, through a 12 in. pipe at the bottom. During May and
one module at a time, with no significant reduction in June 1979, 56 test runs were made; 41 more were
total output. made during August and September. The most impor-

In an OTEC plant, warni seawater %%i flow tant test variables are shown in Table 1.

vertically dowsnward over the banks of tube,; utno- Changes in the entrance and exit manifolding
nia flowing inside the tubes will vaporize, Liiive a for the ammonia were explored in order to determine
power turbine, and then be condensed in a similar their effects on performance; no significant dif-
heat exchanger that uses cold seawater drawn from a ferences were found. In addition, the first 38 tests
depth of 2500 ft. The resultant electic power will be were made with swirler elements in the first pass of
used to manufacture ammonia, aluminun, or other each tube. Although these swirlers were used to en-
energy-intensive products aboard the ship. hance the transfer of liquid heat flow, to promote the

onset of boiling in the unit, and to preclude flow in-
Although prior performan.e anal)scs (Rel. 4) stabilities, subsequent testing vithout the ssirlers (all

and test, on setions oI the ieit ,diangr to nieasurt remaining tests) sho%ed no signifi.ant difference in
the internal and eternal heat transter coellicients lhae performance.
been encouraging (Refs. 5 through 8), tests of a full-
s,.ale model %%ere dearl% needed to demonstrate the The sstem, %lhich also included a condenser,
oerall ptrlormnke and to caluat po,sibkh problem,, pumps, a steam heater, and .onnctting pipes, demon-

74 aith 1los instabilt under snulatcd o can .onditions. strated remarkable stabilit, in operation, rea.hIng



All dimensions are in inches.

A.-~~~i~ Water
- ~ ~in

~ ~ ,~;~JK "-Water head pond
vi k NH3 outlet flanges

- NH3 out
~' (For evaporator)

~ ' Folded tube 7
A Y~ ~ heat exchanger

Z A 43 passes each) ti

~ ~;"2 293-7/8

172~ ~Access do r
(3 places)

NH3 n , Staggered t'

(For evaporator) -. tube bundle
IN arrangement

AA
NH-3 inlet Water outletplnr

flange '' ,plnm . Water

Fig. I Model (i AllI OTIL heat e~tchanger.

TABI I I The thermal performance of' the tcst

TEST VARIABLES evaporator was characterized by an overall heat
transfer coefficienit, U, the calculation of which was

Variable Nominal Variation based on the heat duty. the areas involved in the heat
Heat duiy 3.2 A 10( lItU/h (2.8 to 4.6) x 106 exchange, the temperatures of the water at the top
Water flo%% and bottom of the box, and the ammonia saturation
rate 3200 gal/ini 1500 to 47M( temperatures at the inlet and outlet. The data from
Water ilet 80*11 78 to 82' the first 56 tests gave the correlation shown in Fig. 2,
temperature in which U* (U minus the effect of' the tube wall) is
Ammonia flow, 1.0lbin/N/Iube 0.7 to02.0 plotted against a parameter involving the Reynolds
rate
Ammnonia inlet 72' 55 to 72* number of the ammonia (ReNII 3 ) and the water
tetmperature (Re.
Ammonia inlet 2 psid 0 to 4 Also shown is the predicted performance of the
d lv rop ur original antalytical simulation. As the combined
tDemtster IndiN idual tor Stingle couno Reynolds number parameter increases, the original

each tube analytical simulation uiiderpredicts the thermal per-
S%% irl element Installed in tirst Renioed formnance by an increasing amount. Data f'rom the re-

pass of each mainder of the tests (not shown) also fail orio the
-_______tube __________correlation produced by the tests. With these data,

modifications can be made to the analytical simnula-
tion to bring it in line with the observed results (the

equilibrium I to 2 hours after start-up or aftermoicaonar suseindtldinRf9)
changes in tio%% rates and hecat duties, rIte test Oilher important performance parameters
esaporator rati quietll and ssas free of signift .ant itasured bN the experimiis %Ncre the tsso-phase am

ibration, and the ammoni.. floss dis aded equall) tuonia pressure drop and the %kater pressure drop
(within 207o) among ihe tubes. The ammonia pressure drop %sas less than wvas 7 5



= 0.97APL heat exchanger model is the only evaporatorCorrelation coefficient tete thti0ircl.caal9o7ulsieoen
- UM'eas = 0.0243 (V(;e, ReNH.)O 8856etdta sdrcl caal oafl-ieoen

Orgnlanltclsiuain3 going unit. Its demonstrated feasibility encourages
- -- Oriinalanayticl smulaionsupport for its continuing development. Plans are

800 Upred 2.73VRN 0.469 now being made to test the model as a condenser and
800 1 1 1 1 1to test a similar evaporator model at sea.
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-~ GEOTHERMAL ENERGY MARKET STUDY
ON THE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN

A Geothermal Energy Market Study (GEMS) DOE tin formnulating plans to explore, decelop, and
hav been performned for the Department of commercialize the resources.
Energy/Division of Geothermal Resource Manage-
/ient (DOE/DGRM) in four potential geoitermnal re-
source areas on the A tlantc Coastal Plain. Informia- BACKGROUND
tioi o/n tile nature and size of current m/arkets for
thermal energy and estimnates of the cost of supplying Except for a few warnm springs, geothermal

76 those inarkets ivith geothiermal entergj are useful to resources generall) haxe been considered to be a



phenomenon found in the western United States.
Only in the past few years has the work of John Cos-
tain et al., (Ref. 1) at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University (VPI&SU) brought significant at-
tention to the exploration for geothermal resources in
the eastern United States. His basic tenet is that an-
cient (200 million year old) implantations of molten A

magma in the upper granitic crust in the east are
richer in radioactive elements (U, Th, and K) than are
the crustal rocks. When these igneous intrusions, or
plutons, are covered with sufficient thicknesses of C

sediments (which act as thermal insulators or, more
properly, heat sinks), the heat from the decay of the
radioactive elements can becomed trapped, adding to D

the heat conducted from the earth's core and thereby
providing a potentially attractive source of geother-
mal energy (even though all of the original sensible
heat in the pluton was probably lost before and dur-
ing sedimentation). DOE has funded VPI&SU to con- E
tinue work on targeting such resources. l.as: year an -
extensive drilling program - 40 shallow (1000 to ,
1800 ft) wells and one deep (4500 ft) well at various F
locations - culminated in the discovery of 133"F
water at Crisfield, Maryland. Temperatures up to
200*F are expected at other locations.

Fig. I SlK geothermal resource aream on the Atlantic Coastal
In order to help justify such exploration and to Plain.

determine the effect of the development of the
resources on the national energy situation, DOE re-
quested that APL perform a study to (a) survey cur- however, because of le diffuseness of thoe
rent requirements for thermal energy at temperatures requirements, expensive comnunity distribution

below 250"F in the areas of potential geothermal networks must be provided to satisfy many small in-
sueteu tagtrlngiafslaiisnosleaiolmtgersrsFge()eo gnieiendividual loads. Moreover, the seaonal and hourlystudies to ensure that geothermal energy is a feasible vrain nlaspaeadtoa otanso

source for satisfying the requirements, (c) perform community distribution system. All these factors are

analyses to determine the economic feasibility of manifested in higher costs for delivered energy.

supplying geothermal energy for these applications, Therefore, it is necessary to dentify aread with high

and (d) develop a methodology to estimate the extent population densities so that distribution systems can be

to which the resources could penetrate existing limited in sie and cost.

markets for thermal energy.
It is not practical to obtain space and water

In the first phase of tile GEMS effort, the firstIti oprccatobansaeadwtr
heating data for the residential and commercial sectors

two tasks were completed for the four northern re- on a local (door-to-door) basis. Individual building
source areas (Fig. 1); some of the results are given; loads can %ary drastically, even for identical buildings,
here. The economic analysis (Refs. 2 and 3) is dis- because the occupants may have different schedules and
cussed in another article in this volume. The market activities. A survey to obtain such data, even if limited

penetration study has been started for the residential to very high density areas, would be prohibitively
sector (Ref. 4) and will begin shortly for the other expensive and time cousunuig. However, usehul data
sectors. In the second phase, the two mnost southern can be obtained on a more aggregated census tract or
resource areas will be examined for potential geother- minor civil division level, where large numbers of
mal energy markets. buildings are included, because a\erages for space and

water heating are fairly accurate for large populations.

A model developed by J. Karkheck et al. (Ref.
DISCUSSION 5) was selected for estimating the space and water

The greatest requirements for thermal energ, at heating loads. With this model, space heating is gisen
temperatures belos, 250"I- are in space and sater on a per capita basis as a function of the number of
heating for the residential and .omnier.Lal sectors, annual heating degree-da)s and of building tpe, i.e , 77I



single-family or multifamily resid-nces or commercial tor are usually obtained from data on the average
buildings. Annual water heating demands for the energy consumption per employee for a particular in-
residential and commercial sectors are estimated on a dustry and the number of employees at each plant. In
average per capita basis. Heating degree.day informa- the past this approach has provided qualitative esti-
tion for selected cities was obtained from the Na- mates for county totals. However, on a single plant
tional Climatic Center; interpolated values were basis the estimates can be grossly inaccurate; e.g., a
developed on a county basis. Census Bureau popula- warehouse and a factory with equal numbers of
tion and housing data were obtained, and water and employees will appear to have the same energy re-
space heating demands were calculated. The results of quirements, whereas they actually are markedly dif-

N the calculations were mapped to display the spatial terent. Therefore, a detailed industrial survey was
distribution of the energy loads. Table I summarizes undertaken in the four areas to provide accurate
the residential and commercial heat loads for the four estimates of energy demands.
areas. Because the potential resources were not ex-

Data on space and water heating for military pected to exceed 250"F, not all of the two-digit SIC
installations were obtained from the DoD Defense (Standard Industrial Classification) industries were
Energy Information System (DEIS) I and 11 reports. likely prospects for geothermal energy applications.

The data, also summarized in Table I, represent ac- An initial screening identified six that had significant
tual energy consumption. The heat load for the requirements for process heat at temperatures below
NASA facility at Wallops sland, Virginia, was ob- 250"F, including foods and kindred products, textiles,

tained independently and is included in the total for tobacco products, lumber and wood products, pulp
the Delmarva Peninsula. and paper, and chemicals. As the survey progressed,

the largest and best suited industries were found to be
hatare prinpacti aicr rui nt ffood and lumber. Within the food industry, poultry

heat are in space heating and in crop drying. On the processing, vegetable cantning, and crab processing

Delmarva Peninsula, most of this usage is connected
consume the most heat. The first two often are per-with the very large poultry industry. Since only 13fomdblaecmpnNthtoudseeryte

companies were involved, each was contacted, and ac- etre them oone o re geothe
tualhea reuirmens fr brile hose eatngeggentire thermal output of one or more geothermal

tual heat requirements for broiler house heating, egg wells and thus are attractive candidates for the early
hatching, and crop drying were obtained. The net re- commercialization of geothermal resources. On the
suits are shown in Table 1. Nearly 70% of the total is other hand, crab processing plants often are small
for broiler house heating. concerns that require steam at 250 to 260"!F, are scat-

Sources of such information for the remaining tered in sparsely populated areas, and thus are not at-
three resource areas were more numerous atnd diffuse; tractive candidates.
therefore, data on crop drying were obtained from More than 600 companies were included in the
the Bureau of the Census and the Department of Ag- survey and more than 500 were contacted indhidually.
riculture. rhese are include, in the table. The large
requirement in North Carolina is mostly for drying that were oatib lih eecte eotemal

4 tobacco. that were compatible with expected geothermal
resources, either diiectly or through the use of heat

Estimates of eaeigy consumption for piocess pumps. In term,, of heat load, only 100 require more
heat and space and water heating in the industrial sec- than I x 10'11 Btu per year. (If a geothermal well could

TABIE t

CURRENT POTENTIAL MARKETS FOR GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
IN THE FOUR NORTHERN ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN

RESOURCE AREAS
_________etor

Residential
and

Resource Area Commercial Military Agricultural Industrial
S.E. New Jersey 290- 25 0.2 9.3
Delnarva 125 8 14.5 23 2
Norfolk area 200 97 0.5 9.1
E. North Carolina 78 15 9.5 13.7

78 'Values are given in lo" Btu per year.
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produce 200 gal/min of hot water and its temperature Thermal requirements below 250'F
were lowered 50OT to supply process heat, the total heatEsmae Aculsge tur
available would be a little more than 4 x 1011 Btu per * 0.5 -1.0 x 1011
year.) Thus, two-thirds of the companies have energy - 5 X 1010
requirements that may be too small to justify drilling 0 1- 10 X 109
th ir own geothermal wells. 0 <109

The totals for all 300 companies in the four ..

resource areas are shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows10
the locations and sizes of the 146 companies (nearly 0.
half of the total) that are located on the Delmarva 01 o'Vg

Peninsula. As Table I shows, the largest total market :,o .

areas are Norfolk, Virginia, and Southeastern New
Jersey; however, the residential/commercial markets,

which~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ar h ao akt ntetoaes r h

most difficult to serve in tlec short term. Likewise,
most agricultural markets Pre quite diffuse and prob-al
ably are best served by incorporating them into dual-

puoecommunity systems. Military markets are the a

mlost attractive in the short term because (a) they are
"captive" markets, (b) they are large, high-density

conlsunmers who would need many geothermal wells to
satisfy their energy demands, (c) they currently use0 -

hot water or steam distributionl systems that mayGi
minimize conversion costs and time, and (d) they are

0under directives to reduce energy consumption aiid Dow
therefore are exploring alternate energy source.

A definite commitment by the federal govern-
nlent to develop such resources on such a large scale
would encourage private concerns to become involved

intecmecaiainof geothermal resources. ~2 1
L 'rtuatey, her isreluctance in some quarters to
dths hifr.tegreatest short terml potential ~
for eoterma enrgyapplication is in the industrial
seto, hih asbeninvestigated in the greatest Fig. 2 Industrial tnarke% for geothermal energy on the

The Delmarva Peninsula has the largest in-
dustrial market. Most of the market is mlade up of
the poultry industry, which is extremely wcll suited to 2 Rt We'issbrod, W, I Barron, P. Kirotl, and w J huhl, Etinni

Evaluaion Aloidel fur Direct Uses of.toderote Teirraurt' (ut) Io
direct-use applications of geothermal energy. Grain 2!0*F) Geothermal Resourtes in the %AiI/zern Athinin Coastal
drying facilities often are colocated with processing MaIin, AI.IIU GENIS-003. Jun 1979.

It R5'rabrod and W IF. Barron, A Review of Revent Lnergy Price
plants, further increasing the potetntial short term Projecionis for Traditional Space Heeting Fauel, 1985.2000,
market. ANt /JtU GEMSAS. M~ar 1979,

4. A. C Goodman, Geothermali Energy .SlurAei Penetraion Jor i/u'
The EMSwor isfinshe infou aras.ResidentialSa'ctor, A1LJIIU1. GENIS4X'i. Set, 1979.

The EMSwor isfinshedin ourares.S J. Karkhrcl. Ei Bersdorh, and I R. Ponell, -TcchmasI add
Sonic additional work migh~t be needed to extend the Fconooma Aspc~% of Potential U.S Distrio itcsaung S~siens.''

resource~Pro or awreesth I /e o ue/y Energy C'onveriton Engineering Con)Jsurvy i reourc loatins o th awrenes o oter IEM-C). 1976. pp 1669-1674.
applicatiotns so %karratnts. Current plans are to study
the South Carolina and Georgia resource areas begin-
ning in the spring of 1980.
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GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR ANALYSIS critical parameter, transmissivity, increased by nearly
50 0 . Estimated (economic, useful) well life is greater
than hundreds of years instead of a few days. This
aquifer is not ideal but it has many potential applica-

In the Eastern United States, hot water is tions, and it has sparked renewed interest in geother-
found in deep sedimentary deposits under the Atlantic ral energy in the East.
and Gulf Coastal Plains and in inland sedimentary This article presents a summary of the test well
basins. These hydrothermul resources may be an ef-
fective source of energy for space heating and for in- data and the unique analysis of the pump test data
dustrial, agricultural, and maricultural process heat- Set.
displacing scarce and expensive fossilfuels.

DISCUSSION
BACKGROUND The Crisfield test well was cased and

The cost of developing geothermal reservoirs cemented, and perforations were made through the
depends on the water temperature, the physico- cement and casing into three zones of permeable
chemical properties of the water and the surrounding sand:
rocks, and the productivity and life of the wells from Net Permeable Waterwhich the hot water is withdraw nl and into which the utD p hR g o Te er u ecooled water is reinjected. Zoe (ept Reio ( t empeatur

Much is known about geothermal resources in I 4148-4223 62 135
the Western United States because of associated 2 3901-4032 89 133
natural geysers. However, very little is known about 3 3698-3849 44 128
geothermal resources in the East, where most of the
United States population lives. Therefore, a resource
exploration program was initiated under the auspices There were four perforations per foot for /ones I and
of the Department of Energy. The program culmi- 2 and two per foot for zone 3.
nated in the drilling of the first deep test well in the After a brief review of the entire test data set,
Eastern United States, at Crisfield, Maryland. the data front zone 2 were selected because that zone

The chemical properties of geothermal waters was the most productive and those data were the most
are determined by withdrawing samples for analysis. complete and the most reliable.

The temperature is measured by inserting a ther- Zone 2 had been developed by means of
mometer in the well at the location of a productive several irregular sequences of pumping and pausing,
aquifer. The hydraulic properties of the aquifer are as is done when developing oil wells. The pumping
determined by measuring the pressure of the water phase continued for about two days, hollowed by a
columi; in the well as water is withdrawn. The ac- two-day recovery period. The rate was varied con-
curacy of the determination depends on how long siderably throughout the pumping phase, including a
each aquifer is tested. The tests are complex and ex- 23-ninute shutdown because of equipment malfunc-
pensive; accordingly. compromises are always re- tion. Sand was produced throughout the pumping
quired. It is also demanding and costly to determine period. The pressure-time history is shown in Figs. I
the extent of the reservoir and the constancy of iis and2.
characteristics. Conventional analysis usually selects
only a portion of the test data. Several features merit comment. The pressure

drop near 8 a.m. (see Fig. I) does not involve pump.
The results of the initial Crisfield data analysis ing head loss. Although there is no notation in the

showed lower water temperature and wel! productivity punp-test record, it was inferred that the pressure
than had been expected. The well productivity esti- drop was caused by the pressure sensor being pulled

4 mates varied, depending on which data set was used. up from its initial depth of 3966.5 ft (listed at the
The Crisfield well data are very significant because beginning of the pump test recoid) to its final depth
they define the geothermal resource under the of 3890 ft (stated at the end of the record). The least-
Delmarva Peninsta. Therefore, APL analyed well square-fit parameters to the calibration of the
productivity using all of the test data for the most pressure sensor, performed at the end of the test, give
pioductie aquifer in order to find a best-fit measure an apparent pressure drop of 34.28 psi for this depth
of productivity. The extensive analysis led to a new. change. The supposition that the pressure sensor was

80 set of reservoir properties. The magnitude of the most pulled up 76.5 It is further supported b) the fact that,

] 1>aml Inni
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with the associated pressure correction, the apparent
drop in pressure disappears and the corrected test
data give rise to a continuous derivative of pressure 1
recovery data (see Fig. 1, near 8 a.m.). Drawdown versus time (from 11:03. 6.27-79),

drawdown pressure relative to 1731.75 psia,
When the pump-test phase began, tle pressure t = 0, Ap = 13.58 psia

head was siill actively recovering. This introduced
transients into the early data. In addition, there were 1 1 11 10 100) 1000 100(00
numerous perturbations throughout the test. Pumping time (mini

"1 Fig. 3 i)ata from Crisfield Iet well, zone 2.

Applicability of Conventional Evaluation
Methods

tihe storage coefficient by matching this curve with the
If a well's water level lowers as water is theoretical Theis curve. Assuming that the changes in

withdrawn, the flow is "unsteady" (i.e., nonsteady the pumping rate can be neglected, Fig. 3 shows that
state). However, the three conventional ways to deter- there is no evidence of recharge into zone 2 for the
mine the characteristics of an aquifer are based on a duration of the pump tests. Similarly, there is no
data set with a constant water pumping rate and an evidence of leakage or delayed yield for that zotie.
absence of transients. After studying the well log, we concluded that zone 2

Al may be considered a confined aquifer. Thus, aside
To determine leakage and delayed yield, it is from this qualitative indication, the Theis curve

useful to examine the Theis plot, i.e., a log-log plot method fails to give reliable estimates of the forna-
of pressure loss (drawdown) versus pumping time tion's characteristics.
(Refs. I and 2). For pressure loss, we may reference
the static level of 1732 psia. However, since the Another method is to examine pumping time
pumping was initiated while the head was actively versus drawdown in a semi-log plot (Fig. 4), but this
recovering, there is no convenient reference point for involves the same difficulty of not havitg a true time
the time axis. We have therefore used the actual reference. According to elementary theory, the curve
pumpiag time in Fig. 3. 'The curvature is minimal, so is supposed to be a straight line (provided the pump-
we ,'nnot reliably determine the transnmiivity and ing rate has been held constant), but this curve bends 61
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I
at about the sixth minute of pumping. Since the
pressure was actively recovering when the pump-test 10 000I I I I I
phase was initiated, the early part of the data cannot 66.8 psi
be separated from the pre-existing transient effects.
After the bend, the apparent transmissivity is approx-
imately 0.70 cm2/s (-487 gallons per day per foot, 1000
in hydrological units). In view of the pumping rate 10
variations and the unrecovered drawdown condition,
this value is uncertain. In addition, tile uncertainty
about the time reference prevents us from inferring
the storage coefficient. ' 100 .

To overcome the "noise" problem in tile 1

pumping phase data, the ratio of tile time since
pumping started to the time since recovery started is
plotted in a semi-log plot versus pressure (head) 10
recovery-the Horner plot. This, too, is supposed to 0.1
yield a straight line according to elementary theory.

Figure 5 is the Horner plot of the recovery data. The
curve bends very noticeably because of transient and 1 1
"real-well" effects. Therefore, the Horner plot yields 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
ain unreliable result. Ap (psia)

Thus, the conventional methods of data Fig. 4 I au from pumping phase of Crisfield tet well,ione 2.
analysis are inapplicable to zone 2 data.

Theoretical Calculations 14 I I I
Zone 2 behaved as a confined aquifer during

tile pump tests. Because there were no observation 1 min
wells, there is no :eason to introduce anisotropy. 2 mi
Therefore, we have chosen the model to be an 103-

isutiropic and hemogenous confined aquifer. We have
'urth,-i assunteJ that the parameters of the aquifer re- -6 min
main.d constant, o 10 minIu < 0.01 or less - 15 mn

1 lead loss was calculated, using all 85 varia- .102 u < 0.005 -30 min

ion" n he pumping rate, for a fixed set of -.

permeability and storage coefficients. The approx- 1 hr
itnate ranges are 10 to 10 1 cm.,/s for the -12 hr
transmissivity (which corresponds in permeability to 2 :: 4 hr

ItS I~. mtu < 4.7 x 10-_darcys to 0.2 millidarcy) and 10 to 10 for the 10r 8 hr
storage coefficient. 16 hr

The best fit to the pumping data was obtained 48 hr
for a transrnissivity of 0.50 cini/s (about 107 milli- u 1 5.2 x
darcys) and a storage coefficient of 0.20. (From the 100 I I
well log, a better value of 3.9 x 103 was inferred. 110 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0

] The large value here is due to the radius extension ef- Ap (psia)

fect resulting from the exterisise production of sand.) Fig. 5 Data from recuoer) phaw of Crisfield test %ell, tone 2,
Theoretical results are compared with experimental 1lornerplut.
results in Figs. I and 2.

The more interesting comparison is in Fig. 2.
For the most part, the agreement is better than ± I treal-well (o wellr efe

psi (during the pumping phase). In tile recovery the real-well (or well-bore) effect.

phase, the experimental data lagged the theoretical Unike the "mathematical" well, which is in-
82 recoser) during the earl) hours. Thins difference (ap- finitel) thin, tle real %Nell has a finite radius %sithiri

V



which the water content is 100076, in contrast to a REFERENCES
2507o porosity in the theoretical case. This gives rise to i 1. I [odd, ound iit-drologi. John 'ilev, Nm York,

an integral equation for which we have obtained an 19
approximate first-order perturbation solution. 2. S N I)ai and R. I. %1 D)V,'ict. it/Whogith)v. John Wi.%, Ne\

York, 1966.
Evaluating the first-order correction in the ap- I k N i., ( 11i/el. ,Slav/and Ii ('llt attern i( iVlettined Lw'ii

propriate range gives about a 10 psi lag in the AI let Data.3lllU/A'I Q1-80-056. 2iMar 1980.

recovery, which eliminates the apparent disagreement
between theory and experiment. (The first-order cor-
rection term is proportional to T, where T is
transmissivity. Thus, the real-well effect is more pro-
nounced for a well with low transmissivity, such as
the one under consideration. This causes a noticeable
bend in the Homer plot.) Authors: K. Yu and F. C. Paddison

Reference 3 is a detailed analysis of the Support: U.S. Delrtment of EnergylResotrce
Crisfield well data. Applications

ECONOMIC MODELING OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
IN THE EASTERN UNITED STATES

The characteristics of geothermal resources, costs. Thus, the only way to determine expected costs
their market, and the economnic conditions under is to analyze systematically the costs of various
which they are developed may vary considerably from system components through the use of computer
site to site and over the life of a particular project. models.
APL and the Center for Metropolitan Planning and
Research of The Johns Hopkins University (Metro Because there is considerable uncertainty and
Center) have developed computer models that esti- ,ariability in resource conditions, in user require-
mate the effect of these variations on the delivered ments, and in the financial conditions likely to be en-
cost of geothermual energ)y/or dtect-use applications, countered in developing moderate temperature (less

, than 250"F) geothermal resources, a comprehensive
economic analysis must be made for a wide range of
conditions. Existing economic models either have not

BACKGROUND been sufficiently flexible or have failed to include
The eventual development and widespread use such important considerations as the cost of the

of geothermal energy %%ill depend on its cost con- pumping energy required for deep nonartesian wells
petitiseness %,ith other alternate, as %%ell as consen- and the influence of the rate of market penetration,
tional, sources of energy. The resource conditions %shile they hae oeremphasized the engineering op-
that exist elsewhere in the United States %%here geo- timization of the distribution system. Thus, it %%as
,hermal energy has been used directl, for space, necessary to deelop a computer model that included
vater, and process heating generally are more engineering details of production and distribution
faorable than those in the eastern United States, s)stems in an economic accounting framework, and
therefore, the costs incurred in those applications are the frame%%ork had to be flexible to reflect the
not er, useful for estimating the costs in the east. %arious conditions in vihich geothermal energ) is like-
Some countries hae deseloped resour.e, similar to 1 to be encountered. Such a deselopment naturall)
those of the eastern United States, but the lack of proceeded in stages and uesu!ied in four computer
good economic data piohibits a direct comparison of programs. 83



DISCUSSION No. of townhouses supplied

The first two computer programs, developed in 275 325 395 510 715 1190
late 1978, were designed to calculate the average cost Geothermal heating fraction (%)

over a project's lifetime. GTCOST calculates the 100 99.0 99.6 96.9 86 62

average delivered cost of geothermal energy for three

types of residential users, where the resource 11 Suburbantemperature and the mix of fossil peaking plant and
geothermal system are variables, while the costs of 10
wells, central heat exchangers, etc. are held constant.

The use of a peaking plant to augment a 0 9 Townhouse
geothermal system to satisfy short-term peak loads
during the coldest days of the year gives the system C 8
designer a means of optimizing the system design
temperature for a given resource and user combina. c" 7-%,,Garden apartment
tion by changing the proportion of the annual heat
load supplied by geothermal water and by fossil fuel.
As the proportion changes, the designer can decrease
the output of the geothermal well proportionally or 5
can keep it constant and supply a larger community. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60System design temperature ('F)
In the latter case, there are more iesidences to amor-
tiue the system's capital costs, and the cost of energy Geothermal well temperature 1450 F

for each is reducer Figure I shows energy costs as a Reinjection temperature 85F
Pumpinq rate, maximum 500 gal/minfunction of' the system design temperature, i.e., the Salisbury area

ambient temperature at which tihe peaking plant be-
gins to augment the geothermal system, the inumber FIg. I Cost (if geotherln energ) ,erus s)stem design
of residences supplied, and tbe proportion of the an- tmeaue

nual heat load supplied by geothermal energy.
diton (uertype, density of us,.rs, rdte of market

The Geothermal Resource Economic Evalua- penetration, climate), and fiuanc.al conditions (length
tion System (GREES) (Ref. 2) was developed as an of evaluation period, interest rate, inflation rate, sell-
interactive computer program that internally sizes and ing price of energy). The user may determine the
costs all system components, amortizes each over its relative size of the getthermal base plant and the
expected lifetime, calculates all operating costs, and ongeotherml peaking plant by canging the design

determines the average cost for the delivered geother- temperature. GRITS :.ciudes relatively detailed
mal energy, modeling of such equipment costs as submersible

In 1979, the GREES model was expanded to pumps, heat exchangers, and storage tanks because
the Geothermal Resource Interactive Temporal Simu- those costs will change drastically in actual systems as
lation (GRITS) model to evaluate cost and revenue resources and economic conditions change.
3treams over a variable evaluation period (e.g., 20 Tite sire of a community heating system (Fig.
years). GRITS uses GREES as its basic computational 2) is determined internally by GRITS on the basis of
Iramework and iterates each year on the basis of user-specified variables such as building type, desired
user-specified rates of change for a potentially wide rejection temperature, design temperature, and local
range of variables. The model provides two economic climate. GRITS can also estimate costs for commer-
accounting measures: the discounted average cost (the cial and industrial users. Its most attractive feature is
price that equates the discounted cost and revenue its ability to model changes in resource, user, and
streams) and the net present value (the sum of the dis- economic conditions as they occur uw a year-to-year
counted net revenue szreamn). The first measure im- basis. Figure 3 shows the effect on net revenues of
dicates the value of the resources required to bring a tvvo rates of market penetration in a residential dis-
unit of geothermal energy to the user; the second in- trict heaung ssten. The area beteen the tvo curves
dicates the potential attractiveness of a resource in- represents the monetary ,alue of ,he higher rate of
vestment to developers, market penetration over the lower; it is extremely

useful to prospective geothermal utilities in evaluating
The user of the GRITS model defines a par- market strategies.

licular project by specifying values of resource condi
-(well depth, temperature, pumping energy e- One minor drawback of GRITS is its tendency

84 quirements, fiow rate, number of vell), demand con- to overestimate the pumping energy costs in a real



Industrial process Comr,ircial and residential space
heating heating

(High density) Low density

Heat exchanger Pf~aking plant

Hotm water aquifer

Fi1g. 2 IDlwet applications of moderate to .,jeriuture geothermal enerm.

-- High rate of market penetration coefficient) ace known. Given a pumrping schedule
-- Low rate of market penetration based on ambient temperatures (for space heating) or

500 ___________________ onl vat tations in industrial process demands,
_ f I I I 1 IGTWELL canl calculate the deawdown associated with

h5 410ile varying pumping rate. For example. Fig 4 illus-V - - -trates ff expected well drawdown of a geothermal
- aquiferat Crisfield, Maryland, where th~' aquifer

51200 r /niisvt s38gldyf n h trg
J*coefficient is 3.9 x 'fil Te pumping rate follows

fz100- the heating degree-day requirement for the Crisfield
10 -- High Scho(, (Refs. 3 and 4) and reaches a maximum

of 98 gal/mmn. Pumping energy requirements and
-100 7 costs rethen calculatud. GTWVELL is extremely

~ -00 LL..L.L..±.......L.~....Luseful in evaluating pumping strategies (e.g., cyclic
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 la puriping at highi rates versus low pumping rate; for

Years since start of project longer periods with suriace storzge). The pumping
costs obtained from GTWVELL can be entered into the

Fig. 3 Net reven-e cur,.es for relatel) high and relativel) GRITS model to evaluate thle total system costs.
low rates of market penetration.

GRITS is far more flexible than other models
and is much better suited for preliminary economic
evaluations. It represents a productive collaboration

aqtvifer %Ohere thle dinawdown (the lowering of thle between economists and engineer,, anl important but
water table as a result of pumfr 0 at a particular ofteni elusive goal of "resot~rce et-moomics." Thle
time and pumping rate change wita thle withdrawal models have proven useful for the study of potential
rate. The GT~VtLL computer program models the eastern geothermal resources and probably will be ap-
hiydrologic behavior of an aquifer where specific re- plied to other regions and resources in the near
source parameters (i.e., transmissi'ity ano str' rage future. 8
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INTRODUCTION

The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions (JHMI) and APL have
collaborated in biomedical research and development since 1965. An important
objective of the program has been the application of current engineering,
physical science, and systems approaches to solve problems in medical research
and health care delivery. The program has included collaboration with nearly all
of the clinical departments and with many of the basic science departments of the
medical divisions in areas of biophysics, ophthalmology, neurophysiology,
radiology and radiation therapy, cardiovascular systems, rehabilitation
engineering, patient monitoring, computer support and clinical information
systems, and clinical engineering.

The application of state-of-tl-.;-art technology has contributed to many
areas of basic medical research and to clinical diagnosis and therapy by im-
proving instrumentation, techniques, and knowledge. Systems engineering
techniques, focused in the Department of Biomedical Engineering, have helped
solve problems of health care delivery. In addition, a new educational program
developed in collaboration with the Depaitnent of Biomedical Engineering of
JHMI and leading to a master's degree in clinical engineering was established in
September 1973 at the School of Medicine.

The results of the research and development are reported in the open
literature, principally in biomedical, biological, and medical journals. During
the program's relatively short life, more than 190 papers and book chapters have
been published and many instruments for research and clinical application have
been developed. APL staff members have assumed line responsibility for J HMI
in areas where technoloov can make specific contributions to patient care and to
health care delivery, including radiation physics, clinical information systems,
and clinical engineering.

The first article in this section describes an economical device that allows
handicapped persons to use simple voice commands to control electrical devices.
The next article describes a device that measures esophageal acidity and
ma mnains a histox (if acidity in ambulatory outpatients. The third article ex-
planiv tie use of an intucranial pressure device, developed at APL, to monitor
hydrostatic pressure on 'he brains of experimental monkeys during normal sleep.
A laser device that can measure three-dimensional fluid velocities without
mechanical contact is discussed in the fourth article. The next article discusses
how studies using histochemiiti|). X-ray spectral analysis, and scanning electron
microscopy demonstrated a microcrystalline manifestation of tuberculosis. Tile
last article describes space electronics technology that is used to record electrical
activity of the human heart at the time of fibrilatinn and defibrillation.

Further details of this and other work are reported in the Biomedical
Research, Development, and zgneering Annual Report (JHU/APL MQR),
which is published in November of each year.
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LOW.COST VOICE-ACTUATED CONTROLLER
FOR THE HANDICAPPED

A low-cost voice-actuated controller for the select from a variety of functions, and a wireless in-
handicapped has been developed by APL. This versatile terface to a $40 commercial master environment
controller uses a low.cost microprocessor, simplified controller. The visual cues are cycled every 15 seconds
speech input requirements, and visual timing cues and through the available performance functions (up to
could be imade available to the handicapped at a seven remote devices ($15 ech) in the current design,
significantly lower cost than for present controllers, plugged into common electric power outlets). Actuation

depends on timing an utterance to the visual cues on the
display board (Fig. 2). The display board consists of

BACKGROUND etght red display modules, numbered I to 8, each
There is a need for devices that permit a handi- corresponding to a particular function. A title beside

capped user, such as a spinal column injury victim, to the display module describes the actual functions. A
control his environment by means of his voice. At pres- green light-emitting diode ot t tm to the right of each
ent, typical environment controllers for the handi- display module indicates whether the function is active.
capped cost more than $100) and are cumbersome. Since control is performed without physical

connections, the device is suitable for attachment to a
mobile conveyance such as a wheelchair. To operate in

DISCUSSION a wheelchair situation, the user points his wheelchair in
The voice-actuated controller (Fig. I) consists of the general direction of the stationary master con-

a microprocessor circuit, a microphone input circuit, a troller. A separate master controller could be placed in
nienti display with visual cues that permits the user to each room to permit unique room-to-roon control.

I ,

9

.4.

90 Fig. I t.o -t'.t speech-aictuated controller for the handicapped.



An example will help illustrate how the voice-
Ni actuated controller works (Fig. 3). Suppose that one of

the commercial receiver modules is set to function code
3 and that a fan is plugged into its AC outlet. The menu
diPhoy board of the controller continuously cycles
thiough the eight red display modules, lighting up the
bottom bar of one module at a time. The user waits for
the lower bar of the third menu display module to light
up. When the cue bar on that display module moves to
the 'nigh position, he slowly says "con" holding this
utterance until the cue bar again appears below. He
then quickly says "tact" to complete the process. If the
connection is successful, warning beeps are issued from
a miniature speaker. He remains quiet during the en-
suing four seconds, and a change in the state of activity
of the fan occurs. If the corresponding green function
light is off, indicating that the fan is off, the fan will
turn on and the green light will light up (and vice versa).
There are special provisions for situations where the
user is very close to a correct response and also for
selecting function 8 to assist the user in :raining himself.

The voice-actuated controller uses a simple-to-
implement, user-independent algorithm (Fig. 4).
Basically, the microphone circuit sends a "0" to a

Fig. 2 Menu display' board. microcontroller circuit when no sounld is present and a

Receiver
modules

i ;'i Master

Microphone control a

~Voice actuator

Special telephone unit

Fig. 3 Representative control environment for voice-actuated controller, 91



Ce High: "con" "tact"

A Warning Actuationbeep beep

Low: _ _ _ _ _" _ _ _
A A A X A A AA A A A V

& = Series of microphone output checks
(user should be silent if cue bar is low
and vocally active if cue bar is up)

Fig. 4 Voice-actuated algorithm.

"I" when sound is present. It will remain -1 for the users hase been able to operale the de' ice readily after a

duration of the sound. At appropriate times the five-inintte denonsration and coaching session. Two

microconttroller circuit checks to see lhat the paraplegics also have had brief opportunities to operate
microphone output is the same as the state of the it; both kere successful. In order to obtain a more

selected fuh.ction cue bar. A los bar is consideted ''0" definitie evaluation under operational conditions, it is
and a high bar, "I.- If the states of the microphone planned that one of the paraplegics will use the con-
and cue bar are not in agreement, the microcontroller iroller in his home.
advances to the next function and tries again. If, on the
other hand, all checks are successful. the wireless
controller communicates with the naser environment
controller and the state of the selected function
changes. Author: A. E. Da'idoff

l'he performance of this controller has been
esaluated informally on a number of occasions. Most Sulpport: VelerantlA dsmtnsiration

PORTABLE pH DATA COLLECTOR:1

In collaboration with the Johns Hopkins Previous devices required that the patient be hospital-
School of Medicine's Department of Biomedical Engi- ized and therefore could not monitor everyday situ-
neering, APL has designed and budt a portable ptt ations. It is preferable that such a device be used by
data collection system. The system facilitates the outpatients in order to reflect the normal stress of

4 nmonitoring of gastric acid ref/.x into the esophagus physical activity or emotional conflict. Furthermore,
n ambultory patients by providing a flexible mode t should be flexible enougdh te ignore long periods of
of daia collection and instant strip-chart playback. unimportant data.

BACKGROUND DISCUSSION
Various stomach problems can be related to The system consists of a portable pH data col-

92 the reflux of gastric acid in the esophagus of patients. lector and a support unit that interfaces with an

tz mni mn



esophageal probe and a strip-chart recorder. The col-
lector is in a small metallic' container that may be car-
ried in a shirt pocket or on a belt (Fig. I). It is con-
nected to the esophageal pH probe and provides ana-
log buffering and filtering for the probe. Internal
rechargeable batteries power the unit for 15 hours of'
operation. An event switch at the top of the collector , ,
records gastric events sensed by the patient for cor-
relation with actual pH changes. A status light shows
that the system is operating.

The collector can be connected to the top of
t se support unit (Fig. 2) to recharge the batteries,
enter commands, and display collected data on the 4

strip-chart recorder (which is connected to the front
of the support unit).

Two modes of data collection are available. In
the f'irst, tile pH is, samupled ornce or ix+,ice per nlinute

and is recorded to an accuracy of 1/8 ptt. In the sec-
ond, the pH is sa.tpled every I. 5, or 10 s and is
recorded whenever the change is greater than I or 2
pH. l)ata may be displayed on the strip-chart re-
corder in slow or fast mode, allowing playback rates
of fromn 10 to 18(X) times real time, depending on the
data collection mode. This permits ai quick or adetailed review of the data.

The required flexibility of the systen was pro-
vided by a design based on an 1802 t o), micropro-
cessor. Data are stored in 760 eight-bit words of'
( mos memory. The software requiies 5(X) words of'
program storage. The power consumption of the re-
mote unit is 25 mW. The support unit interfaces to
the microprocessor in the data collector for command
key decoding and digital-to-analog cons erter loading.

A typical operating procedure starts with the
remote unit attached to the support unit and l,' g. I Porltbl plldata collectlr nd probe.
probe connected. The probe is calibrated by imners-
ing it in pH 4 and 7 solution, and entering the ap-
propriate commands. Each step requires appro\inlate-
ly two seconus. If the unit has been calibrated
presiously, the procedure need not be repeated. All
commands require one or two buttons on the support
unit to be pressed and a -go" signal to be issued by
pressing the event button on the remote unit. Coln-
mands to select the data collection mode are entered,
the renote unit is disconnected from the support unit
and connected to the patient's pH probe (Mu hch has
been inserted into the esophagus through a nostril),
and the go signal is gis el.

l)uring the collection period, the patient may
'mark" the data by pressing the event button. At the
end ol the collection period, the remote unit is ois- . .

connected from the probe, reconnected to the support
unit, and commanded for data playback. The data
are displayed ,,ith eent mark,, appearing as - I pH Fig. 2 Suppori unit %ith pli data collector connected to top
les els. Lnd strip-c:hart recorder connected to front. 93
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The portable pH data collector is an example Authors: W. Schneider and D. B. Klein
of sophisticated, low-power, compact instrumentation
that is made possible by standard, off-the-shelf, large-
scale integrated circuits. This paricular design may be
expanded easily to a multichanoel data collection
unit. Support: Johns Hopkins Medical Institution.s

INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE DURING WAKEFULNESS AND SLEEP

Because unproved instrumnentation is now week. An ICP sensing device (Ref. 1) was implanted
available, continuous 24 hour monitoring of intra- epidurally in the burr hole. At the same time electro-
cranial pressure (ICP) is being used to an increasng encephalography (LI:G) and electromyography (LI(,)
extent for the management of neurological patients. electrodes were implanted in the skull and neck

T onie e ry ivprocedures for making thie recordings muscles, respectively. Throughout the night, u:c:G,
are comparatively new, and there is considerable inas the monkey
terest in determining the significance of the observed pad tCu recormalgslee made ah monkey
ICP wave phenomena. Since there is insufficient in passed through his normal sleep cycles. Each monkey
formation on the temporal behavior of ICP in the had two days of baseline ICP recording in addition to
normal mammal, we have undertaken to study the t:tw and v si recordings.
ICP profile in normal undrugged monkeys during Indwelling arterial catheters were placed in the
sleep and wakefuless. brachial arteries of four monkeys. The catheter was

connected to a Statham pressure transducer to record
systemic blood pressure continuously. The recordings

BACKGROUND were made with a Grass Model 6 t:t. machine

The monitoring procedure is used in selected operating at a chart speed of 1.5 mm/,.
patients to warn of excess pressure, to provide The ICP in all seven monkeys was steady dur-
diagnostic information, and to evaluate treatments ing wakefulness except for transient changes caused
for controlling ICP. Because pressure wave by movements, heartbeat, and respiration (see Fig. I).
phenomena observed in the continuous recordings of It showed no significant variation during slow wave
ICP are used for patient evaluation, it is important to sleep except for small pressure changes secondary to
understand the nature and cause of the waves. They heart pulsation and respiration (see Fig. 2). However,
may arise from normal cardiogenic or neural it rose during all episodes of desynchronized (REM)
mechanisms and may have typical patterns in well in- sleep above the levels found in other sleep states. This
dividuals. The patterns may change in patients with rise in pressure averaged 169 4.6 mm HO (number
"hydrocephalus, brain tumor, or head trauma. The fre- of samples, N, is 168) above the normal levels. At the

quency, amplitude, and duration of ICP waves for end of the REM sleep period, the ICP returned
patients with those conditions as well as for normal abruptly to its original level (see Fig. 3).
persons must be described and classified in order to

make the best use of continuous ICP recording as a Desynchronized sleep episodes were defined as
supplement to other methods of managing periods in the sleep cycle during which the amplitude
neurosurgical patients. of the tE potentials was low and EsG activity

decreased markedly. During the onset of REM sleep,
the ICP rose gradually over a period of 0.5 to I
minute, then reached a more or tess constant level of

DISCUSSION pressure that lasted between 2 and 12 minutes. The
Seven monkeys from the primate colony were cessation of the ICP %Na~e "%as abrupt. The pressure

94 acdimated to a primate ,hair for approximntO) one returned to the original ICP in 5 to 10 seconds, coin-
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ciding with the end of the REM sleep epoch (see Fig. The results of our studies (Ref. 4) indica,,:
3). The ICP wave and REM sleep lasted an average that, in a neurological patient, continuous recordings
of 7 k 0.8 minutes (N = 170) during which time the during the sleep state may be useful for assessing the
systemic blood pressure decreased by an average of 17 patient's ICP reserve. A rise ii ICP should be ex-
± 1.2 mmHg (N = 37). The ICP waves and the con- pected during REM sleep; its magnitude will be a
current REM sleep states occurred an average of 9 ± measure of the patient's intracranial compensatory
1.2 times per night (N = 37). Bilateral sympathec- reserve. More studies are needed to determine what
tomy in four monkeys had no significant effect on the levels of ICP waves in REM sleep are normal and
properti,.s of REM sleep or the ICP wave what levels indicate pathology.
phenomenon.

The results of our study support the belief that
elevated ICP during REM sleep is a normal physio- REFERENCES
logical occurrence. The elevated ICP is in the form of I .itlvr. t . J. V'crmlein, and J (s. Omhbucr.

a pressure wave having the shape and characteristics Pir Monitoring in Nettrourgtcr ," htivethng and Iplatabh
of the A-wave described by Lundberg (Ref. 2) but it Premure Iranhuters, I)G. I celnmng, \ It, ko, and M. RNcutlrr,jniitds..(R(. ptc%% , CI¢,dand. 19"77, pp 69-7/7.
differs in magnitude. The rapid pressure changes in 2 N, I tndberg. "( olilntou, R'ording 4d Conci ot 01 VCt1nirc14 r

I Iind Prv, urt in NeurourgcLcal Pracinc." At ta Phywhiir. St aldthe ICP wave that occur during REM sleep suggest 36. Suppl. 149, 1960, pp. 1-193.
that the effect is a result of vascular changes. In a 3. T W. I .IlwIhl, N. I Kasd, and t). Winteinl,. C ecbr.l Blood
number of neurological disease states die ICP is ini- I Io III. IilrdcranldI IIypIrlen.m' ,c'utotog6 IS. 1965, Pp. 761.

77..

tially high, using up much of the reserve intracranial 4 6. (m.c and t \'crns1cM, "n1r1.rdIiItI PrO ur1 in lice Norm.d

space. Therefore, a small increase in blood volume Xt1mkc0 A , AkeandAsleep"J ,eatosiog 51. 1979, pp. 206-

when the reserve space is exhausted causes a large rise

in the ICP. Under those circumstances, during REM
sleep the patient who has little ICP reserve could
have, rather than a doubling of ICP, an ICP in the
region of 500 to 1000 mm HO - the classical Authors: L. J. Viernstein (APL) and
plateau wave described by Lundberg. In such cases, G. Gucer (JItAil)
the conditions exist for cerebrovascular decompres-
sion (Ref. 3) in which these dangerously high levels of Support: National Institutes of Health Contract
ICP could depress nervous function. NS..2332
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETER

A I'tser Doppler veocimieter that can ineasure complex instruments. Devices to make flow measure-
flow velocities tn three dnensions was designed and ments include pitot tubes, vanes, hot-wire and hot-
built to measure velocity fields in casts of human film anemometers, and heat-flux transducers. They all

4 arteries. An important part of the velocineter is a have the disadvantage that they must be physically
rotating diffraction grating that is used both to split located in the flow at the point to be measured. Con.lotate lase tiie flod to facliat poin to bemeaured. Conthe laser beam antd to facitate the ineasuremnent of sequently, local flow is distorted at the point of in-
bidirectional flow along a particular path. A Umted

Stats pten ha beei gantd t us or /usinsru.terest. Another disadvantage is that they are subjectS ta te s p a te n t h a s b e e n g ra n te d to u s f o r th s n s tr u - d e s n i o m n a a t r u h a x e s v
ment (Ref. 1). to adverse environmental factors such as excessive

pressure and temperature, which may cause damage.

On the other hand, a laser Doppler velocimeter

BACKGROUND can measure flow velocities without disturbing the
flow noticeably and without being subject to environ-

The art of measuring fluid flow is now mental effects. Its principle of operation is that the
96 relatiel, sophisticated and requires comparar|,el\ frequency of light scattered from a mo~ing particle is



Doppler shifted. This principle is the same one that Rotating
police use to measure automobile velocities. The dif- grating
ference between the two systems is a matter of scale.

Several optical configurations are possible in fo + 3f

laser Doppler velocimetry. One common type is the fo + 2W
reference beam velocimeter. An unscattered reference
beam and light scattered from the point of interest, f + Af

are brought to the same point on a photomultiplier. L r Laser beam o
The nonlinear nature of the photomultiplier tube
causes heterodyning, which produces an electrical
signal whose frequency is the difference between the fo -2Af
frequencies of the two light sources.

Another common optical configuration is the
differential mode velocimeter. Scattered light from
the intersection of two beams is focused on a photo-
multiplier. Again, the resultant signal has a frequency Fig. I I)lffractlon of laser beam by rotatlng grating.
that is the difference between the frequencies of the
two scattered light sources.

Our velocimeter uses the differential mode. To responds to a s;,Pial frequency of 24f. Frequenciesunderstand this mode, consider the following. ohn greater than 2 .f can be defined as flow in thetwo beams fron dte sae laser cross, a fringe patern positive direction; frequencies less than 24f corre-is formed In the intersection volume. A particle pas spond to flow in the negative direction. These effectsiformedithivutersecdolm e n atter can also be explained in terms of the fringe pattern,ing through ihiwhich was stationary when the intersecting beamslight, according to whether it is passing through a werehofathetationrquen t nteroetescoam
bright or a dark fringe. Thus, the frequency of the were of thre same frequency but now propagates con.
photomultiplier output depends on ho%% fast a particle tttuously through the intersection volume in a diree-
passes through the volume and also its direction or tion perpendicular to the lines of the pattern. Thus, a

angle relative to the fringe pattern. However a parti- stationary particle in the volume produces a frequen-

cle moving in the exact opposite direction will pro- cy at the photonultiplier output of 24! because the
duce an identical frequency inl the photomuhtiplier fringes now move relative to the particle. If the parti-otut a e a ccle moves, the rate at which the fringes are en-output. countered will depend on the relative motion of the

In many instances, it is important to know the fringe pattern and the particle.
direction of a particle along a path without ambigui-
ty. Ambiguity arises because iero velocity (t = 0)
normally corresponds to zero frequency, and + t, and
- t, both correspond to the same output signal fre- DISCUSSION
quency, f. To avoid ambiguity, ? ragg cells, Pockels Four beams are needed to make a three-
cells, or rotating diflraction gratings Lan be used to dimensional velocimeter. The device should be
shift the frequency of the velocmnter beams relative reasonably easy to align. Ideally, self-aligning
to one another. features should be incorporated into the design so

Our device uses a rotating diffraction grating that the four beams will intersect at the point at
(Refs. 2 and 3). A laser beam passing through a hich the velocity is to be determined. This can be

rotating grating is diffracted in the usual fashion (Fig. doea by using the rotating diffraction grating as a
I). However, the various orders (it = 0, 1, 2, ...) of beam spliter and as a frequency shifter.
diffracted light are shifted in frequency. Thus, the Figure 2 shows schematically a laser Doppler
frequency of the nth order is f,, = fo ± nAf, where velocimeter that neasures velocity in three dimensions
the sign is determined by the direction of rotation and and incorporates a large measure of self-alignment.
Af depends on the speed of rotation and the spacing The laser (2) emits a beam (4) that passes through a
between lines on the grating. If one mixes the light rotating diffraction grating (6). The rotating grating
front the first-order lines on either side of the zero- converts the beam into a number of beams having
order line on a photomultiplier, a signal frequency of different frequencies. A mask (7) is mounted in the
2Af results. If the beams intersect at a point in the path of the beams emerging from the grating. The
fluid flow atid the light scattered from both beams is mask has an aperture suitably dimensioned to block
focused on a photomultiplier, then zero velocity cor- all diffracted beams except the center one (4) and the 97
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first-order diffracted beams (4a and 4c) in Fig. 2c, analysis, applied to the output of the photomultiplier

which are made parallel to the center beam (4) by be- tube.
ing passed through a lens (8). The center beam thentilpasses through a conventional beam splitter (16) thatFire2sh s the fupalelb m s p ia 4bangc)ns the

splits the beam in two, thereby providing an addi-
tsreach the beam mas, (9). Three beams (4, 4a, and 4c)tio nal beam (4b) o f the sam e freq uency as, and c n b e e t d i a r y b o k n h e a n n~~~~~~~~traveling parallel to, the center beam (4). a eslce npisb lcigtl eann
tbeams with suitable masks. If the measurements from

The measurement of fluid velocity is made at any two of the three pairs are combined, the two or-
P, the point of intersection of the four beams. P can
be varied by moving the optical system rigidly with can be derived. Similarly, if a mask that selects pair
respect to the flow model channel (11) without having 4b and 4c or pair 4b and 4a is used and these mea-
to realign the beams or change lenses. The optical surements are combined with the orthogoral velocity
system is mounted on a precision machining table components in the vertical plane, the thrx mutually
with one rotational and three translational degrees of orthogonal velocity components can be deri ed.

4 freedom.
Each pair of beams intersecting at P forms a REFERENCES

fringe pattern. The scattered light from P is focused
by a lens (14) onto the cathode of a photomultiplier I. C B Bargeron and 0 J Deters. "Three-tDimensional Laer

Doppler \elown.ier." United States patieni 4.148,585. 10 Apr
tube (12) via a pinhole (13). The photomultiplier tube 1979
is shown aligned with the optical axis, which is conve- 2 w H Stewenson. "Opical hequeai, Shifting b) Seans of a

Rotalig Diliraction (uraiiiig," ApjI Opi 9. No.3, 1970, p. 649
niLnt but not necessary. An iris (15) blocks the 3 F. F Mark. C B. Bargeron, 0 J Deters. and m It Friedman,
unscattered light in any pair of the original beams (4, "Eperimental Imestigations of Stead) and Pulsa:tile Laminar FIo'in a 90 . Branch.," J Appl. Mexh 44. No 3. 1977. p 3172
4a, 4b, or 4c). The frequency of the intensity-
modulated light is easily measured by coaventional Authors: O.J. DetersandC. B. Bargeron

9 techniques, such as spectrum analysis or correlation Support: National Institutes of Health



OCCURRENCE AND IDENTIFICATION OF INTRACELLULAR
CALCIUM CRYSTALS IN PULMONARY SPECIMENS

Scanning electron microscopy, X-ray analyses, the light microscope and reidentified in tic scanning
and histochemical techniques have identified unusual electron microscope. An electron beam was directed
birefringent, intracellular, calcitn carbonate crystals at a particular spot on the crystals. Excited X-rays in-
in the sputum specimens of a 68-year-old man with dicated the elements involved. In addition, sputum
cavitary pulmonary lesions. He was clinically diag- from a normal, healthy, male adult was analyzed as a
nosea and treated for pulmonary tuberculosis, control.
Although other etiologies are possible, we contend
that the calcium salt crystals identified in his sputun
represent a peripheral manifestation of tuberculosis
that is rarely noticed in sputum specimens. DISCUSSION

Intracellular, birefringent, needle-shaped
BACKGROUND crystals were present in all of the patient's sputum

specimens, although to a lesser extent after therapy
Although calcium deposition occurs in the was initiated. The crystals were present both in

lungs in a number of systemic and local disorders, it multinucleated giant cells and in the single,
is less often observed in sputum specimens. Calcium mononucleated histiocytic cells. They did occur ex-
compounds occur most frequently in sputum as struc- tracellularly, but rarely. In the cells, the crystal usual-
tureless, acellular, flaky debris, as extracellular ly fanned out from a small narrow base. The needle-
rounded bodies, or (uncommonly) as laminated shaped spicules varied in number from 6 to more
bodies in associaton with tumor cells. By contrast, than 50. At times, true rosette formations and
the finding of intracellular calcium crystals in the la,ination were seen. Most of the crystals were glassy
sputum specimen is distinctly unusual. The presence and colorless with a faint brownish-giay hue. Some
of int'acellular calcified crystals has been documented were flat, wide, blunt-tipped, and elliptical. They
in a patient clinically diagnosed and treated for measured up to 20 pin in size. Under polarized light,
pulmonary tuberculosis (Ref. 1). Histochemical, X- they were brilliantly birefringent with faint rainbow
ray, and scanning electron microscopy studies of the colors. In one instance, a Curschlnann's spiral was
crystals were undertaken in order to establish their completely surrounded by multinucleated cells con-
nature. taining calcium crystals. These crystals stained

The patient was a 68-year-old factory worker vpecifically with Von Kossa's stain.

who came to the Johns Hopkins Hospital with fever The X-ray spectra from six spots on an
and cough. A former cigarette smoker with known isolated field incorporating an intracellular crystal
chronic bronchitis, he had lost 13 pounds over a one- were re!corded (S, to S6 , Fig. 1). The presence of
year period. He had worked until the age of 65 in an calcium was established in the crystal exclusiely
aluminum factory. Initial chest radiographs showed (spots S,, S,, S., and S,). The X-ray spectra of the
several left upper-lung cavitary lesions. The clinical control sputum were identical to those of extracel!ular
course was marked by spiking temperature to 103.8"F areas (spots S; and Ss). In both specimens, artifac-
and mild leukocytosis (12 800/mm3) with 11 % mono- tual amounts of gold (used to coat the specimens to
cytes. The working diagnosis was tuberculosis. The prevent charging) and of tungsten (from the stain)
patient was begun on drug therapy and was dis- were present, as well as a 1.ssible trace of silicon,
charged from the hospital two weeks after entry. which probably represented the glass slide (Fig. 2).
Four months later, chest radiographs showed persis-
tent but smaller cavities in the left upper lung. The Intracellular calcium deposition in the lungs is

patient appeared clinically improved and has re- seen in a wide valiety of diF .ases. In addition, oc-
mained so 10 months laterl cupational diseases are commonly associated with

calcium deposits in the lungs as well as with foreign
Satisfactory smears and filter prepaiations of bodies such as talc. Of interest in this case was the

spontaneous sputum specimens were examined from finding in sputum of unusual intracellular crystals
11 different days over a "our-month period. Selected !lat eluded ,pecific classification and prompted fur-
sputum smears showing intracellular crystals were ther investigation. Since the limitations of X-ra,
stained and subjected to scanning electon microscopy techniques preclude the identification ot elements
and X-ray analysis. Sample crystals were identified in below, fluo me in atoaic number, the exact consti- 99



tuents of' the compounds in the crystals could not be
~ '~1established unequivocally. Nevertheless, the predomi-

~ nant element was fe-ind to be cal'ium, and there was
* - no indication of~ aluminum or aluminum products-

4 the only significant occupational exposure
documented in this case,

In the absence of systemic disorder, ise i-
W tracellular calcium particles in the sputum are

Npresumed to be related to the cavitary pulmonary
pathologic process Besides pulmonary tuberculosis,

r ~ t'Aq* aspergillosis may cause cavitary lesions that have been

_M associated with calcium oxalateo deposits. Since the
Von Kossa reaction is nonspecific and staint, a wide

j') variety of ,,alcium salts including carbonates,
phophaesand oxalates, aspergfflosis remains a

ajpossible etiologic factor. However, no fungi (which
ae associated with aspergillosis) were identified in

tis case, and the specific therapeutic response in the
~patient makes a fungal lesion unlikely. A diagnosis of

cacium salts such at phosphates was not supported
by X-ray analysis. However. in a large group of

~ ~ tuberculosi!. cases only 3% of the patients were
reported to have isolated crystals. Small calcific con-

Fig. I Scanning electron icrogrhph or sputum specimen cretions may be seen in specimens of sputum obtained
showing Intracellular crystal. Spots analyied by X-ra) proce- rm ptet ihtbrclss oeet u
dufes are marked S, to S, (X 2200). fo ainswt ueclss oeet u

knowledge :intracytoplasmic crystals have not been
previously described. A review of sputum specimens
from pulmona%: tuberculosis patients failed to reveal

____________________any intracellul kr calcium :ryst als.

CaIK a) jThe rare occurrenze of intracytoplasmic cal-
cium carbonate crystals in this case of pulmonary tu-

-iberculosis pwobably represents a cytologic manifesta-
jtion of an unusual interplay of infection and the host,
jaltered by tne environment or other unknown factors.

U' REFERENCE
7WIM) and Si(K) I(L . Jnd Au(L0) v. . (U,I(.u.a C U. Wivatiwn. and J. K. uFw~l.

C_ WO, i and Au(L I and Idullill'allon Ol Intiaceiul~r catl',uill Cf tat% ill
Au(M) &( ) W~)Pulnionji) SpcmnAi Cod, .423, No. 1. I'979, pp. 49.$2.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 A uthors.- V. J. Vigorita. PA K. Gupta, andi. K.
Energy (ke) Frost (JHAI!l) and C. 8. Bargeron (APL)

Fig.2 X-ra) anal) i of t) pleat spot (S,) on the er) tal. Support: Williamn Penn Foundat ion
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EXTERNAL ECG RECORDER SYSTEM FOR USE WITH
THE AUTOMATIC IMPLANTABLE DEFIBRILLATOR

A portable, external electrocardiogram (LC') pianted system for human ,rials. It was decided to use
recorder has been develop.d by APL to monitor and the design of the implantable recorder for a small, ex-
evaltate an automatic implantable defibrillator ternal uo recorder that could be worn by a patient
(AID). The smuall solid-state device records heart ac- who had an implanted AID. In addition to small size,
tivity during a fibrillation/defibrillation event plus other necessary design constraints included low power
other data of interest, all of which may be read out consumption in order to use a small battery and the
late, , a special doctor's console, use of readily available components to satisfy the

short time schedule. In addition, a special doctor's

console was designed to read out and make a perma-

BACKGROUND nent record of data from the recorder.

The ret'ently developed AID senses the oc-
currence of ventricular fibrillation in a ambulatory
patient and automatically applies an electric shock to DISCUSSION
the heart to effect a return to normal rhythm (Refs. I
and 2). APL was asked to review :be design of theTh prmyfucinoteetraltcpresent AD sse fro tei:e stdpoign of t- recorder is that of a "demand" recording device; that
present AID system from te standpoint of compo- is, in the event of a fibrillation/defibrillation episode,nivnn selection and reliability. A second tasl, involved adtie eodo er lcrclatvt smd

a detailed record of heart electrical activity is made
the addition of a data recording and readout capabili- and preserved. If such an event occurs, the patient is
ty to provide recoverable information concerning the
operation of the AID circuitry during an actual fibril- prompted by the recorder to visit his doctor and have

lation episode. Accordingly, while the AID circuit the data read out for analysis. In addition to c(; in-

design was being finalized and clinical animal tests circuio othe d t a oplete pctre
werebeig peforedthe esin ws beun f acircuitry to provide the docto, with a complete picture
werebeig pefored, he esig wa begn o' aof defibrillator and recorder operation since the

small recording and telemetry subsystem !hat could fit

into the All). It soon became clear that completion of previous readout.

the miniaturized recoJing and telemetry circuitry Figure I is a functional diagram of the external
would probably delay the availability of the ia- L((; recorder. Heart signals are picked up by a set of

ECG .

electrodes-"esgn

toconsole

Console
interrogate

Timing and
test signals
to console

l,'ig. l Functional diagram of the external i ( (, recorder. 101



electrodes held in proper position on the chest by an oscillator allows the recorder circuits to maintain an
elastic harness. These weak signals are amplified in a accurate record of elapsed time between readouts as
preamplifier that includes automatic gain control well as the time at which the initial fibrillation
(AGC) to ensure proper amplitude for the analog-to- episode occurred.
digital converter. The t €,c; waveforms are sampledand digitized by the converter continuously; at the When the patient visits the doctor, the recorderand ;itzedby he cnveterconinuosly attheis connected to the console. An interrogate command
proper time they are stored in a solid-state memory, iron the console An terro te m adfrom the console switches the recorder to the read
which has a capacity of 4096 six-bit words. If the pa- mode, and all stored data from memory a-d from the
tient has not experienced a fibrillation episode since various counters are transferred to the onsole for
ills last vis.t to the doctor, the recorder remains in the storage. Recorder data are read out a second time and
monitor mode while the current ticc input is written corared e data sto rd out cond timen
continuously into a dedicated "precursor" portion of compared with tie data stored in the console, for vrt
memory (one-fourth of the capacity) that requires ification. All nonnd to data are displayed on the front
22.5 s to fill. If nothing has occurred when the panel, and the operator obtains a hard-copy strip-
memory sector is filled, new data are stored at the chart printout ofthe90srecording.
beginning of the sector, overwriting the previous
data. Therefore., at any time. the precursor memory
contain,. the latest 22.5 s of tvcw information.

The input circuits of the recorder detect the
coupled high-energy pulse generatd by the AID
device as it defibrillates the heart, not the fibrillation
activity itelf, When the initial pulse occurs, the
recorder leaves the monitor state and stores the next
67.5 s of t~c(; data in the remaining memory space
(three-fourths of the capacity). This recording time
covers the maximum possible pcriod of defibrillator
action, which can include up to four shocks to restore
natural rlythm. At this pint, the emie'- 90 s memory
holds the data stored befok", during, and after the
defibrillation event. No more recording is allowed,
and a periodic audible alarm sounds to tell the patient
to visit his doctor. If additional fibrillation episodes
occur in the interim, no icw data are recorded but a
record is kept of the total number of events and the
number of defibrillator pulses delivered. A crystal Fi. 2 The external i . recorder.
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If the doctor is satisfied with the data output, The first of three consoles has been fabricated
the interrogate command is turned off; the recorder and is being checked (Fig. 3). A recorder has been
returns to its monitor state and may be disconnected tested successfully on a dog with an implanted defi-
from the console. The operation of the recorder may brillator. The AID has been approved for limited
be checked during a routine office visit even if no fi- clinical trials with human patients in the near future.
brillation episode has occurred. In that case, 67.5 s of
clirrent, normal ECG data can be recorded in a man-
ner similar to data of an actual episode. When the
memory is filled, readout proceeds as before.

I. A. Langer ct al., "Considerations in the Development of theFive external ECG recorders are being Atiomlic Implantable Defibrillator." Med. Instrum. 10. No. 3.
fabricated for initial human trials. Two have been May Jun 1976. pp. 163-167.f anricte d tested, and three are n various stages .N. Mirohi ki et al.. "Chronic Aninmal and Bench Te ting ol thecompleted a tImplantable Automatic Defibrillator." presented at th, Vlth World
of fabrication. Figure 2 is a photograph of the re- Symposium on Cardiac Pacing, Montreal. Canada. 2. Oct 1979.

corder. It weighs approximately t2 ounces (340
grams) and is powered by four watch-type silver oxide
batteries, which provide enough power for about Authors: R. E. Fischeti, C. A. Blackburn,
three months of operation. All digital circuits, in- and S. F. Oden
eluding the memory, are cMos (complementary metal
oxide semiconductor) integrated circuits. Support: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
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OCEAN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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INTRODUCTION

APL must understand the physics of the ocean environment to perform
its mission in support of the Fleet. This area of physics includes the propagation
of electromagnetic and acoustic radiation; absorption and scattering both within
and at the surface of the ocean; hydrodynamic phenomena such as surface
waves, internal waves, and currents; and the effects of such physical variables as
water temperature, pressure, salinity, and density on ocean dynamic
phenomena. Central to APL's effort is the development of sensing and data.
processing systems to detect and characterize signals prnpagated through or at
the surface of the ocean. Analysis, simulation, and laboratory research are
extremely useful, but many phenomena of interest must be studied at s,a. Ac-
cordingly, APL has developed the ability to conduct large-scale scientiric studies
in the open ocean.

Although much ocean research is not reported here for security reasons,
the selected sample will illustrate the areas of interest. Theoreticl studies are
exemplified by the first article, which presets an analytical mod,:l of specular
reflection from a single facet on the mean ocean surface. The model aids in
interpreting measured sun glitter data and shows promie of representing
spatially averaged glitter radiance.

The second article describes work related to the NASA-sponsored
SEASAT-A satellite - the first dedicated to oceanographic research. Analysis of
the SEASAT Synthetic Aperture Radar data demonstrates its ability to detect
low energy swell systems and to measure ocean wavelength and direction ac-
curately. To provide a bette, ",.. ,erstanding of the worldwide oceanographic and
atmospheric background, airboi,,- -esearch flights in Antarctica and Greenland
were undertaken to perform .xperiments in meteorology, air sam.
pling/chemistry, infrared spectroscopy, magnetometry, ice thickness measure-
ments, and aerial photography of glacier movements. They are discussed in the
third article.

The last article describes the development of a low-power laser radar to
measure the seal position on tle Navy's experimental 100-ton surface effect ship.
This measurement capability provides both a real-time seal position monitor for
use by the ship's control team and highly accurate measurement data for use in
evaluating the test ship and the concept.

Although APL's increasing expertise in ocean physics to date has been
applied to Navy problems, it will be avalable in the future to enhance the
specific understanding of the ocean environment and to assist In its peacefu!
exploitation. The determination of optimum locations for OTEC plantships by
site surveys is one example of many possible applications.
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ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF A SIMPLIFIED MODEL
TO STUDY TEMPORAL FLUCTUATIONS OF SUN GLITTER

The term "sun glitter" describes the optical ra- Sun

diance fron individual areas or facets of the ocean Instrument Norma:
surface that are inclined so that they specularly reflect vectors
solar radiation to the point of observation. This glit.
ter is Qften the major source of sea-surface radiance. 32
A simplifed analytical inodel of specular reflection
front a single facet on the inean surface has been de-
veloped and investigated. The insight gained from thismodel aids the interpretation of measured sun glitter Ocean surface ,

data. An extension of the methods used shows prom.a c

ise of representing spatially averaged glitter radiance. Surface facet ) Slopes that will
measured by reflect to
Instrument Instrument

BACKGROUND Fil. I Gno.elry of sia SHter reflection.
The reflection of the sun's rays from the ocean

surface has been studied for several decades. In the
1950's, Cox and Munk (Ref. I) performed a classical assumed to be a Gaussian stochastic process. If the
experiment using defocused cameras to measure the slope of the facet lies within the range required for
average intensity of the reflected radiation. From reflection to the instrument (i.e. if s, < x(t) s s,
these data they were able to deduce the probability restin the isu n diry i f he slo) e
density function of the surface slopes. In order to ob- where s, and s, define the boundary of the slope
tain a more fundamental understanding of the reflec- region that reflects to the instruments), then unit out-tam moe fndamnta unerstndig o therefec-put is received at the instrument; otherwise the output
tion process, which includes space-time fluctuations, a is zero. Using this model, the temporal autocorrela-

simplified model has been analyzed. The model repre- lion function of the glitter, R(r), can be related to

sents tne reflection of solar radiation from a single the temporal autocorrelation function of the slopes,

facet on the mean ocean surface and considers reflec- the(tempoha aprorat ion i

lions in only one dimension. The input and output

power spectra have been compared. Numerical results
indicate that spectral peaks may be observed in the s2 [ . 1 s[erf(5 -X
output at frequencies where there are no peaks in the s, 1 x-- i c), -- 2a, JL\o.-r--
input. The /re is also true; i.e., input spectral
peaks may not be observed at the output. A series ex- R."(T) = -erf( , dx for r#O
pansion h s bec:i used to explain these numerical ,Vi:-r2

results analytically. erf erf(L ) for r=O
a x  o r x

where
DISCUSSION

The geometry of the reflection process is il- r=r(r) =R (r)
lustrated in Fig. 1. The instrument is measuring the a
reflection from a small area or facet on the surface.
Ray optics is assumed to be applicable, and both the
incoming and reflected rays lie in the plane of the e"2(z)= 712wt  exp-/2] dw
figure. Since tne sun has finite extent, a range of sur-
face slopes will reflect radiation specularly to the in-
strument. The slopes and their normal vectors are il-lustrated. In this equation, a,2 is the variance of the input

slopes.

Figure 2 shows the nonlinear filter used to Since Vie autocorrelation function and power
model sun glitter reflection. The input, x(t), is the spectrum constitute a Fourier transform pair, the

108 slope of the facet measuied by the instrument and is equation expresses a relationship between the slope
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0 otherwise ~

10-8
Fig. 2 Nonlinear filler to model sun reflections from a surface
facet. 10-9

to-, 1JO 101 102 103 104

and the glitter power spectra. However, the integralFruec(rds
in the equation cannot be evaluated analytically. It Fg lp oe pcrm .4 ms
has been evaluated numerically using both th Fg3Soepwrpetunu 8ms
Romberg technique Und a Gaussian quadrature
rneth,'d. Result% have beeni verificd by simulation us- -40.2
ing an~~'ytical forms for the slope autocorrelation
function. -40.6-

Figure 3 shows a slope power spectrum com- -41.0
puted from the wave elevation spectral model pro- - ea
posed in Ref. 2. The wind friction velocity for this Pe2
case was it. =48 em/s. Features to note on this 4. ihfeunysole
slope spectrum are the low aiid high frequency
dropoffs. the peak, and the high frequency shoulder.0
The corresponding glitter spectrum, computed using 0-42.2the above model, is shown in Fig. 4. (This figure isti l 1 1 1 11 11shown in decibels because it would appear as a -42. =l a i I II

straight line on even one cycle of log paper.) Notice 10-1 100 101 102 103 104
that the main peak of the input is still visible on the Frequency (tad/s)
output spectrum, as is the high frequency shoulder.
However, the features have beeni greatly attenuated. Flit.4 Glitter power spectrum, u. = 48cm/s.
Also note that there is power in the output at loss fre-
quencies where there was none in the input. The the investigation. First, reflection really occurs in two
higher frequencies also are whitened, dimensions, not just one. Second, in practice th.- in-

By expanding the Gaussian density in term-, of~ strumeit s icss a finite area of the sea surfa~v. not
Hermite polynomials, the integral in the autocorrela- jiust a single point or facet. Thus the cffc-.-% 4. soa .al
tion equation can be written as ant infinite series. aseraging must be included in the a'nal
Although the series converges very slossly for %alues model of the process. Current iniiestigatio,~ e:,
ol r(T) not significantly smaller than unity, it can be directed tossard including these conmplesitics in tile
used to interpret sonic of the numerical results. In analysis.
particular, various ternis in the series explain the lowv
and high frequency whitening and also the appearance REFERENCES
of peaks in the glitter spectrum at frequencies whereI 0%adMuk-siVkothSe ljvDe'%lonthere were no peaks in the slope spectrum. (This last i t ( os .uid o5 Suk III$/St ulpp aho 0I,~ t)XI~ 6. No 9

phenomenon was observed in results not discussed 1956, ppi 401-488
here.) 2A% ~rj~n1% idl

1978
3 6~ 11 1 I i . (A twit Still Wate.r I lt ,owldO,,,. Pall I ld

CONCLUSIONS Ituoi~n w Jlft. POR.31 581tRm''Wl.25 Jul

The nuiaaerical :esults and analyses prov-ide in- 17

sight into the glitter process and explain ssiay inca- Author:- F. W1. Rweite
sured glitter spectra tend to be whitened. However,
seseral important effects hiase not been included iii Support. StrutegiwS. sfrlis Prujeu 0fite 109



DETECTION OF LOW.ENERGY SWELL SYSTEMS
WITH THE SEASAT SAR

SEASA T approached the east coast of the
United States at 1320 GMT on 28 September 1978.A
The 100 km swath of its synthetic aperture radar A

(SAR) ran approximately parallel to the coast but
displaced eastward by about 20 kin. On the basis of
the present analysis of that pass, several major con- 370N ,
clusions were reached: (a) the SAR can successfully "r20 m
detect low-energy swell systems with significant wave . 00
heights, H,. of well under I tn (actually 0.65 * 0.25 North r
i); (b) the refraction of low-energy but well- Carolina km
organized swell resulting from changes in the local
depth of the ocean is clearly detectable in both Duck
wavelength and direction; and (c) the complexity of Pier
the ocean spectrum (e.g., whether it is composed of 360N
more than one system or is spread in direction and
wave number) seems to have little bearing on the
threshold detection limits.

BACKGROUND Cape .!,...

Studies made with aircraft in the past few 35NHatteras
years indicate that ocean swell can be imaged with a , /
SAR, at least for some wind velocities, when there is . • "
a substantial component of the swell traveling along
the radar's line of sight. However, the bounds on 76°W 75OW 74°W
wind. wave, and geometric conditions for which thedetection of ocean waves is reliable remain elusive for F.il. I Lot loas of surface, aircraft, ad pacecraft menaure-

meats of the low-energy swell systems present on 28 Septemberwant of an extensive experimental data base. 1978.
SEASAT provided a unique, although limited, oppor-
tunity to reexamine the wave detection problem with
few of the artificial constraints of aircraft measure-
ments. Reference I gives a concise summary of the
SEASAT SAR design parameters; Ref. 2 gives a more reference, the boundaries of the 100 km SAR swath
general description of :he system and of its fund,- are shown by the solid lines inclined approximately
mental limitations. Preliminary assessments of its 25* with respect to north at this latitude. The loiv-
ocean wave detection capabilities have been compiled tions are keyed alphabetically from north to soutt.
in Refs. 3, 4, and 5. The Navy Fleet Numerical Weather Center (FNWC)

grid point 271 is indicated y A. B, C E, and F are
During the 100 day lifetime of the SEASAT 15 km2 areas over which the SEASAT SAR imagery

SAR, nearly 500 passes of I to 15 min duration were was Fourier transformed optically. The appreciable
.ollected at three domestic and two foreign receiving changes in local ocean depth (dotted contours in Fig.
itations. Twenty-three passes provided acceptable 1) at B, C, and E would cause spreading of a single
SAR imagery within 70 km of a well-instrumented frequency deep-water wave in both wavelength and
"sea truth" pier operated by "" U.S. Army Corps of direction. Deep-water dispersion prevails only at F for
Engineers, Coastal Enf ..-cring Research Center wavelengths greater than 70 m. Local depth changes
(CERC) at Duck, North Carolina. APL and several at B are especially severe, ranging from less than 10
government agencies collected wind and wave to at least 20 m. The laser profilometer spectrum in
measurements from 12 August to 9 October 1978. Fig. 2 was collected at C by a National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration/Sea Ar Interaction Lab-
oratory (NOAA/SAIL) aircraft. In-situ one-dimen-

DISCUSSION sional spectral measurements were colleted at the
Figure I shows the areas for which estimates CERC pier (D). The FNWC grid point 260 (G) pro-

110 or measurements were collected on 28 September. For vides a convenient reference spectrum for the SAR



- Average of four spectral measurements in significant wave height of 1.26 m, or approximately
vicinity of D (Hs 

= 1.0 m) 0.9 m for each system. The energy of the 7 s system
--- NOAA aircraft laser profilometer spec. is probably underestimated because of the directional

trum in vicinity of C (Hs  1.26 m) sensitivity of the laser profilometer. However, the
1 I energy of the II s system should be accurate and

1.5 - sprobably represents an effective upper bound to the
significant wave height in the transformed areas.

The SAR was activated for approximately four
if minutes on 28 September as it approached the U.S.
Ieast coast. The radar interaction wavelength is about

0 30 cm, and the image intensity (or reflected power) is
g 0.5 -- generally proportional to the amplitude of Bragg scat-

terers of the 30 cm wavelength on the ocean surface
(Ref. 6). The amplitude of the scatterers may, in turn,

0 01 be strongly (but not soiely) correlated with surface
0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 wind at the boundary laye,. In general, brighter

Frequency (Hz) regions in an image correspond to higher winds and
darker regions to lower winds.

Fig. 2 A comparison of surface and air measurements of the
wave height spectra near Duck, North Carolina. The imagery from the SAR pass on 28

September was optically Fourier transformed, digital.
ly scanned at the equivalent of 6 m ground resolution,
and spatially averaged using a 7 x 7 element sliding

imagery data collected at F. F and G are the only window. The coutrast was enhanced by means of a
deep-water locations of Fig. I. three-segment, piecewise, linear-level transformation

Time histories of the long (greater than Is) with a very high gain in the center segment. Each set
waves were recorded by five instruments in the vicini- of break points was optimized individually to com-

ty of the research pier for a 20 min interval spanning pensate for the variations in average intensity.
the satellite overpass time. The one-dimensional long- Figure 3 shows a progression of enhanced op-
wave spectrum was measured near the pier with two tical Fourier transforms representing the image spec-
Baylor gauges, two wave-rider buoys, and one tra at F, E, C, and B as the wave trains approach
capacitive wave staff. Spectra from each instrument shore. The sequence shows quite clearly the refraction
show varying amounts of II and 7 s systems. The effects of the variations in ocean depth on the long-
average of the two gauges and the two buoys (Fig. 2) wave c:mponent. A 210 tn wave in deep water at F
clearly identifies each wave system. The significant shortens to 170 m at E, to 160 m at C, and finally to
wave height derived from the averaged spectrum is 120 m at B, in shallow water. Furthermore, the deep-
1.0 m, which of course includes the combined energy water spectrum of F correlates well with the FNWC
from both the I I and the 7 s systems. The significant estimate made at G (grid point 260) of spectral peaks
wave height for each separate system (roughly equal in both wave number and direction. The presence of a
in energy at the pier) is closer to 0.7 m. By corn- short-wave system is also evident on the transforms.
parison, the FNWC grid point closest to the pier (G) At least in part, this short-wave energy correlation
yields estimates of 0.4 and 0.6 m for the long-wave may be an artifact of the ground processor. Recent
and the short-wave systems, respectively, digitally processed and transformed imagery of the

Flying about 50 km to the east of the pier, the same area shows much weaker correlations in the
NOAA aircraft was equipped with a laser pro- short-wave (7 s) portions of the spectrum.
filometer to measure the one-dimensional ocean It should be emphasized that no correlation
height spectrum in the flight direction of the aircraft. between spectral energy density and image transform
For a typical "swell-run," the aircraft heading is density has been attempted. A proper treatment of
chosen to correspond (within a few degrees) to the that question would require careful accounting of the
vector direction of the swell. The resulting spectrum many system nonlinearities, some deliberately in-
accurately measures the total energy on the surface if troduced for enhancement and some unknown. A bet-
the spectrum contains little energy orthogonal to the tr uned o cean ste model i also

flight vector, because that energy is effectively exclud-

ed. The laser spectrum plotted against the averaged a prerequisite for further progress here.

pier spectrum in Fig. 2 verifies a double wave system The quantitative shallow-water dispersion rela-
with predominant periods at II and 7 s, and a total tionship (Ref. 7) is shown by the curves in Fig. 4, on 111
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Fig. 3 Optically processed, optically transformed, and digitally enhanced SAR wave spectra
from each of the four locations F. E, C, and B. The sequence moves from deep to shallow
water and illustrates both wavelength and direction change as the 11 s swell system approaches
shore. The overlap of the FNWC spectra for grid point 260 (G) on the SAR image spectrum at
F shows the remarkable correlation of the I I s bwell system present on 28 September 197.
Overlay units are expressed in relative energ) units per cell.

which are also plotted the results of Fig. 3. Each of curacy may exceed that of any other known tech-
the four center wavelengths from the optical trans- nique.
forms is entered on the horizontal axis of the disper-
sion relationship and is transferred accoreing to the
variation in depth for its particular location. The lo- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
cation of peaks from the optical transforms is judged This work was jointly supported by NOAA
to be accurate to +5%. These two uncertainties com- and the National Aeronautics and Space Administra.
bine to produce the areas of uncertainty shown in tion as a portirn of the SEASAT Announcement of
Fig. 4 The data set is seen to be most consistent with Opportunity Program under Contract MO-
the assumption of an 11.7 s swell system. A01-78-00-4330. The laser spectrum of Fig. 2 was

In summary, a well-organized, very-low-energy provided by D. Ross of NOAA. The gauge spectrum
swell system off the east coast has been tracked with of Fig. 2 was provided by D. Lichy of CERC. J.
the SEASAT SAR from deep water, across the conti- Jenkins of APL enhanced the images shown in Fig. 3.
nental shelf, and into shallow water. The results in-
dicate that a spaceborne imaging radar can measure
ocean wavelength and direction accurately, even in REFERENCES
coastal areas and in the presence of a mixed ocean. 1. R. Jordan The SEASAT-A Snffieuc Apertute Radr Deign

and Implcmcntation," Prtw. SvniheIIC Aperture Radar Teith-
112 For separating swell systems in a mixed ocean, its ac- ciansConfeience. LasCruce . N.M., 1978
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AIRBORNE RESEARCH FLIGHTS IN ANJTARCTICA AND GREENLAND

APL personnel participated in airborne DPP and the principal investigators in planning
research flights in Antarctica and Greenland to con- future airborne experiments.
duct experiments in meteorology, air sampling, air
chemistry, infrared spectroscopy, magnetometry ice
thickness measurements, and aerial photography of DISCUSSION
glacier movements. The air-sampling/air-chemistry sensors, in-

frared spectrometer, magnetometer, and ARDS were
installed aboard the aircraft at the Naval Weapons
Center, China Lake, California, during the first week

BACKGROUND of November 1978. The principal investigators and
their projects were: W. Zoller (University ofThe polar research aircraft is an LC-130R, Maryland), atmospheric trace elements; A. Hogan

specially equipped and operated for the Division of (aUylany), arosols; e Robins AsHgn
Polar Programs (DPP) of the National Science Foun- (SUNY/Albany), aerosols; E. Robinson (Washington
Poarroga (DP ofvy Ant thDeNaon Sciencedon State University), air chemistry; A. Mason (University
dation by Navy Antarctic Development Squadron Sixco im) rtu;R Rsusn(rgnGaut

(VXE-6). Figure 1 shows the polar research aircraft at Center), h rbnadm ; R. R en rd (aal

Williams Field, McMurdo Station. APL provided she Center), halocarbons and No; R. Renard (Naval

Airborne Research Data System (ARDS) and the tail- Postgraduate School), mesoscae meteorology; D.

mounted scalar magnetometer. APL supported the Murcray (University of Denver), infrared atmospheric

principal investigators by assisting in installing and measurement; and R. Hickerson (APL), magnetom-

checking equipment, recording and disseminating the eter studies.

scientific data, and coordinating flight operations The tircraft left Pt. Mugu, California, on 9
with DPP and VXE-6 personnel. APL also assists November 1978 and arrived in Christchurch, New 113



Ftl. I Polar rmarch aircrufta |.C-OR #159131. oit Williams Field, McMurdu Station, Antarlica. The van of left wuppor
aisbmme reimareh experimas.

Zealand, on 13 November with stops in Hawaii and Equipment for the atmospheric science experi.
Pago Pago. Experiments were conducted during menas was removed on 8 Decemibr but the magne
transpacific deployment to collect data at different tometer remained aboard the aircraft. The radio echo.
SI-itudes and to check the equipment before Antarctic sounding rbr, furnished by the Technical U~siversity
operations. of Denmark. was installed. The magnetor.cter hous.

ing and radio echo-sounding antennas are shown in
In Christchurch, the magnetometer and elec- Fig. 2. The radar transmits pulses into the ice at 60

tronics were removed from the aircraft to reduce its and 300 MHz that are reflected from the bedrock and
gross weight, and provisions were made to mount the from discarIinuities in the ice to form a picture of ice
aerial camera. The aircraft departed from McMurdo structure. The principal investigators were D. Drewry
Station, Antarctica, on 17 November to begin the air- (Cambridge University, England) and .J. Behrendt
sampling.'air.chemistry series of flights. (U.S. Geological Survey). The aircraft left

On 27 November, the aircraft returned to Christchurch on 13 December and returned on 29
Christchurch for repair of a leaking fuel tank. All of December after completing the radio echo-sounding
the long-range air-sampling/air-chemistry missions magnetometer flights. The ARDS, magnetometer,
had been completed, and the magqetometer was rein- spares, test equipment, and data tapes were returned
stalled so that some checkout runs could be made. to APL.
During the return to Antarctica on I December, the The ARDS, magnetometer, and radio echo-
southern jetstream was transited. This was fortunate sounding radar were again installed aboard the LC-
because previous attempts to penetrate the jetstream 130R at the Patuxent River Naval Air Station, Patux-
from McMurdo had been unsuccessful. When the rest ent River, Maryland. The aircraft left for Son-
of the air-sampling/air-chemistry flights had been drestrom Air Base, Greenland, on 5 May. The
completed, the aircraft returned to Christchurch on 7 Greenland missions were similar to the radio echo-
December. sounding missions in Antarctica. The principal in-

vestigators were P. Gudmandsen (Technical Universi-Initially, the air-sampling/air-chemistry ex- ty of Denmark) and L. Thorning (the Geological

periments and magnetometry -;'? re not performed on Survey of Greenland). Twelve of the 13 flights were

the same flights as aerial photography. However, surveys of the Greenland Ice theet and various

APL personnel volunteered to operate the ARDS and fjords; the other was a survey of the Penny Ice Cap

the magnetometer during aerial photography mis- of Baffin Island, Canada. The aorcraft returned to the

sions. Consequently, atmospheric waves were re- Pafn Isan n T5 a

cord.d on the Ellsworth Mountains mapping flights,

and the scalar magnetic field of the Byrd Glacier was At the start of the program, APL was expected
114 mapped. to operate and maintain the ARDS and to send theI



IFig. 2 Polar research aircraft at Christchurch International Airport. Ilurewood. New Yealand. The radio echo-sounding
antennas tire mounted under the rig ht wing. The airborne proton precessioi magnetometer Is, housed in the toil boom,.

datm to the World Data Center in Boulder, Colorado, ARDS. Also, APL probably will build a new radio
for distribution. However, Aft's role expanded as echo-sounding pulsed Doppler radar. DPP has given
scietntific and military pe.rsonnel requested assistance API. personnel considerable freedom in conducting
in other areas. For example, APL assisted in planning operations because of their dernonstrated ability to
the test flights, repaired thc aerial camera and a function with minimum direction.
recorder used by the radio c-cho-sounding radar, and TeAI il esne nteAtrtcta
even assisted in repairing the aircraft's inertial naviga- TeAI il esne nteAtrtcta

tionsysern AtthePatxentAirStaion AP. cor- were R. L. Hickerson, R. A. Hutchins. and H. P.
dinated installation and preparation, which involved VonGunten. The personnel on the Greenland teamn

obaiin cerrtc frDanish nationals. Finally, were R. IL. Hickerson, R. A. Hutchins, and J. A.
API. developed new procedures that eliminated atwo- Ford.I year backlog in processing the ARDS data tapes at
the World Data Center. Investigators now obtain REFERENCE
their data in a reasonable time. 1. It. I.. Itickerson, "I.C.13O Reich Flighis 1978-79," Antaed.

Because of the success of the first full seasotn, Author: R. L. Ifikerson
DPP is expanding AIL's role. A new method o! air-
craft magnetic compensation is being developed, and Support: Naiitial Sctin-e Foundi~ationt,
signiftcant improvements are being made in the Division of Polar Programs
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LASAR RADAR INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING

SEAL DYNAMICS IN THE SURFACE EFFECT SHIP

A very-low-power CW las,,r radar (0.9 ja,) has
been developed by APL to measure the position (in
three coordinates) of a point on the planing bow seal
of a surface effect ship (SES). This noninvasivemeasuring instrument provides seal position to the

ship's cockpit for real-time seal control and provides
accurate (0.1 in. resolution) wide-bandwidth (100
Hz) measurements for seal dynamic studies and drag J9 ':''"
calculations. The successful development of thir
electro-optical radar instrument is a major milestone
in the development of a laser altimeter for use in an
existing wave profiling system.

I BACKGROUND

An air cushion vehicle uses a pressurized bub.
ble of air, confined within a flexible skirt, for lift.
Because there is little contact friction, it can move at
speeds greater than 40 kt over calm water when pro-
pelled by air screws. A variant of this technology is F*l1. I Planlngbowaealunlhesurtareerctihlp,
the SES, which captures an air bubble between two
rigid sidewalls and two flexible skirts or seals, located
at the bow and stern. The SES is co. strained to
operate only on water. However, because of" its effi-
cient propulsion systems (such as water propellors Cockpit readout
anti water jets) and the improved sidewall sealing, it
can achieve very high speeds (over 90 kt by a 100-ton

test ship).

The flexible tbow and stern seals present severe •
materials and maintenance p'oblems when the
vehicles are operated at high speeds. The seals also , IQ
have typically slow dynamic response to impact by 0 .
waves, which reduces their efficiency in high sea
states. A planing seal designed by the Rohr Corpora. Retract strap
tion has been installed on a 100-ton SES rest ship Laser line of-sight(SES-100A) for evaluation (Fig. 1). It is expected that Corner cube reflector on planer

the planing seal will have an extended life while pro. Rigid sidewall3viding a lightweight system with individual elements
that allow rapid differential responses to fluctuating Fig.2 Bow, seal height instmumentation onSES-100A.
wave forces. The seals are constructed from rigid
planer elements, 2 ft wide, which are held together by
heavy rubberized joints. The position and attitude of
the seal are controlled by an inflatable bag, seal To analyze SES performance, the dynamics of
geometry, and retract straps (Fig. 2). Each element the seal must be known as a function of ship speed,
deflects as it encounters waves while maintaining an encountered sea state, and wave spectrum. In addi-
effective seal against the air. The rubberized joints tion, a real-time measurement of seal height helps the
allow the seal to conform to three-dimensional vaves ship's commander to achieve optimum ship perfor-
by allowing a small degree of lateral motion. mance.
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The laser radar instrument can provide the
dynamic position measurements needed to evaluate
the geal. The instrument is a variant of an ongoing
development (Refs. I and 2), i.e., the design of a
laser radar for accurate, on-board, real-time measure-
ment of the wave profile in front of a high-speed
ship. The Electro-Optic Seal Height Instrument (Figs.
3 and 4) has successfully completed performance
testing in the laboratory, including water spray,
temperature, and vibration environments, and was in-
stalled on the SES-I00A in December 1979.

DISCUSSION
The block diagram (Fig. 5) illustrates the

operation of the instrumentation. The system consists
of a laser ranging device that measures the distance to
a corner cube reflector mounted on one of the planers
and a two-axis tracking device thia provides azimuth _
and elevation angles to the same point. The basic
range measurement is achieved by measuring the ac- -
tual phase difference between the 30 MHz cw
modulation of the transmitted beam and that of the
received beam returning from the retro-reflector
target. The phase sensitivity to change in range at 30
MHz is 1.828"/in.; for a 0.1 in. resolution this re-
quires resolving 0.2" of phase. The unambiguous Fig.4 Electro-OptcSealleightlnstrument. 117
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Fig.5 Block diagram of the elctro-optical seal height instrumentation.

range is 98.5 in. A collimated beam 0.6 in. in (one reference and four received) to provide a receiver
diameter is held centered on the target (corner reflec- IF frequency of 10 kHz. The five 10 kHz signals are
tor) by the angle tracking system. Target tracking is processed to provide the range measurement and
achieved using a quadrant photodetector, the angle angle error signals. The received collimated beam is
processing electronics, and the elevation and azimuth optically reduced by the receiver optics to be 0.8 times
beam steering mirrors. the diameter of the quadrant detector. The four quad-

rant signals are synchronously detected, summed, andThe output of the 30 MHz crystal oscillator/ differenced to yield the azimuth and elevation angle

power amplifier and a 100 mA Dc bias current are dfeecdt il h zmt n lvto nl
error signals. The two angle error signals are nor-

applied to a solid-state laser source (laser diode) to malized by the output dividers to yield the angle
modulate the output beam optically. The laser energy tracking error signals for input to the angle tracking
from the diode source is spatially collected and re-
shaped using an optical fiber. The beam exiting from electronics. The s signal, designated automaticA- the fiber is expanded by refractive optics to a 0.6 in. gain control (AGC), is used to evaluate system perfor-

A t e x b r omance and to assess the spray environment in the SES
diameter "collimated" beam and is directed through plenum. A comparison of the AGC signal with a presetI the beam splitter whose primary function is to make
the transmitter beam coaxial with the receiver's field to gnate a screte ot sl(

of view. The output beam is directed toward the tar- acquisitionsignal)forsearch-trackcontrol.
get by the steering micrors. The modulation of the The design of the angle track loop is identical
transmitter's output beam is detected by a photo- for both the elevation and the azimuth steering mir-
detector to provide a reference signal for the rangeprocssig eectrnic. Te bem rturing romtherors. For small lateral planar motions, the corner
processing electronics. The beam returning from the cube reflector sends the collimated beam back toward
target passes through the beam splitter and is focused the receiver, parallel to the incident beam but
Son the quadrant detector by the receiver optics. translated. An error signal is derived by means of the

The 30.01 MHz output of a second crystal quadrant processing electronics from the translational
118 oscillator amplifier is mixed with the 30 MHz signals error as was described previously. The range AUL IS



included in the loop to cancel variations in loop gain TABLE I
and dynamics as the range changes. The error signal SYSTEM OPERATING PARAMETERS
is integrated twice and passed through a lead compen-
sation network before driving the steering Laserbeam
galvanometer. The galvanometer has a capacitive Output power 480 iW
angle transducer whose output indicates angular posi- Power density 0.7 mW/cm
tion. This output is fed back within the minor loop of Collimated < 2 mrad divergence
the galvanometer to increase its bandwidth greatly; it Receiver
also indicates the angular position of the corner cube S/N ratio 86dB
with the required accuracy. Dynamic range 50 dB

The accuracy of the angle output signal is Scan angle 20 elevation,
limited not by the angle transducer but by the ±5 azimuth
dynamic tracking error of the track loop. Calcula- Rangeresolution <0.1in.
tions of the tracking error in response to expected Accuracy I in. (0 to 8 ft)

Output signals
motions of the planer show that the maximum ex- Outpu signals
pected target position error resulting from angle Range 50.0mV/in.Elevation angle 0.2 V/deg
tracking in either axis is less than 0.1 in. The band- Azimuth angle I V/deg
width of the closed angle track loop is approximately Seal hei~ht 0.8333 V/ft
100 Hz. Acquisition discrete + 5 V (track),

0 V (scan)
The systcm is designed to self-test the laser AGC to V

source, the optical system, and 95% of its electronics

and to provide a go/no-go signal to indicate opera-
tion. The self-test is implemented by closing the op-
tical path on a built-in corner cube target. Since the ACKNOWLEDGMENT
target is at a known range and the self-test range gate The following people contributed to the
is set very narrow, the automatic self-test at turn-on development of the instrument: T. M. Rankin (Pro-
provides a system operational check and also a ject Engineer); B. G. Boone, R. E. Phelps, and S. H.
verification of range calibration. Gordon (optics); R. H. Lapp, R. R. Gardner, and F.

The system has an adaptive scanning and Jurgens (mechz.iical design); M. J. Mayr (control
acquisition circuit whereby the system, upon loss of system); P. R. Gilt',", T. G. Constable, and F. Muc-
track, automatically begins a high-frequency, low- cino (receiver and processor); and G. R. Seylar (error

" amplitude scan pattern about the last track point. If studies).
the target is not immediately reacquired, the pattern
slowly opens up into a sawtooth scan pattern covering REFERENCES
all possible locations of the target (±20* elevation I. Feasibdity Demonstraton of a Shori Range CI' Laser Alinneter
and 5* azimuth). To minimize transients on the Sysien, JHU/APLFID3)78.U-083,27Apr 1978.

track loss, the last valid output 2 Docu nentaton of Design Performance and Qualfiicanon of theoutput signals during SES aveProfdngSystem. JtiU/APL SES-02S. Dee 1978.
signals are held by memory circuits until reacquisi-

]ltion. to Authors: T. M. Rankin and M. J. Mayr
:1 The operating parameters of the system are

listed in Table 1. Support: N.4 VSEASYSCOM, PMS-304
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INTRODUCTION

In recognition of the fact that fundamental research will play a vital role
in future technological achievements, APL has consistently encouraged basic
investigations in physics, chemistry, biology, and mathematics. Their focus has
been to provide fundamental support of technological programs aimed at
solving the nation's military and civilian problems.

The basic science programs have also provided a link between APL and
ihe academic and medical divisions of The Johns Hopkins University as well as
the international academic community. The Laboratory's competence in these
areas acts as a reserve for technical innovation and a resource when Lulrent
technology and engineering methods are inadequate. APL has earned an out-
standing reputation for its achievements in basic research. Some ac-
complishments of the past year are summarized in the articles in this section.

The first article describes a new ab initio calculation of the transport
properties of hydrogen by means of an accurate determination of the in.
termolecular potential between two hydrogen molecules. The approach could be
a significant advance in theoretical chemistry by permitting the prediction of
macroscopic properties from fundamental principles.

An important program for several years has been the detection of leaks in
underground gas distribution lines. With the active acoustic technique, a sound
signal is excited in the gas within a pipe, and the component of the earth's

. surface displacement caused by radiation of the leak is measured. The article
presents a theoretical basis for differentiating between coherent wall radiation of
the nonleaking pipe and the signal produced by the leak.

hI the third article, the hyperfine interactions of KrF and the F3 - defect
in LiF have been calculated using a semiempirical valence bond approach. The
results have provided structural information concerning these species and have
given new insight into bonding and stability. In a related article, a theory of
chemically induced m~agnetic polarization in free radical reactions has been
advanced, using integral equation techniques. It was found that magnetic
hyperfine structure interactions can greatly influence the reactivity of radicals by
affecting singlet-triplet mixing in the system.

The next article describes an Ising model of phase transitions that has
been used to investigate the influence of the interaction potential on the phase
diagram for higher-neighbor Ising systems. The model has been surprisingly

- -! successful in describing behavior near the critical point.

The final article presents in mathematical form a comprehensive iheory
'of vision. The theory furnished a rigorous mathemtical basis for analyzing visual

sensation.

These articles describe only a few of the ongoing research projects at
APL. Programs in the areas of quantum electronics, chemical kinetics, fluid
dynamics, and applied tnathematics have Leen reported in previous issues of
Developments in Science and Technology. 123



AB INITIO CALCULATION OF
THE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF HYDROGEN

The differences between the viscosities of ortho quite well. This has been substantiated by indirect ex-
and para hydrogen are reproduced satisfactorily by a perimental evidence and by several recent calcuia-
new, elaborate, ab initio calculation of tht forces be- tions. It has also been possible to carry out rather
tween two hydrogen molecules. This accon.:plishes the clever experiments on transport properties that direct-
double objective of verifying this molecular property ly measure the anisotropic part of intermolecular in-
- which is important in astrophysics - and offering teractions.
the possibility of calculating macroscopicparaineters.

One such experiment (Refs. I and 2) measures
the differences between the viscosities of ortho and
pi: hydrogen at low temperature. Para hydrogen at

BACKGROUND low temperature is almost entirely in the j = 0 rota-
tional state and is spherically symmetric; ortho

The natture of the forces between hydrogcn hydrogen is effectively restricted to the j = I rota.
moleculcs is of interest for several reasolis. Hydrogen tional state. This gives rise to three distinct ways in
is the majoi constituent of interstellar space. il is a which the interactions between hydrogen molecules
potential enorgy source in either a combustion or a candiffer:
fusion reactor, and, because it is the simplest of all
diatomic molecules, it offers the possibility that its 1. Because para hydrogen in the j = 0
properties may be predicted from fundamental prin- state is spherically symmetric, only the
ciples. orientational average of the inter-

molecular forces determines the viscosity
Since hydrogen is the major constituent of of para hydrogen at low temperatures.

interstellar clouds, the intermolecular forces between On the other hand, for ortho hydrogen
hydrogen molecules determine macroscopic astrophys- there are 25 possible types of molecular
ical properties such as the transport coefficients enter- interaction, depending on the relative
ing de hydrodynamic equations of change. The prop- orientation of t- molecules.
erties are determined principally by the average 2. Para hydrogen acts as a Bose system of
overall orientations of the hydrogen molecules. Other spin 0; ortho hydrogen acts as a Bose

A properties (such as rotational energy and angular system of spin I. Consequently, certain
momentum relaxation, line shapes and pressure collisic trajectories that are allowed for
britidening, and depolarization of spectral lines) that otho hydroe are allowed for

de.ermine the energy balance aod the spectral charac- hydrogen because of the Pauli exclusion

eristics of astrophysical obsevations are determined principle.

by the anisotropic part of these forces. 3. Finally, ortho hydrogen is slightly larger
An accurate determination of the inter- than para hydrogen because of ren-

molecular potential of two hydrogen molecules trifugai forces. Therefore, the sphetical
would be important to the ultimate goal of as well as the anisotrnpic components of
theoretical chemistry: (a) given the molecular in- the molecular force lield are affected.

Steraction between molecules, calculate their Recently, elaborate calculatio', ct the intermolecular
, macroscopic properties; or (b) more ambitious- forces between hydrogen molecules have been carried

ly, predict intermolecular properties completely out by solving the Scarodinger equation (Ref. 3)$Ifrom fundamental principles and use them to numerically. In an ttenpt to assess the accuracy of
pmedict macroscopic properties, the potential energy surface, scattering calculations

have been made (Ref. 4) and the results were inserted
into the relevant kinetic theory expressions for

DISCUSSION transport coefficiets (Ref. 5).

Although gas transport properties such as dif- The resultant viscosity differences are shown in
fusion, viscosity, or heat conduction are insensitie Fig. I. Almost perfect agreement is observed with one
(to within 2 to 4%) to the anisotropy of inter- set of expermental results (Ref. 2), i.e., for a normal
molecular forces, within that error margin they ortho-para hydrogen mixture (75074 ortho). Because

124 characterize the orientational average of the forces this concentratton is probably the most accurate, the



a Experimental (Ref. 1) agreement with experiment is quite satisfactory, and
a Experimental (Ref. 2) one may conclude that the new H-H 2 potential

1, 1 Early potential energy surfaces (Ref. 3) energy surface is quite accurate. Also shown are the
III Latest potential energy surfaces (Ref. 3)eut fa ale acuain(e.5 htue

Bk. B. C. D Ref. 5 rslso nerircluain(e.5 htue

0 semni-empirical potential energy surface. One may

D enumerated above - quantum symmetry differences,
III anisotropy, and centrifugal stretching - contributes

equally to the observed quantum differences.
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EXCITATION OF AN ELASTIC HALF-SPACE
BY ABURIED LINE SOURCE OFCONICAL WAVES

.4 foma swud has bte, obtained to the BACKGROUND
;;ro~~t 'f ispacemnt rodu~d y raiaton fom o detect leaks in underground gas distributiona buried line sourcTe of cG..rcal woves pr .e,!gating at a

constant phas-' velocity, c, ins an isufaoic e~lastic half, lines %%ith the actihe acoustic method, a sound signal
space, The determination of t/he properties of surfate is excited in the gas %%ithin a pipe, arid the component
displacements is essential to any program evaluating of' earth surface displacement caused b) elastic distur-
the integrity oftiburied pipe lines. bances associated with the leak is measured. An 125



obstacle to this method of leak detection is the k, =k2
coherent wall radiation of an intact pipe. Thus, the
characteristics of such radiation must be known if
one is to differentiate successfully between signals
caused by a leak and those caused by the wall. An and
earlier theory (Ref. 1) to determine surface displace-
ments resulting from elastic waves excited by a
nonleaking pipe was confined to surface positions k, = - k0

2- .

directly over the pipe axis (epicenter). That theory
showed that epicenter surface displacements are ac-
counted for by radiated compressional and shear
waves and that the displacements exhibit a series of = c.lc with w being the angular frequency. Thewavesa and mitihat wth een exhibitauseri of iradial coordinate is r = x2 + .', and 1o I (x) is themaxma a and minimna wilth frequency because of the zero-order Hankel function of the second kind. Themarkedly different propagation velocities of these condition for radiation is that arguments of thetypes of waves. Theoretical predictions were con- Hankel functions mus be real, requiring e to befirmed by experiment (Ref. ). greater than a or 0. This condition holds for pipes

The general theory of disturbances excited in filled with air or methane, buried in clay or in sandy
' an isotropic elastic half-space by axisymmetric pipe soils (Ref. I). The constants A and B are determined

wall vibrations is described in this article. As in tie by boundary conditions at the pipe/earth interface
earlier theory, the pipe excites both shear and com. (continuity of radial and longitudinal displacements).
pressional conical waves that are reflected from the The difficulty with this problem arises when
surface. Unlike the previous theory, which resorted to wae iclidric c rinates wh
a plane wa,e approximation for conical waves valid conical waves in cylindrical coordinates interact with

at the epicenter, this theory holds for a general posi. a planar surface. At the stress-free surface, normal
tion on the surface of, or within, the half-space. It (P,.) and tangential (P. and P,) stresses must
takes into account curved wave fronts and diffraction vanish. These stresses are functions of the compres-
phenomena associated with their interaction with a sionalandshearpotenials;e.g.,

planar surface. Expressions for surface displacements P.. = 0 + 2p(o ,al +e + ewJ1xVy
are derived in the form of integrals that must be - :/,ayaz)
evaluated approximately. Using the method of
steepest descents, the integrals are evaluated for small where X and i are the Lam6 constants for the half-

-4 perpendicular distances from the epicenter. At the space. The Hankel functions in the potentials describ-
V epicenter, this theory coincides with the earlier one. ing the radiation field are decomposed into their

Cartesian components using an integral representation
before they are substituted in the stress equations.

DISCUSSION The solution proceeds by introducing an image
source located a distance above the surface equal to

Pressure variations, p, accompanying the prop- the depth of the pipe. For an incident compressional
agation of an acoustic plane wave within a pipe result wave, the image source ensures that normal stress
in axisymmetric displacements of the pipe wall. An
exaggerated view nf this phenomena is shown in Fig.
I, where arrows in the external medium indicate pipe
wall displacement. The vibrating wall generates elastic
waves in the earth characterized by the compressional Z
and shear potentials 0 and , respectively, which
satisfy v2  = (llaZ)8Olat" and V¢ =(l/ 2)az/0t-'. The compressional wave velocity, a,

and shear wave velocity, 0, are determined by the . _
elastic constants of the earth. Solutions to these vave pa
equations representing concial waves radiating out- P0 exp|Y wt - ky)) d
ward from the pipe are as follows:

0 = AHo t ) (kcr) exp [i(e - k0y) I
and

= BHo ) (ksr) exp [i(odt - k0Y) I , Fig. I Pipe section shossing radial and longitudinal Aall
diplacemenhi produced b) internal acoustic pressure

126 where k, and k, are wave vectors and ,,afitlons.
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vanishes at the surface but not the tangential corn- from this singularity must be included, and similarly
ponents. Similarly, for an incident shear wave, the for the branch points at k, and k. This suggests that
image source ensures that tangential stresses vanish at there is a minimum distance, x, before diffraction ef-
the surface but not the normal component. In order fects (such as surface "head" waves associated ap-
for stresses to vanish at the surface, an additional proximately with k, and ks, and the surface Rayleigh
compressional component and two shear components wave) begin to form. The ratio of the minimum
must be added to both cases of incident compression epicenter distance to the pipe depth, x,/h, for
and shear waves and their respective image sources. Rayleigh wave formation is plotted in Fig. 3 as a

r efunction of phase velocity, c. The dashed line cor-
For example, for a compressional wave inc - responds to the two-dimensional limit, c- oo.

dent on a planar surface, the complete solution is
given in terms of the compressional potential, 0' = The vertical surface displacement at x = 0

+ 0 , and the shear potential, 4 =0k,1 + 4,yj. evaluated by the method of steepest descents is equal
The displacement, s(u,vxw), is s = VO + Vx4,. This to that found using the plane wave appro-imation of
represents the formal solution to the problem in the Ref. 1, since the two approximations are equivalent at
sense that the potentials are expressed in the form of the epicenter. The theory for an incident axisymmetric
integrals that can only be evaluated approximately. shear wave is almost the same. The total displacement
For instance, the vertical displacement of the earth's is found by summing displacements for incident shear
surface resulting from an incident compressional wave and compression.
is

2iA () k &[2(k"+ko:)-k.:l
F(k2 +k, 2 ) (ak

exp Ii(sw - kty + i/is,, - &v) I dk (I)

where he is the pipe depth, , = where 0 R

R(v,,) -0, and F(k" + k,) is the Rayleigh fusc- m ks k

tion: k k

F(k2 + ko-) = [2(k' + k0,) - kiW"

- 4(k. + ko1)v', . (2)

Similarly, ,, = 02 - k,- where R() a 0. Equa- (t})
tion I is evaluated in the complex k plane (Fig. 2).

The integration path must avoid singularities
of the interand. These singularities constitute a k8
branch cut along the negative imaginary axis from
-ioo to thf: origin and along the real axis from 0 km  kc  ks

through th: branch point k, to the branch point k.
The Rayleigh function has a simple pole when
k = k, = VkJ-kO2, where k, = w/y and y equals
the velocity of the Rayleigh surface wave. The in-
tegral, Eq. 1, is in a form suitable for evaluation by Mc)
the method of steepest descents (Ref. 2).

The steepest descent path is roughly a parabola
(Fig. 2a) beginning in the third quadrant and ending
in the fourth quadrant with a maximum in the first 0
quadrant. The path passes through the saddle point, k k
k,,, which is on the real axis and varies from 0 for x
= 0 to k, when x-co. As x increases, the latus rec-

~tum of the parabola decreases until the steepest des.

cent path encounters the singularities, where it must
be distorted to avoid them (Figs. 2b and 2c). When x
increases to the point where the path recuts the real
axis to the left of the Rayleigh pole, the contribution Fig.2 Slepestdesceni paths. 127
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0.75 planar surface system. This suggests that monitoring
horiiontal displacement, u, instead of vertical
displacement, w would minimize interference from

0.50 - the wall radiation and thus maximize detectability of
leak-related signals. A significant reduction of it at
x = 0 has been confirmed experimentally at the APL

0.25 -pipe line facility.
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VALENCE BOND STUDY OF HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS

AND STRUCTURE OF Kr2F AND THE F3= DEFECT IN LIF

A seniempirical valence bond (VB) wave the cryogenic stabilization of weakly bound species,
finction that includes correlation between electrons of laser-based spectroscopic methods, etc. are resulting
opposite spin has been used to calculate the electron- in the discovery of increasing numbers of weakly
nuclear, magnetic, hyperfine interaction constants bound molecular species that should not exist accord-
(hfe) in the triatonic radical Kr-F-Kr (Ref. 1) and ing to classical bonding theory. In addition to the
in the radical diation F3 = (Ref. 2). The latter fundamental scientific interest in these so-called
species exists as a radiation-induced defect in LiF. hypervalent radicals, their tendency to have strongly
Comparison of calculated and experinental lfc tas

s s aemitting states gives them practical importance in. cotfirined the electronic ground state as , attd has

determined the bond distances and electron charge laser applications. The foremost example is high-
distribution in these molecular species, which are of power ultraviolet lasers using the noble gas
special interest because their existence violates monolhalides.
classical chemical bonding theory. Furthermore, the
molecular parameters of the F3  center in LiF show The recent ESR identification of the para-
that it is the long-sought, but hitherto unidentified, magnetic molecule Kr2 F as a reaction product of
interstitial halogen aton interacting with two lattice F photolytically generated F atoms with a Kr matrix at
anions. 10 K (Ref. 3) is especially interesting because Kr2 F

violates the two bonding precepts that Kr forms no
t bonds and that F is monovalent. The E:SR work deter-

mined all components of the anisotropic hfc tensors

BACKGROUND of the Kr and F atoms. It showed that the Kr atoms

Modern spectroscopic techniques such as elec- are equivalent and that the molecule ha, the
128 tron spin resonance (tSR) spectroscopy combined with nondegenerate E;,, electronic ground state. This
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motivated the extension of our semiempirical VB Calculation of B, is relatively straightforward
model of hfc in diatomic hypervalent radicals (such a, because the unpaired electron is primarily located in
the noble gas monohalides and diatomic halogen valence p orbitals of the noble gas cation Kr'. and
anions) to include the triatomic species Kr,F so as to the halogen atom F.. Accordingly, BI.K, is approx-
check the FiSR results and estimate the molecular imately proportional to (I - x2)/2, which is the
parameters of Kr,F. weight factor of the ionic structure in Eq. I, whereas

B'.r is approximately proportional to X', which is the
The work recalled that some years ago Cohen weight factor of the neutral VB structure (Kr F. Kr).

el al. (Ref. 4) had observed a paramagnetic center However, there is an additional contribution to both
based on the F, ' dianion in X-irradiated LiF (V, B.y, and B,. from a cross term involving the neutral
center). Their ESR data indicated a large isotropic hc and ionic VB structures. rhis term, whose weight fac-
for the central F atom, implying a large unpaired toris
electron density in the 2s orbital of this atom. Since
this disagreed with molecular orbital (MO) theory
predicti. , for a nondegenerate 2E,, ground state,
F3' was assigned the degenerate 211 ground state. 2
The assignment was questionable in view of the find-
ing that Kr,F has a 2E, ground state. Moreover, MO
theory is unable to deal with electron correlation in- (where S is an overlap integral with an order of
teractions, which are especially important in hyper- magnitude of 0.1 to 0.2), is especially important to
valent radicals. A VB investigation of whether the Bi,, because the direct term proportional to (I
F3 hfc could in fact be accounted for by the more - \)/2 is unusually small. Thus, \ can be determined
reasonable 2E,, ground state followed, from the experimental anisotropic hfc.

The origin of the isotropic hfc is more subtle
since none of the VB structures in Eq. 1 provides un-

DISCUSSION paired electron density in the atomic s orbitals. The
The magnetic hyperfine interactions between s-orbital density, and consequently the isotropic hfc,

the unpaired electron and a given nucleus of a results fron lthe following refinements:
paramagnetic molecule are described by an izotropic
and an anisotropic hfc, denoted a and B1, respective- I. Overlap. In the VII structure (Kr F. Kr),
ly (Refs. I and 2). The value of a is determined by a small amount of the unpaired electron
the unpaired electron density in the spherically sym- density in the F pz orbital (i.e., a p
metrical s orbitals of the atom to which the nucleus directed along the molecular bond) is
belongs; B, is determined by unpaired electron densi- transferred to the terminal Kr s orbitals
ty in the nonspherically symmetric atomic orbitals, in via the overlap of the FPZ and Kr, or-
this case the p orbitals. These constants are computed bitals. However, since the F atom is at
with the VB wave function as outlined below for the inversion symmetry center of the 2'r,
KrF. The computation proceeds in much the same molecule, the overlap contribution to the
way for F3 -. isotropic F hfc from the structures

The VB wave function for KrF is a linear (Kr' F Kr) and (Kr F Kr must

combination of neutral and ionic VB structures, i.e.,
2. Polarization. In the ionic VB structures

(r(Kr'.F Kr) and (Kr F Kr'.), a spin-
21 T (KrF. Kr)+ selective polarization of the open shellS2 Kr' ion by the F anion contributes to

the Kr isotropic hfc. This occurs because
SKFKthe p larization-induced distortion of

* "PK1r . F- Kr)+ P(KrF- Krl.)] (1) those Kr s orbitals with the same spin asji the Kr 4pz orbital must not give them
where X = I v. the charge distribution parameter and any 4oz character (Pauli exclusion princi-
the dot denotes the location of the unpaired electron pie), whereas the polarization of the
in a given VB structure. Electron correlation is in- other Kr s orbitals is unrestricted,
cluded in this wave tunction by using different atomic resultin3 in a partial unpairing of he Kr
orbitals for a neutral atom and the corresponding ion s orbitals. There ,-re no polarizing
and by consideritg polariation effects. couloml interactions in the neutral VB 129



structure (Kr F. Kr); however, the van tal results at values of bond distance, R, and charge
der Waals interactions, which here are parameter, x, that give the closest fit. It is apparent
the polarization of the F atoms by the in- that the theoretical values agree very well with experi-
santaneous dipole moments of the Kr ment. Clearly, the tiSR spectra for both KrF and
atoms, have a similar effect, resulting in F3 ' are consistent with a ',, ground zlectronic state
a contribution to the F isotropic hfc. In if the wave function includes electron correlation.
fact, even if there were coulomb The internuclear distance and charge distribu-
polarizations in this structure as there are
portcorrsponsding is structurerr tion parameter for F.1 suggest that this center is an
forF tFe)corres ong F, I strcre interstitial atom, B, interacting with two lattice
(F F. F -), these one-electron interac-

tions could not produce unpaired electron halogen ions, A and C, as depicted in Fig. I. The

density in the s orbitals of an atom at the depzndencies of a(A) = a(C) and a(B) on R and X

symmetry center of a molecule. The are illustrated in Fig. 2. As expected, the isotiopic hfc
van de- Wels interactions, being two. decreases rapidly with R. The conclusion that F) ' is
electron interactions between electrons on primarily an interstitial atom in LiF is of significance
different atoms, do not suffer from this since it has long been sought as the natural partner of
diffetren tctio onot sue mehis tie F-center (electron at a negative ion vacancy).
symmetry restriction. MeO methods, even

those refined by including configuration
interaction, cannot account for the van
der Waals type of electron correlations
and, hence, erroneously predict very
small iotropic hfc for atoms at the sym.
meto center of E, and other highly sym- 11101
metrical radicals. C

3. Overlap.Polarization is a contribution to fi Li

the isotropic hfc from a combination of B 3.4 a0
the aforementioned overlap effect and
the polarization of the closed shell s or-
bitals. A

4. Atomic Ifc is the isotropic hfc of the
isolated Kr'. ion and the F. atom. The
term results from spin-dependent two-
electron interactions between the closed .
shell s orbitals and the unpaired electron
in the valence pz orbital. The atomic life

is knov n from experiment for the
halogen atoms, and the constant for
Kr'. was extrapolated from the halogen 38avalues. .-3 .8 ao-

Tlte results for both Kr,F and F3 - are given Fig. I Plane oY the .F lattice containing the interstitlal
in Table I where they are compared with experimen- halogen atom.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED IIYPERFINE CONSTANT'S (Ma)
OF KrZF AND F.3' WITH EXPERIMENTAL VALUFS

Molecule R(ao) X Nucleus a' h)  atth) ad.... B(th 1 It p)

KrF 4.88 0.96 "Kr 20.9 20 25.1 26.8
F 407.0 472.7 2816.0 2927.5

F3  3.40 0.91 F1l., 530 560 506 498
Fm'n"Irial i 612 599 2599 2543

130 Note: Th = theory, Exp = experiniental
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j THEORY OF CHEMICALLY INDUCED MAGNETIC POLARIZATION:
EFFECT OF S - T_. MWXING IN STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS

Free radical reactions in liquids often yield teraction, which provides rapid S.T_ -iking; and4 magnetically, polariz-ed products and reactants. De- (b) in reactions involving large radicals and or
tailed knowledge of the polarization mnechanismns viscous solutions wthere slow diffusion through the
enables important mnechanistic information to be ex- level crossing region provides a long S-T - mixing in-Itracted front the observed nuclear and electron spin fervad.
polarizations. (Qualitatively, intramnolecular magnetic
interactions promote reactions of a radical pair by,
aligning their electron spins in the antiparallel con-
figuration required for bond formiation. ) BACKGROUND

Recently, an integral equation method has been The essence of tlte radical pair m~echanismi of
used to investigate the mnixing of the reactive singlet chernically induced magnetic polarization is that the
state. S, of a radical pair with the lowest sublevel of magnetic hyperfine structure (hifs) interactions be-
their unreactive triplet state, T_- , as the diffusion of tween the nuclei and the unpaired electron of each
the molecules carries them through the separation rdclcncnetardclpi ntal na
where the levels cross (Ref. I). It is found that this uraical can l conetaradca spinitioal reiva
process contributes to the nuclear spin polarization of uingretseatre, an eernspi (Re. to. Nular spcin
the radical pair reaction products and to the electronsigesteadic esa(f.2.N larpn
spin polarization of the unreacted radials tin ttv states that are mbost4 efficient in effecing this conver-
cases. (a) when at least one component of the pair sion are favored in the rea,.tion products, in an exter-
has a large electron-nuclear magnetic hypeirine tin- nal magnetiii iield, this results tin a nuclear spin polar- 131



ization that is readily observed by nuclear magnetic T,
resonance spectroscopy. The process also yields dcec-
tron spin polarization of the unreacted radicals, the To
two phienomena being known as chemically induced
nucleat/electron polarization, or CIDNP/CIDEP. T-1

As shown in Fig. I, the valence interaction,
J(r). that is responsible for the respective bonding and
antibonding natures of the singlet and triplet states of
the pair is a short-range function of the inter-radical EnergygP
separation, r. The triplet state is split into three com.
ponents by the external magnetic fie!d. Most gpoH0
CIDNP/CIDEP results from mixing of the singlet
and the center (nonmagnetic) triplet sublevel, To, re
because those levels are degenerate over a range of r r---
beginning at a few molecular diameters and extending
to infinite separation. S-To mixing can occur over this
entire range, whereas S-T mixing is restricted to the
level crossing region (Ref. 2). Nevertheless. an in-
vestigation of CIDNP/CIDEP contributions from
S-T mixing was deemed desirable, partly because of S
the intrinsic interest and importance of level crossing

processes in chemical dynamics, but especially Fig. I Slnglet and triplet energy levels of a radical pair in an
because experimental work done elsewhere indicated external magnetic field a% a function of epaation.
that S.T_ mixing could contribute to the observed
polariations in cases involving either a large hfs in-
teraction and consequent rapid S.T mixing (this is Diffusion of the radicals in the liquid phase

reaction mixture obviously plays an important role inr e a liz e d il n tile i mn p o r ta n t c a s e w h e r e o n e c o m p o n e n tt h r a i l p i r m c n s . T e q u t t t v e r a .
of the radical pair is a hydrogen atom) or slow diffu- the radical pair mechanism. The quantitative treat-
sion throught the level crossing region. ment of diffusion is difficult because it requires solv-

ing the time-dependent Schr6dinger equation for the

radical-pair spin function, with J(r) a random func-
tion of time because of the diffusive motion. Previous

DISCUSSION treatments of the S-T_ mixing case have either been
highly approximate or required numerical solution

Hamion-and, except for one extremely limited- calculation,ian (Ref. 2): have been restricted to the weak magnetic field case.

The time-dependent Schr6dinger equation for
Xc(r) J -J(r) (V, + 2S, .S,) S-T mixing is 3c[r(t) I Rp = iOajRlOt , where 3C is

+ tta(gS 1.tt + g,S,.it) given by Eq. I and where RP = CS(1) IS) +
C_ (t) I T_ ) . Instead of 'aealing directly with the

+ A III -SI + A212.S, wave function coefficients Cs and Cr_ , which are
complex quantities, it is convenient to consider the 2

The first term is the spin-dependent %,alence interac- x 2 density matrix p formed from the Hermitian pro-
tion, where S, and S, arc the spins of the two duct of the coefficients as follows: p,(t) = CCJ" .
radicals. The remaining terms are (a) the Zeeman in- The Schr6dinger equation for p is Cp - p3C = iapi
teraction of the electron magnetic moments, A.g1 S at
and ug 2S,, with the external magnetic field, tt, and
(b) the electron-nuclear hyperfine interactions where 0 = fl(r) x p,
1, and 1, are nuclear spins on radicals I and 2 and dt

A, and A, are the corresponding hyperfine constants. /p
nThe hfs interactions are weak compared with the ex- P, =( p. ; (2)

change and Zeeman interactions and thus can mix the pZ
electron spin states only at separations where the lat- J

ter interactions are zero, as in the S-To case, or cancel =

each other, as in the S-T level crossing case depi,'ed (1(r) =- ) .132 inFig.I. \J(r) -1,. (g1 + g2 )H



This equation is simplified and its physical where p', is the Laplace transform of p,. The system of
significance revealed by transforming p as follows: three coupled differential equations described by Eq. 3

Po -P ss + Pr- r-, P: =Ps5 - P- T-, P% = Psi can be transformed, using Green functions, into a

+ p_s, and p,. = -i(psr- - Pr-s), where the single integral equation for the polarization p. (Refs. I

transformed components of p are all real (Refs. I and 3). For the case of an exponentially decaying

and 3). Because the radical pair is always a singlet, a valence interaction (i.e., J(r) = Joe- 11), the required

triplet, or some combination of these states, PA = 1. Green functions can be expressed as Bessell functions of

The relative amounts of singlet and triplet character complex order and argument (Ref. I). Since the

are given by p.; in particular, if the state was initially deviation of 1p.I from its original vaue of unity is

a pure singlet (p.(O) = II, then p.(O) - p () gives small, the integral equation can be solved by expansion

the amount of triplet mixing that has occurred by in a Neumann series. In the original paper (Ref. I) the

time .In the absence of diffusion, the time evolution resulting expression for the polarization was a corn-

of the transformed density matrix is given by the sie- plicaied series that had to be evaluated numerically, but

pie vector equation: very recently this series has been evaluated analytically
to obtain a simple expression for the polariation.

According to Eq. 2, the rate of change of p,. at
any time is a rotation of magnitude Q about an axis r
in the direction of 0. For an initial singlet-state P = w (4)
radical pair, the development of polarization via 21,ig, + g2)H \D

S-T. mixing corresponds to rotation of the vector p,
away from its initial state: p.(O) = I, p,(O) = 0, where r, is the level crossing separation and all other
p (O) = 0 . (Similar considerations apply to the initial quantities have been defined previously.
triplet case when p,(O) = - I .) However, when the Clearly, the S.T mixing occurs in the level
radicals are close tcgether (as they are initially), crossing region and is favored by rapid singlet-triplet
J(r) > > Vp (g1 + g, )H > >a . When they are mixing (large A) and slow diffusion through the level
far apart, J(r) = 0 and Vj,(gj + g,)t > >a for
the large H case. In each case depicted in Figs. 2a crossing (iar. ;',/D). The theory agrees well with
and 2crgrespectively, ea is anearly iparallel Forsan2 experiment if the range of the exponentially decayingand 2c, respectively, 0l is nearly parallel or an- exchange interaction (given by I/X) is of the order of'
tiparallel to the z axis, and t~e rotation of p, about 0 ecn teracton (iey s the rder o

doesnotchage p. Hwevr, i th leel cossrigtwo to eight molecular diameters, thus providinga
does not change p.. However, in the level crossiig crude but useful estimate of this chemically importantregion, J(r) Vzp (g + g)Jt and f0 a is

directed along the negative x axis. Then, rotation of quantity.

p, about 0 changes p., from its initial value of unity, (a) (b) (c
leading to S.T mixing and magnetic polarization. z
Unless the hfs interaction is very large or the radicals
diffuse very slowly, the S-77' mixing and polarization
will be small, because the rapid variation of J(r) with I
r severely limits the extent of the crossing region, p(t)
making it unlikely that the radicals will remain in the z

crossing region for the time of order I/a = 10 ' to -a
10 -9 s as is required for an appreciable rotation of p, Joe'Xr I Pv(O)
abo'tt the x axis. This level crossing case is depicted I PV(t
inF> b. I X I YThe problem is treated quantitatively by add- Pv() - II

in g a d iffu sio n te rm to E q .2 , o b ta in in g (x P y
a-H S

p,(r,t alpr,t)
O t0-'----D + l(r) x p,(rt). (3) x Y

Fig. 2 Vector model of S-T_ mising. (a) Large %alence in-
leraclion o hen radicals are close together inhibits singlel-triplet

Sincwe are interested ia the polarization in the long miing. (b) Valence and Zeeman interactions cancel in the S-
time limit (t-co) the time dependence can be T- lesel crossing region, enabling singlet-triplet ,tixing. (c)
eliminated from Eq. 3 by taking the Laplace transform Large Zeeman intera~tion %shen radicals are iidel) separated
and using the theorem lim sp', (s) = lim p, ( ) inhibits singlel.triplet miing. Here J(r) = Jex' and i =133

s-0 - ' gi) l.
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ISING MODEL OF PHASE TRANSITIONS

Study, of the nearest-neighbor Ising modlel has --component of spin in the itll lattice site and takes

been /)articltlarly, rewarding for deduocing the behavior the values ± 1. The model has becn surprisingly suc-
of phase transitions in; the immtediate :'icintitiv of their cessful in describing behavior n~ear the critical point,
critival points. A lthough certain universality principles but ob~ ions deviations are observed away front the
show that such critical point behavior is inisensitive' to critical region.
p~ossib~le higher-neighbor interactions, there are no
genteral prnilsthat van be uelto dehc eairCertain universality principles predict that
awvay front the critical points. In a collaborative pro. critical point behavior should be insensitive to possi-

gramit-tlt rofesor aulMeijr oftheCathlicUni blehighr-n igh neractiho s n modeels (ihe.ar

BAghR-nihOUN allog jvng interaction s taong mavoroie his neihbor
regon.s oin the t itc-diene-ic aie nalydlhs

P1hase transitions are some of the most con- o telse seie show hat ora ivn ntere-uilatmic poaysi
mion and obvious phenomena in nature They occur tetf l thes ermodynamic eha ior d eiteratmi pri.
in such diverse systems as ferromiagnets, binary tanlyby te effective nubeir of detineor ofrth
alloys. guses, and polymecric solutions. At absolute ptniladi oeo esidpneto h e
zero temperature, these systetms exist iii a lper( Iectly potiail sae i oeo esneedn of the potntal
ordered state (e.g., tile spin axes of tile ferromagnet tie hp fteptnil

are aligned parallel to one another); above a critical
J temperature they exist in a disordered state (e.g., the
4axes are oriented randomly). The thermodynamic be- DISCUSSION

ha~ ior of the systems near their critical poinlts is Diagrammatic techniques have proven ex-Iremarkably similar, aild this fact has stimulated tremely beneficial lin deseloping series expansionls for
theoretical studies of the Ising niodel iil whichl tle tile thermodynanmic properties of ising nmodels. A
systemls are equivalent, convenient expression for the Helmholtz free energy

The simple nearest-neighbor Ising model of a of the Ising miodel of the gas-liquid transition is given
spin-one-half ferromagnet considers a crystalline lat- in Fig. I to terms exact thlroughl sixth ordet in inverse
tice that is occupied by magnetic molecules vsllose temperature. There, 3 is the usual temperature factor
en~ergy of interaction is - iStaS3  if i aild i are (k87) 1, L is the number of lattice sites, and p is tile
nearest neighlbors aild is zero otllers; se. Here, - J is denlsity of the lattice gas (fraction of lattice sites that

134 (the strength ot interaction; S,'- is the nlormlalized are occupied). We liase esaluated the diagranis for a



-jF-L( pinp+ 0 -p) Jn(l-p)] 1.00

+A ~ T)0.90- MVW 11/4, 1, 3/8, 1
+ O(T-7)S3 11,2-3/2,3-3/2,4-3/2

O(T7 )M . .8 MS6 [1. 4 x 2-3, 1.5 x 3-3, 4 x 4-3

O(T-7) 0.0S6 11,2-3,3-3,4-3

* (T- 7)

~ O(T-71 0.60-

* O(T- 71 I I I I

O(-)0 0.20 0.40 T/C0.60 0.80 1.00

Fig. I lDiagrainattc e~preoion for a high-temoperature Fig. 2 Coe~kience curv% for fourthi-neighbor Ising models In
espansion of the free energ), F, of the lattice gas volud at ar- A hith the interaction energies base been chosen so as to imlic
blirary densit). Here LI. s the number of latice %lies, p Is lit various model potentials. The potentials are the Sutherland
number densit) (fraction) of %Ites that are occupied, Is th inverse-slsth and -third pomer miodells, and nmodified Suther-
usual lloltzmianii temperature factor, and O(T- 7) dencte% that land third and Van der Waal's potentilsk. The modification at-
lte nest terms are or ordler temperature 1to the inius. sesenth tempts to account for the fact that the numiber of lattice sites I"
posser. the lth-nelghbor ring of the face-centered-cubic lattice does not

decrease sitth the inserse square oif distance as it Asould ssith a
continuum model. The niolecutar-field (infinite range) curiie is
labeledNMV.

fourth-neighbor model on the race-centered-cubic lat-
tice. The task was tedious but relatively straightfor-
ward and resulted in an expression of the formi energy and may be represented geotmetrically by the

surface p) = p(p, 7), where p is pressure. Equivalently.
-(j3F/L) = -p M p -(I p) IN1 (I - p) one can) obtain [lie chemical potential, it, as a fune

tion of density and temperature. The chemical poten-
4 tial has the advantage that the transition front the liq-

+ ~ 7 IJ)~ ~ 1 tn. 4 ,~"uid to the gaseous state occurs at a critical value of
in 1 t ~chemical potential, it,,. which is constant for a given

interaction model. Thus, using the condition " =p,

+O(T- 7)= p7), one can determitne the density at which the
() transitiotn occurs as a function of temperature. This

transition line (which is analogous to the coexistence
Here, J, is the value of the interatomic potential be- cur~e of the p(p,7) surface) is equisalcnt to the zero
t-.,een two molecules that are ith nearest neighbors of field magnetization curse for a ferromagnet.

We have analyzed Eq. I to obtain the transi-one another, N = it, , and denotes a i
4=1 In, Ition lines for various potentials. They are given i

sum over the positive integers In,, it,, n3, n4 1 such that Fig. 2, where the density of the ltquid is plottcd as a
N :5 6. The coefficients C(n1 ,, , t1; in) depend function of thre ratio of temperature to critical
on the lattice type (e.g., simple cubic, face-.entered tetmperature (TIT,). Trhe Ising model is s~mnretric
cutbic, body-centered cubic), and O( T ") denotes that about the densit) p = - so that the gaseous transi-
the correction terms are of order temperature to the tion lines (%alues of p < ',.) are obtained easil). The
inverse seventh power. We verified that Eq. I reduces to form of Eq. I makes it obs ious that such phase
the results that others had obtained for special cases. diagrams are unaffected b) the ;.,troduvtion of a

multiplicative scale factor in the energies, and we
The equation of state can be obtained by have elected to choose the scale factor so that the

straight forward differentiation of the Helmholtz free largest J, is unity. The other interaction energies are 135



selected so as to mimic various model potentials. The model and is 13.8 for S6. We have examined many
specific models are: Sutherland inverse-cubic (S3) and other model potentials. In all but one, the transition
inverse-sixth-power (S6) potentials, a modified equal, curve is determined primarily by the value of q and is
strength (MVW) potential, and a modified Sutherland more oi less independent of the shape of the potential.
inverse-sixth-power (MS6) potential. The values of J,
for the models are given in Fig. 2. The modified
potentials attempt to account for the fact that the
number of ith-neighbor sites on the face-centered. REFERENCE
cubic lattice is not proportional o the square of the I .R A. I arrel, S. Farem .T. Sulhvan S. Vmlo aniichb and PI-, t:.. Me 0~cr, Ccoe|n1we¢ Cur\¢c, lo I ourih-N~ighbtor I,,mn
ith.neighbor separation distance, as it would be in Modelk on the Iace-Centred.Cubi Latice", Phs Rev. 8 19.

continuum models. 1979. p.4703.

Setting the largest J equal to unity allows us to Authors: R, A. Farreland S. Favin (A PL)

interpret q w ZJ, as an effective number of near- and J. T. Sullivan, S. Vitnolvanich, and P
H. E. Meijer (Catholic University)

est neighbors. The transition line curves in Fig. 2 can be
ordered according to the effective number of nearest Support: NA VSEASYSCOM and Office of Naval
neighbors, which is infinite for the molecular field (MP) Research

THEORY OF VISION

A comprehensive theory of visual sensation vector space-time function. Thus, existing achromatic
was developed froth accepted basic principles of brightness and invariant color studies are seen as the
human vision into a ina;hematical formi suitable for special cases of scalar field and constant vector as-
quantitative investigations. The theory was then pects of the theory, respectively. The visual sensationW elaborated by vector-functional analysis of a variety vector was related through a physiological visual sys-,, of visual plhenomena, yielding interpretations of old vco a eae hog hsooia iulss
experiments and preditions ofnew observtions o tern operator back to photoreceptor quantum absorp-e t oe oervti. tions. A vector functional analysis of the light-to-

sensation transmutation then provided a unified quan-4 titative theory for application to a variety of visual
BACKGROUND experiments. Tie theory elucidaes existing orightnesq-

Human vision is built up from elemental sensa- contrast studies and standard color models, provides
color vision generalizations of classic space-timetions (viz., color and brightness variations in time and brightess laws, analyzes ,avelength-ptlse and color-

space), which thus lie at these s of all visual cx- flicker experiments, and yields an understanding of
perence. There has been extensive study of achromat- heterochromatic luminance additi,,it5 for flicker and
ic brightness variations and of essentially invariant
color sensations. But little attention has been devoted
to full chromatc spatial-temporal variations. Toward
a unified analysis of the various aspects of vision, -e
have ,ormulated a comprehensive theory of visual DISCUSSION
sensation based on the Helmholtz and Hering prin. Briefly, the theory separates isual sensation

S i ciples of vision.
into cemponents of color and brightness as functions

+ The theory is in mathematical form, in which of space and time. Brightness refers to the magnitude
136 the brightness-color sensation elements constitute a of the visual sensation, while color may be reduced to



the Hering color-opponent pairs, "red" versus A
"green" and "blue" versus "yellow," and the
relative proportion of "white" in a sensation. Thus, "White"
we describe visual sensation by a three-dimensional VAW - - - -
space (Fig. I): a tritanopic (7) axis represents redness
versus greenness, a deuteranopic (D) axis represents
blueness versus yellowness, and an achromatic (A) I
semiaxis represents whiteness (with black located at
the origin). In this geometry, the visual sensation is
represented by the vector V; components V,1, V1, VI)
completely describe the color and brightness attributes
of sensation. Each vector component is a function of
sensory time and space:T e

V, lt',x',y') (s =A, T, D) ( 1)
Ultimately, these functions underlie sensations of. .- - --- ',.

location form, movernen', and change. DO °NV..VTM

To study the spa,e-time sensory field function

(I), we consider a varying light stimulation of spectral
distribution PX(t, x, y) at retinal position x, y at time Fig. I Geometric representation of visual sensation, in the

I. y Hlmhltzan hotabsrpton n cnes(RG.three orthogonal dimensions (A. 7. D). Brightness, Is given by
t. By Helmholtzean photoabsorption in cones (R, C, the magnitude, V , and color by the relative components *'4,
B) and rods (S), this illumination is transformed into V, , I',. All are functions of the sensory space-time coor.
a four-vector of effective quantum absorptions. dluates 7 a V ,x',

Q txyt ) = dh Px lt(,x.y)ax (t.xy)

periment may be regarded as a step function in x. The
(a = RGB,S) , (2) observer presumably attends to a neighborhaod about

the border, Consequently, the high-frequency portion

where ax represents the R, G, , S spectral sen- of the Fourier expansion of the stimulus step deter-
sitivities. The quantum absorptions, Q,, initiate the mines the distinctness of the border. We can linearize
subsequent physiological operations of the visual VA(x') in the latter fine-scale variation in the form
system (denoted generically as the spatio-temporal Va(x')= VA(x') + AVA(x'), where Va(x') is the

j vector operator, fl... I) that transmute the Helm- nonlinear result of low spatial frequency components
holtzean vector, Q, into the Heringean sensory vector, and AVA(x') is the linear high-frequency part of the
V. Thus, the sensation-light field relationship is writ- sensation. VA°(x') can be thought of as a blurred ap-
ten in component form as proximation to the step response VA(x'), shown

schematically in Fig. 2a, and aVA (x') is the dif-i,(t', x', Y') I ,lQ,(, x, I ference between VA(x') and Va 0(x') (see Fig. 2B).
Border distinctness then may be defined as the change

(s = AT,D; a = R,G.B,S) (3) in AV(x') across the border, i.e., '3AV(x')/ax' in
Fig. 2c.

Among other operations in the Helmholtz-Hering From Eq. 3 we can write
""- transmutation, the -, IQ, I represent the space-time

dynamics with which this theory is largely concerned.

As an example of the application of the AV(x) =  [ dx fa(x',x)11(x) ]Q, (4)

I theory, consider minimally distinct border (MDB)
observations. The MDB techniqt., requires the in terms of tne Green's function matrix 5,,,
observer to minimize the "distinctness" of the border representing the linearized operator in Eq. 3 (xiz.,
separating differently colored lialf-fieads by adjusting 54,/6Q), %here H(x) denotes the high frequency part
the intensities of one or both halves. To the extent of the Fourier expansion of the unit step function and
that the MDB judgment is independent _ the color IQ,, is the difference between phooreceptor absorp-
differences between the two half-fields, and from tions resulting from test and from ccmparison
evidet.Le that has been adduced, we assume that the stimuli. This leads to a set of eouations for luminance
MDB o pends mainly on the achromatic sensation tatches for which the MDB operation may be
component, V.. The stimulus field in the MDB ex- represented as OAVA(x')/Ox' = 0. Since AQ, enters 137



VA(X')only as multiplicative factors in Eq. 4, this yields
0===b.-Abney's law of scalar additivity for hetcrochromatic

MDB observations, which is in agreement with expcri-
VAO(X,)Mentl.

(a) As illustrated by a number of oilier applica-
tions in Ref. 1. the theory furnishes a rigorous
mathematical base for u.,; icd analysis of experimen-

,X, tal approaches to varied aspects of visual sensation.
I AVA(X*) Thus the theory cotntributes to a quantitative comn-

(b) prehension of the setnsory elements underlying human
visual experience - a comprehension that is essetntial
in many research and practical contexts.

K aVx REFERENCES
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INTRODUCTION

The recognition that great cities continue to play a key role in maintaining
the nation's vitality has spurred renewed interest in the institutional structures
that support urban life. Through a variety of special projects, APL has par-
ticipated in and contributed to programs for developing and applying modern
technology to a variety of civilian problems directly relevant to current urban
issues. The programs have included transportation, fire research, flight aircraft
safety studies, the siting of power plant facilities near urban centers, healh care
delivery systems, and, more recently, the location of leaks in buried natural.gas
distribution lines. While not all of these program areas are included here. several
are brought together in an effort to provide a unifying perspective on their scope
and their relationship to urban life.

Public transportation facilities in the United States have become severely
limited in recent decades as a result of the dispersed travel patterns characteristic
of our urban areas, the inability of public transportation to compete with the
automobile in convenience and travel time, and sharply rising labor costs.
However, because of the need to provide an alternative to the automobile, there
has been increasing interest in the development of fully automated transit
systems that eventually may be able to provide a high level of service to an entire
metropolitan region.

Since 1969, APL has conducted major programs to improve trans-
-. portation in our urban centers. The efforts have included research and

development directed at determining the requirements and constraints of an
automated control system, variou% approaches to ,olving the control problem,
and technical assistance to publi- agencies in the conduct of their automated
transit system programs. The Laboratory has been investigating the

4 requirements imposed on an automated control system as the headway (i.e., tile
spacing between vehicles) is reduced. The first article discusses the hardy are
requ;rements and the control law pertinent to the implementation of a vehicle-

.3 follower system.
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The APL Fire Program deals with four major areas related to fire:
combustion research, fire casualties analysis, fire operations assessment, alid
technical information transfer both within the fire community and between tihe
fire community and the public. The effort is interdisciplinary and includes
collaboration with the School of Hygiene and Public Health of The Johns
Hopkins University and with fire and health agencies of the State of Maryland.
The program addresses four questions: (1) What are the physical causes and
medical consequences of fires that lead to fatalities or injuries? (2) What useful
devices or practices can be designed for the fire service or the population at
large? (3) What are the information needs of the fire field, and how can they be
strengthened? (4) What chemical factors control tile ignition and extinction of
flames?

lhe second article in this section rcpotts ol efforts to relate tile
demographic data on fire victims with the causes of fire starts and their medical
consequences and thus to arrive at conclusions about more effective preventive

measures. The next article reports on measurements of flammable gases evolving
from a burning, char-forming plastic. Better understanding of tile chemistry
involved in the ignition, fire spread, and extinction behavior of plastics may lead
to better chemical means to inhibit and extinguish unwanted fires.

The last article in this section discusses the development of a unique

(enote sensing technique for studying air motion and diffusion. Using en.
, vironmentally safe microscopic fluorescent particles as tracers and a lidar system

as the remote sensor, it permits the detection of atmospheric tracers in much
smaller quantities than was previously possible. The technique should aid future
studies of stack plumes, especially near urban centers where the environmental
background limits study to the immediate vicinity of tile stack when more
conventional techniques ire used.

-i

J
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IMPLEMENTATION OF A VEHICLE-FOLLOWER CONTROL
LAW FOR SHORT-HEADWAY AGT SYSTEMS

The implnementation of a vehicle.follower con- provision is made for anticipating sudden motions
tras law for shorthedway Automated Guideway (Ref. 2). In addition, a "kinematic constraint," irn-
Transit (AGT) Sy'stems has beeni xamined in terms posed by ride quality limits on vehicle acceleration
of required sensor accuracy, controller structure, and and jerk, must be satisfied. The difficulties en-
data transmission requirements. For the first tinte in countered in controlling a vehicle subject to the
at attomated transit study, an anal)sis has been kinematic constraint have been rcsolved by a con.
perforned to select data rate. allowable tine delay.
and controller gain to assure string stability and ac- troller that is a nonlinear function of states (Ref. 1).
ceptabledynamicresponse. The controller thus provides a baseline system that

can be used in a study of implementation techniques.

BACKGROUND The design of the controller structure involves
BACKGOND aquestions concerning the distribution of control com

AGT systems represent a new class of urban putation between on-board and wayside devices, the
transport in which automatically controlled vehicles type of inforination exdnged between the wayside
operate on dedicated guideway networks. At the short and the vhicu, and the rate of information exit headways necessary for adequate capacity. intervchi- change. Many implementations lead to a hierarchical

icle spangs and velocities must be regulated accurate control structure under which a wayside control
ly to assure sae and reliable operation. For this pur- device has jurisdiction over a string (.f vehicles on a
pose, two basic approacpes have been suggested for section of guideway. As a result, the question of con.
the longitudinal control of vehicles. One, point trol distribution is whether control loops should be
following, assigns eah vehicle to a movin; cell, the closed on board trle vehicle or through the wayside
cells being propagated along tie guideway network at computer. In general, the former approa. nay pbe
predetarmined velocities and spacings. The other, loosely classified as providing a "smart" vehicle,
vehicle following, which is speifically considered in while the latter approach yields a "dumb" vehicle,
this task allows communication between successive alhough many intermediates exist.
vehicles so the motion of a vehicle is controlledTm e lse rgulate noasectino
in accordance with the motion of its immediate front digitalanalog interfaces, and word lengths are

Sreqiredcsomutnpractical problems that also affect system perfor-
Tre stringent requirements for short-headway mance. Titus a fundamental consideration in im-

syFtems are a challenging problem in the appliation plementing a conl a i fle trade-off betweenof modern control system engineering. Previous hardware requirements and system response. In par-

analyses and simulations have shown that the ap- ticular, at short headways iommunication costs may
proach discussed in Ref. satisfies the requirements be significant because of the large n.her of rehitng
imposed of the controller. The current task is that must be closely regulated on a section of
directed at ealu natin onsorons 'oa the guideway. Consequently it is besefiial to minimize
required ompntatuionand communications hac do are. the data rate to each ,.hicle ithout impairing the

ride qualiy as specified by jerk and acceleration
] • ~DISCUSSIONliis

; ]Preliminary studies (Ref. 3) of the iniplenienta.

ThesFour fundamental elements constitute the ireq tion of a nonli uar vehicle follower control law (Ref.
plementation of a vehiclefollowing or a pointIfor on 'way operatin demonstrated the ad-following strategy: vantages of a s[mart vehicle in terms of the data sam-

T . Design of abasiccontrollaw, pie rate from wayside to vehicle and the resulting
1422. Design of the controller structure, system response. Furthermore, tie number of bits re-

:" 3. Determination of sensor ac,:uracy re- quired for information transmission and on-board

Squirements, and computation were determined in conjunction with the
I 4. Seletio of yste paametrscorresponding sample rates. However, that study' did

i not consider alternative controller configurations that
These elem ents are discussed below , in turn, with e ma - m y rd c h e u r d d t a e .T i s e t imaysi onuc the vehicled folowe aptproach., eraphass onthevehile-flloer aproahnformation may be c:ombined at wayside rather than

The coupling of v ehicles under the vehicle- on the vechicle, resulting in fev, er bits being needed to
,. 142 folinrg btrateg) %.an ,ause abrupt maneuvers unless represent the transmitted information. Using tits ap-



proach, the four configurations investigated by com-
puter simulation have been shown to reduce the re-
quired data rate between vehicle and wayside. Tu seconds

Another aspect of implementation that affects _'I ..... llofl1,
overall system cost is the sensor accuracy re- .,,,control),.
quirements. There are many techniques for measuring 9i d
vehicle states directly or indirectly. In a vehicle- Uplink

following strategy, it seems most appropriate for each L
vehicle to measure directly the states of the im-
mediately preceding vehicle (by microwave, laser, and
acoustic methods). However, such schemes have not
been successful technically and create operating prob. p 'i "g

lemis in the event of failure. Thus, the simplest system
would be one in which vehicle position is determined Downlink
by markers in the guideway. As a vehicle passes over TD . seconds
each marker, the event is recorded by the vehicle itself / ay ' Il
or by the wayside. Because of failure conbiderations, r
wayside monitoring of vehicle position probably will
be the more attractive. This study investigated the ac-
curacy of position and velocity estimates using a posi- I Il~,:n-boi~d l c I
tion m easurem ent that is sam pled and corrupted by 0b , VC
additive noise. No further constraining assumptions cohmputatl6i-
are made; therefore, the results should be applicable
to any system that uses a position measurement
scheme.

The specification of system parameters com-
bines the three aspects of systen implementation design, in which it is assumed that vehicle velocity
previously described. Data rapes, computation rate.,, and position are estimated using sampled position
quantization lt .' ls, and allowable time delays must be measurements corrupted by noise. The results of this
determined for a given control law, controller con- work are summarized in Ref. 4; details are given in
figuration, and sensor accuracy so that satisfactory Ref. S.
vehicle performance is assured. Moreove, the over- Continuing studies have been made of the per.1 riding factor in specifying system parameters, par. formance of this estimator in the presence of a force
ticularly uplink rate and delay, is string stability, disturbance such as wind gusts or a grade. The con-
Analyses and simulations are used to select controller troller response is essentially unaffected when
gains to maximize the overall alloivable delay while estimator states rather than actual states are used.
mai.taining acceptable dynamic response. Howe~er, the estimator is sensitive to a mismatch be-

The general system L.onfiguration considered in t%%een an on-board ,elocity command and tht velocity
this study is illustrated in Fig. I. It is assumed that command calculated at wayside as at input to the
the vehicle position is known with some accuracy at estimator.
intervals of TI, se,,,onds. For example, as is shown iII To alleviate estimator errors resulting from
the figure, the vehicie is known to be between two mismatch and to improve transient response, several
guideway position market- at any time. A dynamic designs were considered. The analytic approach is to
estimator uses these position measurements to locate estinaator poles on the basib of noise sources
estimate vehicle velocity and position. A wayside con- but constrain the poles to be within a certain region
trol computation is then performed and an uplink of the z-plan, (for thv discrete filter). This significant-
command is transmitted to the vehicle at intervals of ly reduces estimator errors resulting from mismatch
T,, seconds. The on-board control logic uses the although more accurate position measurements are
uplink command to transmit the velocity command, till required (Ref. 5).
v,, to thle vehicle propulsion system. The other area of investigation was the selec-

tion of controller configurations for headways of 0.5
RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION and 3.0 s. The basic control law (Refs. I and 5) re-

The problem of de,'rinining sensor accuracy quires the calculation of the error berv..'n hecle
requirements at head%,ays of 0.5 and 3.0 s %%as ap- spacing and a kinematically required spacing. The er-
proached analytically via a suboptimal Kalman filter ror is given by 143



=S + (5.3 - Ii)(v,, - v,) + 0.33v,(v,, - v,) ,This modification reduces the control bandwidth,
wher S s vhice sacig, his he esied eadaythereby relaxing the data rate and time delay re-

and v,, and v, are the preceding and trailing vehicle opiert clse atio thercdn vehice alwidtho
velocities, respectively. The 5.3 and 0.33 gains are voleatn thoer inmtic constracin eicewihu
determined from an assumed jerk limit of 2.0 mi/s 3 viltnthkneaccosrn.
and anl acceleration limit of 1.5 rn/s2. A feed-forward REFERENCES
derivative, it = (Ilk)i is used for control, where k is

conrqlergan.Control I or Shiori llc-adn .iy Automnated Irrk i S)%Iciu." J1. DlYn.
.'ji. Atem. Cmitrid INO, No. 4. t)cc 1978, pp. -191 -197.

The configuration recommended for imiplemen- 2. [1.\. Chin, 6.. I. .Stupp. and %. J. ttro~l, "Vchic IIO%%LI
tatin a a 30 5headay s oe whre s cacultedCoinrl nitt Vairiable Gains for Sliori 1kcadna) Autoimatedtatio at a3.0 sheadwy is ne whre ( s calulate Undo) S~stis.- J. b i, Sim. .teat. Cwto ". No 31. Sell

by the wayside computer iand uplinked at 0.5 s inter- 1977. lp. 183.189.
31. A. J. I'ne. impicnienitationi rradik-- ot iabr Short lic)adna)vals, using 8 bits to represent the information. At a \ chlidc.t oi'irt Aiiionutc-d Transii S),ain.-' 1W. Train t 'h

headway of 0.5 s. the wayside forms the sumn of ite Ilinid. V F-29. Nil. 1. trbl 1979, pp. 46-55.
and and uplinks this sun at 0.1 s intervals, using 9 4 A. J.me t'lw ~ir aiwir )% -(tiii.rriiirits in Sirttlwd and
bits. Onl board the vehicle, the sumn is separated into ut Iir'lipt.Ki.JtttJ/At't. )ST-6.1 i naldYrar 1978.

A. J lle, milrl tw Iplonillminfojr Short ttiiivulland tby passing through a first-order filter. Finally leil-tfivr16 iem H 11 Ct1 075. TP (" (in
the basic control law (Ref. 1) is modified to incor- f\)
porate either cotstant headway or constant k-factor Author: A. J. Pue
with a corresponding reduction in velocity-error gain. Support: DOT Urban Mass Transit Administration

HUMAN FATALITIES FROM UNWANTED FIRES

To reduce fire fatalities substa-itially requires shows a substantial predispositiotn to being fire
that the causes of the fatalihes be uc-derstuod and .Asualties (approximatel) t\%ice %khat might be expected
tht the links in the chain of events that leads to according to the census data for age group
death be established, distributions), whereas the age group 10 to 40 is well

Few previous investigations have ,rone beyond below the expectation.
the limited information contained in "'vital statistics. At all ages, the absolute nunmber of male tire
The purpose of this study it-as to tie together more deaths exceeds that of females, but this is particularly
closely the demographic diata onl fire victims with the
inedical consequences and itih the causes of fires, so in the 30 to 60 age group. The fraction of casualties
and to draws conclusions about preventive ineasures with blood alcohol lev'els greater than 0.1016~ (the legal
and better inedical treatment for survivors. The study limit for drunkenness) rises rapidly to appro~inately
is based on data fromt thp State of Mlaryland for 700% of all fatalities in the 30 to 60 age group. The
"rapid" fire fataltitei - i.e., deaths that occurred pattern of a ecr substantial ingestion of alcohol prior
ivihmn six hours after exposure to the fires. The rapid to beloining, a fire fatality, particularl5 for men,

fire fatalities represent approximnately 8007 of all fire partallels the bubbtantiall) higher akoholisin rate of men
fatalities; the remaining 20016 (attributable to burn in- in this age group. r-ift) pericent of all fire fatalities
juries and pulmonary lesions), wvith survival timne of abose the age of 2.0 shos an alcohol lc~el abose 0.1%7.
several weeks or mionths, are difficuilt to sti~dy.

DEMOGRAPHIC RESULTS PHYSICAL CAUSES OF FIRE AND
Fire fatality data are available fromt urban, HUMAN RESPONSES

suburban, and rural locations (Baltimore Cit), four Full) 8501 of fires that result in fatalities are
large -.uuntit:,, and !9 small .ountics). In tli three -.aused b) human misjudgmnt or b) deliberate actions
loLatiuns, i.asudies as a !um tion of the age., of the fire By far the most damaging single c:ause is fire resulting

144 ',ittims shos a similar trend. The age group 50 to 60 t from .arelessl) handled dgarettes (44%P) N~lore than

f7



80% of the fatalities occur in residences, with four- Fire casualties
fifths of those in living rooms or bedrooms. With rare
exceptions (such as very young children and invalids),
fire victims generally have been alerted to the fires and Survival less
have made unsuccessful efforts to escape. Most victims than 6 hours

were overcome while trying to escape from the room C g
,::..'e the fire originated. COHb greater

than 50%

MEDICAL CONSEQUENCES OF FIRES
Figure I summarizes the medical findings. Ap- COHb 30-50% + HCN

parent is the primacy of toxic gases as the cause of fire and/or heart disease

deaths (more t1an 70%). The largest fraction of those (bCO not involved
fatalities hve carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) levels (< 30%CO iHvb)
greater than 50%, the level considered to be the margin
for survival. Measurements have shown that many fire Rapid heat exposure
victims with high carbon monoxide (CO) intakes have
also been exposed to substantial amounts orI hydrogen Miscellaneous or unknown -s
cyaoide (HCN). The significance of the cyanide intake (falls, heart attacks,etc.)
is difficult to assess because the sequence of inhalation
of the two gases is unknown. Survival longer than 6 hours

A number of the fire victims with COHb levels
below 50% were found to have ingested substantial, but Lung

sublethal, doses of hy'drogen cyanide. Animal ex-
periments show that the two gases act additively, so that
a combined exposure to sublethal concentrations of Burns=

each may prove fatal. A second cause of death from
sublethal levels of carbon monoxide can be tied to the
observation that persons with impaired circulatory Fig. I Overall assessment of fire fatalities, showing the
systems tend to succumb at carbon monoxide levels medical causes of death. The numbers In shaded boxes indicate
below 50%. This is unlikely to be a contributor in cases the percentages of major events that resulted In fatalities.

where there was a high alcohol intake because such
intake significantly relaxes the circulatory system.

Better medical treatment for survivors may
depend to some extent on the ability to identify the
specific causative agents in each fire situation.
Especially in view of the large number of new synthetic

Preventive measures should concentrate on materials used for construction, furnishings, and fire
sources that contribute most significantly to the number inhibitors, methods need to be de~eloped to rapidly

of fatal fire incidents. The study suggests that detect toxic substances (such as halogen acids, hydrogen
M l adcyanide, and carbon monoxide) in order to institute theI. . Materials, especially in bedrooms and
living rooms, should be modified to most effective treatment as quickly as possible.

withstand ignition by cigarettes (or the
igniting power of cigarettes should be
reduced);

2. The public should be educated to the risks
of careless smoking, particularly when Authors: If'. G. Berl and B. Al. Halpin
accompanied by excessive drinking; and

3. Early alerting devices such as smoke Support: National Bureau of Standards
detectors should be used. Grant G7-9016
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DETERMINATION OF THE FLAMMABLE GASES
EVOLVING FROM A BURNING PLASTIC

Whet: a plastic burns, it decom'oses to pro- concentration that allows the diffusion of oxygen to
duce /ot flammable gases that react quickly with air continue.
in a zone very near the surface. We have made the
first detailed measurements of the flammable gases The flammable gases evolving from burning
evolving from a burning, c/ar-forming plastic, plastic are attacked by oxygen within 0.1 mm of the

surface. The gases had never been isolated and iden-
tified until recently, when two tecliques were

Sdeveloped to achieve the steadystate combustion of
nnplastics. One technique (Ref. i), developed at tae

4Many unwanted domestic fires are initiated or University of California (La Jola), is appropriate for

fueled by plastics. The ignition, fire spread, and ex. clean-burning plastics. However, most plastics of

tinction behavior of plasticise strongly affected by practical importance leave a char residue. The other

the chemistry involved, which we are only beginning technique, developed at A1 (Ref. 2), works well

to understand. A better undrtanding of the ith any plastic tha can be coated on thin fiberglass
chelistry could lead to better chemical means to in- yarn.

tamh e adecomposti on ation tatprodu hTee coated yarn is pulled lengthwise through a
cross flow of hot oxygen produced by a burner (Fig.
2). Each particle of plastic moving with the yarn is

DISCUSSION heated from rooml temperature to tie ignition point.

For a long time, indirect evidence has poitled Then flamnmable gases begin to evolve and burn with

to a qualitative picture of plastic combustion in which tihe hot oxygen. As tihe particle continues its motion,

thehea -reeaing che ica ractonstak pacein heits temperature rises, resulting in greater combustion

gas phase (Fig. 1). The reaction zone is supplied on enit cea e l a s urned plastic 3) ne chsuryacn

one side by flammable gases evolving from the solidi

and on the other by oxygen diffusing inward from the tinually replaced.
' iair. Some of tie heat feeds back to tie solid to sus- Gas samples can be withdrawln through a

tain the decomposition reactions that produc heh quart needle (orifice of 0.05 mm diameter) and
flammable gases. TFe consumption of oxygen in t e analyzed on a mass spectroeter. Heat transfer to tie
reaction zone causes a gradient to be yaintained in its yarn can be measured (Ref. 3) and surface

Qurtz Teraesil

T maBurnerReaction zo eHot fl m
zone ~ ~~oxygenj flm

Flame on the plastic need

Fig. 1 A qualitative picture of the combustion of plastics. The (4 mm flame radius) N
plastic degrades thermall) Tith production of flammable gases To mass spectrometer

that react ,ith ol)gen in the gas phase. The 
o tpacs,on ione is

K onl) a fraction of a millimeter from the solid at normal Fig. 2 Eperimental apparatus for stud)ing the combustion
146 pressures, but the distances increase at reduced pressure, of plastics in stead) state.
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1.8 temperatures calculated (Ref. 4). The mass flux from
the plastic is determined from the mass loss of the
yarn and die specd.

16 We obtained a fiberglass yarn commercially
coated with polyvinyl chloride (PVC), a char-forming
plastic. The flammable gases of higher molecular
weight that evolve fromt the PVC include ben/ene,

1.4 penzene, and butcne. Hydrocarbons of lower
molecular weight make uip the remaining f'lammnable
gases. Two concentration profiles (Fig. 3) show that

0 ~thermal degradation of thec gases takes place soon

1.2 -after they evolve. The fragments rather than the
1.2 whole molecules react with the oxygetn. The reactions

of' fte fragments take place much fai tler fromt the
C surf'ace A mm). The measurements shown wvere madle
- at 0. 1 atmn pressure to expand the flamne on the

S1.0 l plastic. At normal pressure (I atm), thle oxidation

takes place too closc to tile surface to permit detec-
tion of' lie flammable gases.

0.8- Benzene.(X 5000) Our results confirm the picture of plastic comn-

0 hustion shown in Fig. I and point the way to analyses
that may f urt her elucidate t lice lhem istry.

0.6-0 BB

Pentene (X 100) 78 REFERENCES~
1. K. Sesti~dri anxi F. A. Williams,. "Siriouire and tisincoon of

Couintrflo%% Diffusion I'laniesabo~ cCondcuscd IFuel: Comiparison
0.4- betcin N M and Its ~iquid Monomer, Bth Burning in

Nitrogen.AIr %IOwrc%." J. Piolymwer svi. 16, 1978, p. 1755.
Z1, W. H Iunir, C. Grunictder, C. I. Ilosall, and R . L1risiom,

'Combsimo i lloly~inyt Chloride Siudied by a LoTn .Iressre

\70 0 Mo~ing Wi're Fesinique," Conubusi. FluneJ15.1979, lpP. 169-177.
70 0 .3. %V flow tner and C. Grinnfelder. "Ileai Trainsler %leasureneni% In

0.2, 1t -I. "be S 55n \\re 40ikniue I or Sluid> fl o> nir I laiiblit),
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 Comnis. flumt-34. 1979. pp. 265.274.

Radial distance from surface (mm) 4. t\ I 5 it wer and S. I a\ i i, "Sieady Siaie Too pera ire D~istribut ion
in ai Solid (7>'tadr Nioming in the Direction of Iis A~is ihrough a
Crowl Ionk ol tioi (as," J. Hear Transfer 99, 1977, pp. 668 674.

Fig. 3 Radial concentration profiles of two flammable gases Author: L. Mf' Hunter
eohing from burning polyvinyl chloride. The measurements
shown %iere made at 0.1 aln pressure. At niormal pressure-, (I Support: National Bureau of Standardls Grant
atm), the osidatlon takes place much closer to the surface. G 7-9016

A NEW LIDAR/FLUORESCENT TRACER TECHNIQUE
FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

A net% reinote-sensig technique developedI by BACKGROUND
APL for dhe td'of air inotion and diffusion uses Lidar has been used in meteorological studies
inicroscopic fluorescenit partiles as tracers and a light
delt ion andl ranging (lielar) systemn as the remoute aiid air pollution applications for \%ell oser a decade
sensor. It perits inu /t sialler quantities of winu- (see Ref. I foi a surs e)). In particular, it found earl)
spherit. tracers to be Ietec tedl than isas pretimish) appliation in the stud) of stat k plumes (Ref. 2). Par-
possible. litilates emanating front power plant stacks are 147



reddily detected by lidar. However, as the distance ments - clouds, stable layers, multiple sources of
from the stack increases, the plume becomes pro- particulates, the ground, and buildings. Returns from
gressively more diffuse and tenuous until it is finally these targets usually are at the laser frequency and do
obscured by the natural aerosol background, or it not contribute to the return at the shifted fluorescent
becomes unrecognizable after mixing with plumes frequency.
from othtier sources, Because the returns from the dye and from the

The background aerosol concentration repre- environment appear at different frequencies, each can
sents the "noise" in which the laser returns front par- be mapped selectively by proper filtering at the detec-
ticulates of interest (from stacks) must be resolved. tor. The fluorescent plume can be mapped by filtering
With the advent of stack water scrubbers and particle out the laser frequenc). Conversely, the backgroud
precipitators, the concentration of particulates from can be mapped by centering the detector filter at the
stacks has been reduced considerably. In turn, the laser frequency. This can be done by using two detec-
range at which the stack particles merge into the tors or by switching the filters of a single detector.
background has also been reduced. In general, thie
study of plume rise and belavior using conventional Finely powdered fluorescent aerosols that are

lidar techniques becomes restricted to the immediate environmentally safe and suitable for use as ane-

vicinity of the stack (Ref. 3) or to extremely dirty spheric tracers are produced as pigments for luores
pluesila eryh~a enironen (Rf. ).cent paints. The chaiacteristics of many such

pigments produced by one manufacturer, the DAY-
GLO Color Corp., were evaluated in the laboratory
for use as atmospheric tracers. The fluorescence and
excitation spectra were measured with a fluorometerDISCL,.SION developed by lenson and Kes (Ref. 5). Figure I

A technique has been developed that virtually snnimaries the measurements of tile fluorescence
eliminates the background aerosol limitation and spectra. All of the pigments are approximated by one
allows plnne behavior to be studied at extended of these spectra. Tie excitation spectra of four
ranges and in the presence of a complex "clutter" representative materials are shown in Fig. 2.
background. Microscopic fluorescent particles are in-
jected into the plume and are excited by means of he ar w as ase fonpsifil-
pulsed laser light (i.e., a lidar). Tire backscatter signal meret available within API. to tet tie concepts of te
is composed ltoresce tracer technique. The lidrr contains a
the backgrond aerosols and froi the fluorescent frequency-doubled Nd-YAG laser ssith a %ariable
particles themselves and tie return from the fluores- pulse rate of up to 20() H,, an output ssaselength of
Cent particles at thle shifted frequency. By fiihering-out 32 rm, and a pulse length of 12 its. This lasercent les at thndaeniftad freqec. any fileingeut wavelength lies close to the peak of the excitation
the laser (or fundamental) frequetcy atd selectively spectrum of tie Fire Orange A-14 pigment (Fig. 2).
detecting only the shifted fluorescent frequency, the nFie complete lidar consists of the narro%-beanittidth
return from the background aerosols is eliminated. pulsed laser mounted on a plate along with a Casse-

The fluorescent plume can also be identified in grainian telescope and a photomultiplier detector,
the presence of background noise or clutter environ- %sith intersening optical filters that pass either tire
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Fig. 2 E\citation spectra of selected fluorescent tracers.

laser frequency or the fluorescent frequency, depend-
ing on the experiment. The plate assembly is bolted to 1.0- 60
a mount that is electrically driven in a/ii th and
elevation. Controls for the mount and electrical read-
outs of azimuth and elevation may be located remote-
ly. The lidar and data recording equipment are 40.E
mounted in a truck to ensure a fle-ible mobile EV
system. The results of preliminary field experiments 0.5 .
performed in the fall of 1978 are discussed in Ref. 6.

20
A full-scale field test was conducted in June

1979 with the cooperation of NASA at Wallops
Island, Virginia. A motoried instrument, placed at
the 150 ft level of, an instrumented meteorological 0 0
tower, dispensed the Fire Orange aerosol at a known I I I J I I I I I
constant rate. The tracer diffused as it drifted with 300 250
the wind, forming a well defined plume that ws in- Azimuth angle (deg)
visible to the eye. The lidar scanned the plune and
produced cross-sectional views of it on an intensity- FIg. 3 Iloritontal section of the fluorescent plume.

modulated oscilloscope.

Figure 3 shows a horizontal cut through one
portion of the plume; the only return is from the
tractr. Figure 4 shows a vertical cut through the
plume at one azimuth; returns from vegetation as well 20-
as from the tracer are observed. It is belic~ed that
these returns are due to the fluorescence of organic .
chemicals it tie vegetation and to the inability of the
filters to reject the laser wavelength. -

= 0-
The average concentration of fluorescent tracer .2

in the plume, approximately 10 pg/m), was deter-
mined from the dispensing rate of tile tracer, from
the wind speed, and from lidar measurements of the 20-
cross-sectional area of the plume. Later measurements 0.5 1.0
were made with concentrations as low as 0.5 pg/nO. Range (kin)
Measurenments of the low natural-back-iound
fluorescence indicate that tracer concentrations as low Fig. 4 Vertical section of the fluorescent plume. R, is the
as 0.006 pg/mri may be detectabie. For comparison, rangedosnsoind of thedispcnser. 149
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